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Introduction
The Revenue and Financing Policy sets out how (Environment Canterbury (the Council) intends to fund its operating expenses and capital
expenditure (section 103 of the Local Government Act 2002).

What funding sources can the Council use?
Environment Canterbury may fund its work from any of the following sources:
general rates, including:
a choice of valuation systems
uniform or differential rating
uniform annual general charge
targeted rates, including:
a choice of valuation systems
uniform or differential rating
uniform annual charge
other funding, including:
fees and charges
interest and dividends from investments
borrowing
proceeds from asset sales
development contributions
lump sum contributions
financial contributions under the Resource Management Act 1991
grants and subsidies
any other source.

Which funding sources does the Council use?
Environment Canterbury uses:
general rates
targeted rates
fees and charges
interest from investments
borrowing
proceeds from asset sales
grants and subsidies
other sources.
The following sections describe these funding sources in more detail.
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General rates
General rates are used to fund activities where the cost should be funded by the community as a whole. The general rate is allocated using
either a valuation based rate or a uniform annual general charge. Adjustments to the general rate are made for the effects of different
valuation dates across the region by amending the rating fractions for each district to allow for the relative changes in values (equalisation).
A uniform annual general charge is a flat dollar charge per property or per separately used/inhabited part of a property. It is a regressive
tax in that everyone pays the same amount regardless of property value. The Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 caps the use of uniform
annual general charges at 30 per cent of the total rate. Uniform annual general charges can reduce the impact of high property values;
they shift the incidence of rates from high to low value properties and from the rural to the urban sector.
Valuation based rating is a tax on property value, treating it as an indicator of wealth and hence ‘ability to pay’ and propensity to consume
more resources. However, there are exceptions, such as people on low fixed incomes whose properties have risen in value as a result of
factors outside their control.
Valuation-based general rates can be based on any one of the following:
land (unimproved value)
capital value (land and improvements)
annual value (either rentable values or 5 per cent of the capital value).
Environment Canterbury uses the capital value system. Capital value is a good proxy for ability to pay and use council services. This is
consistent with central government thinking, that is, rates are a tax and those with higher capital value properties, generally, are better
able to bear the costs. It also assumes that those with more capital consume more resources and so have a greater stake in the management
of those resources. Relief from rates is available through rates rebate schemes targeted at those on low fixed incomes.

Targeted rates
Targeted rates are used to fund specific activities and may be levied across the entire region or a specified territorial authority, or parts of
a territorial authority. For example, with public passenger transport services only available in some parts of the region, funding is targeted
to properties where services are provided.
Targeted rates can be uniform, differential or fixed. For differential targeted rates, property classes receiving different degrees of benefit
pay differently. For example, for catchment works a property near a river receives greater flood protection benefit than a property further
away, so pays more. A fixed targeted rate, like a uniform annual general charge, is a flat dollar charge per property or per separately
used/inhabited part of a property.
Environment Canterbury uses capital value, land value and land area as the basis for levying targeted rates. Targeted rates must be spent
only on what they were collected for.
When Environment Canterbury uses differential rates, that is, charges one category of property a higher rate in the dollar than another, it
considers criteria such as:
levels of service
ability to pay
willingness to pay
cost.

Fees and charges
The Resource Management Act 1991, the Local Government Act 2002, the Biosecurity Act 1993 and the Building Act 2004 authorise the
Council to set fees and charges to recover costs. Refer Fees and Charges Policy for policy rationale and proposed rates.

Environment Canterbury
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Interest
Interest earned on individual reserve accounts, including the general reserve, is allocated to projects related to the purposes for which
those reserves are held. All activities benefit to some extent from allocation of interest. The proportion of funding available varies from year
to year depending on the size of reserves held and interest rates at the time. The interest allocation reduces the amount of funding required
from other sources.

Borrowing
Borrowing is used to fund work that cannot be rated for in one year or to spread the cost of funding over time so that future generations
can pay their share of the cost (intergenerational equity). The Council, as a Guaranteeing Local Authority, may borrow from the New Zealand
Local Government Funding Agency, in which case it is the Council's policy to provide as security, a rates charge to secure obligations under
the guarantee.

Proceeds from asset sales
Proceeds from asset sales are held in the Asset Replacement Reserve. Proceeds from timber sales from soil conservation forest plantations
established by catchment rating districts are used to fund work in those catchments.

Grants and subsidies
Grants are available from central government in recognition of national benefits accruing from the Council’s work or because of a Government
policy to advance a particular project or activity nationally. Other organisations also provide grants and sponsorships for some work.

Other sources
Environment Canterbury receives income from endowment land lease rentals. This income is tied to catchment rating districts and is used
to fund river protection in the rating district where the land is situated. It cannot be used to fund other work.
From time to time, work is funded from financial reserves. Funding from reserves may be used only for work related to the purpose for
which the funds were originally collected. For example, catchment reserves can only be spent on catchment works in the rating district
where they were collected.
Environment Canterbury has no other sources of income to fund work. Unlike a number of regional councils, the Council was not given any
port company shares, notwithstanding there are two commercial ports in the region.

How does the Council decide to fund its work?
In selecting the best funding sources to use, the Council must consider the following matters for each activity to be funded (section 101 of
the Local Government Act 2002):
Which community outcomes? To which community outcomes does the activity primarily contribute? What are the benefits of
doing this work?
Who benefits? What is the distribution of benefits between the community as a whole, parts of the community, and individuals?
When will they benefit? Over what period are the benefits expected to occur?
Is anyone causing the Council to do this work? To what extent do the actions or inaction of particular individuals or a group
contribute to the need to undertake the activity?
How will this work be funded? Do the costs and benefits, including consequences for transparency and accountability, justify
funding the activity distinctly from other activities?
What is the impact on well-being? What is the overall impact of any allocation of liability for revenue on the community?
Each point is expanded in the following sections.
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Which community outcomes?
The analysis identifies the community outcomes to which the activity contributes and the benefits arising from the activity.

Who benefits?
This section identifies who benefits from the service provided. In particular, it identifies the distribution of benefits between the community
as a whole, any part of the community and individuals. Consideration is given as to whether the benefits are private or public goods. Many
activities do not fit neatly into one classification as they include elements of both.
Private goods have these characteristics:
The consumer can enjoy the benefits only by purchasing the goods or services and is prepared to do so because of the benefits
received.
The Council is able to earn, through the market, sufficient income to warrant the production of the goods or the provision of the
service.
Public goods require one or more of the following elements:
It is not practical to prevent people from receiving benefits so it is not possible to charge individually for them, e.g. clean air
(non-excludable).
A large number of people can enjoy the benefit at little or no extra cost, e.g. clean air (non-rival).
It has value for its availability, even if a non-user never actually makes use of it, e.g. pristine high-country streams (option value).
Mere existence gives benefit, e.g. public passenger transport (existence value).
It leaves something for future generations, e.g. clean water (bequest value).
Facilities lead to civic pride, e.g. clean green environment (prestige value).
The benefit enjoyed by someone causes additional benefit to someone else, e.g. safe boating (externalities, spill over).
Goods that the community may pay collectively more for than individuals would pay separately, typically produce social benefits
over and above private benefits, e.g. Clean Heat Project (merit goods).
The revenue and financing sources available to Environment Canterbury mean that public and private goods are funded in the following
manner.
Type of 'good'

Revenue and financial mechanism

Public

uniform general rate, uniform targeted rate
uniform annual general charge grants and subisidies

Private

Differential targeted rates fees and charges.

Principle: Costs should, as far as practicable, be recovered from the people who benefit directly from the expenditure, that is, the beneficiaries.

When do the benefits occur?
This section identifies the period over which benefits are expected to accrue. Activities where benefits continue to accrue long after the
initial expenditure is completed require consideration as to whether future generations, as well as current ones, should contribute to the
cost. Using loans or reserves is one way for future generations to contribute to the cost where benefits continue to accrue long after the
initial expenditure is completed.
The situation can exist where there is a continuum of projects, short and long term, each with similar intergenerational benefits. Developing
a complex system of loans or reserves to fund new projects each year would add considerable complexity and administrative cost.
Principles:
Costs should, as far as practicable, be recovered at the time the benefits of the expenditure accrue. When benefits are enjoyed by future
generations, funding should be borne by future generations (e.g. through loan or reserves systems of funding that spread the cost).

Environment Canterbury
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Where there is a continuum of projects, each with similar intergenerational benefits, such projects should be fully funded in the year the
work is done.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
This section identifies who is causing work to be done (exacerbators). Costs can be targeted to these individuals or groups within the
community through user-pays fees and charges or targeted rates.
Principle: Costs should, as far as practicable, be recovered from the people who cause the cost to be incurred (this is known as the ‘exacerbator
pays’ principle).

How will this work be funded?
This section considers how the activity should be funded and whether, for transparency and accountability, people need to see this distinctly
from funding for other work. For some activities, there may be a legal requirement to ring-fence certain work and show the funding distinctly.
For other work, it may be in the Council’s interests to show the funding distinctly to promote the work or to help show the value for money
being provided. Ways of funding work distinctly include establishing a targeted rate, a uniform annual charge or a user charge. However,
taken too far, this can lead to a large and potentially complicated list of funding categories and high administrative costs.
Principles:
costs for different activities should, as far as practicable, be funded separately
rating schemes should be simple.

What is the impact on well-being?
The Council is required to take into account the overall impact of any allocation of liability for revenue needs of the community.
Principle: Ratepayers should be treated equitably.

Funding categories index
Within each group of activities (or portfolio), the work undertaken is classified as belonging to one of the following activities:
strategy
investigations
planning and consents
monitoring
operations
communication, educating and advocating
regulating.
For each activity the approach taken is to identify the percentage from each funding source. In most cases the percentage can be specified
exactly. For others it is only possible to specify a range and an explanation of how the actual percentage is to be assessed in any year. For
example, grant funding percentages may fluctuate from year to year depending on the grantor’s policy; for all grant funding, a caveat is
necessary regarding future variability.
The following tables set out the funding categories for each group of activities.
1.Strategy
Category

Group of activities

Page

1.1 Strategy – other

All groups other than those specified below

9

1.2 Public passenger transport

Public passenger transport

10
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Category

Group of activities

Page

1.3 Regional land transport

Regional land transport

12

1.4 Canterbury Water Management Strategy (CWMS)

Water quality, quantity and ecosystems – CWMS only

13

Category

Group of activities

Page

2.1 Investigations – other

All groups other than those specified below

15

2.2 Biosecurity and biodiversity

Biosecurity and biodiversity

16

2.3 Public passenger transport

Public passenger transport

18

2.4 Regional land transport

Regional land transport

19

2.5 Water resource

Water quality, quantity and ecosystems

20

Category

Group of activities

Page

3.1 Planning and consents – other

All groups other than those specified below

23

3.2 Public passenger transport

Public passenger transport

25

3.3 Regional land transport

Regional land transport

26

3.4 Resource consent processing

Resource consent processing

27

Category

Group of activities

Page

4.1 Monitoring – other

All groups other than those specified below

30

4.2 Biosecurity and biodiversity

Biosecurity and biodiversity

31

4.3 Public passenger transport

Public passenger transport

33

4.4 Regional land transport

Regional land transport

34

4.5 Water resource

Water quality, quantity and ecosystems

35

Category

Group of activities

Page

5.1 Clean Heat Project and energy efficiency incentive
programme
5.2 Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

Air quality

38

Emergency management

40

5.3 Regional leadership

Regional leadership

41

5.4 Energy efficiency

Air

43

5.5 Catchment works

Flood protection and control

44

5.6 Flood event management

Flood protection and control

47

5.7 Regional reserves and forestry

Flood protection and control

48

5.8 Regional parks

Land

50

5.9 Environmental infrastructure

Water quality, quantity and ecosystems – CWMS only

52

5.10 Animal and plant pest control

Biosecurity and biodiversity

53

5.11 Community initiated programmes

Biosecurity and biodiversity

55

5.12 Public passenger transport

Public passenger transport

57

2. Investigations

3. Planning and consents

4. Monitoring

5. Operations

Environment Canterbury
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Category

Group of activities

Page

5.13 Regional land transport

Regional land transport

60

5.14 Stock truck effluent disposal

Regional land transport

62

5.15 Contaminated sites (inner Lyttelton Harbour)

Waste, hazardous substances and contaminated sites

63

5.16 Air quality implementation

Air quality

64

Category

Group of activities

Page

6.1 Communicating, educating and advocating – other

All groups other than those specified below

67

6.2 Pests and biodiversity

Biosecurity and biodiversity

69

6.3 Public passenger transport

Public passenger transport

71

6.4 Regional land transport

Regional land transport

72

Category

Group of activities

Page

7.1 Natural resources

Consents and compliance monitoring

74

7.2 Dam safety

Consents and compliance monitoring

76

7.3 Navigation safety

Navigation safety

78

7.4 Animal and plant pests

Biosecurity and biodiversity

79

7.5 Passenger transport services

Public passenger transport

81

6. Communicating, educating and advocating

7. Regulating

Capital expenditure financing
Environment Canterbury funds capital expenditure from a mixture of rates and reserves. All capital expenditure for general plant, furniture
and fittings, computer equipment and motor vehicles is funded from the Asset Replacement Reserve, which includes proceeds from asset
sales and depreciation. Depreciation and cost of capital are charged to the project in which the asset is used, as part of the operational
expenditure. This expenditure is then funded in accordance with the policies contained within this document, e.g. general or targeted rates,
for that activity. Assets provided specifically to river rating districts are funded from targeted rates, reserves or borrowing, as set out in
this policy.
Capital expenditure for which there is no appropriate reserve available will be funded by borrowing. The repayment of borrowing and the
costs associated with borrowing will be funded in accordance with policies contained within this document for that activity. The construction
costs over and above available reserves for Tuam Street offices will be funded in this manner.
See also Appendix 2 in the Forecast Financial Information of the Long-Term Plan 2015-25 for details of capital expenditure in each portfolio.
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Funding category 1: Strategy
1.1 Strategy – other
Description
This category covers strategy work undertaken in groups of activities other than those specified separately under this funding category.
This work involves developing strategic responses to issues facing the region. Clarifying these issues, prioritising them, identifying the sort
of work needed and establishing how that work should be organised is necessary to ensure work programmes are strategically planned
and resources strategically deployed.
This is the early work that must be done before starting work on options for solutions. Taking a strategic approach can greatly increase the
probability of resources being deployed where they are needed most, ‘getting it right first time’ and avoiding re-work.
This work should not be confused with planning and policy development work, even though the resulting documents are sometimes called
'strategies'. Planning and policy development work may be just one of the strategic options identified to address a particular issue.
Issues causing the need for a strategic response can arise anywhere in the region. Lessons learnt responding to an issue in one part of the
region can often assist in responding to issues elsewhere. Over time, issues will arise affecting the whole region
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are reports such at the Regional Policy Statement and the Long-Term Plan.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.
Canterbury is prepared. Our communities are prepared for emergencies.
Canterbury is a great place to live. People’s recreational needs are met. We have good access to open spaces and wilderness
areas, public parks and reserves.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.
Canterbury’s water is clean and plentiful. Our rivers, lakes and groundwater are managed sustainably for the good of all.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

An understanding of the priority issues facing the region so that informed decisions can be made about responses, resource
requirements and the timeframe for issues to be addressed.

2.

Increased probability of ‘the right issues’ being addressed, resources being deployed where they are needed most, and the community
‘getting it right first time’ and avoiding re-work.

Environment Canterbury
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Who benefits?
The community, as a whole, is the beneficiary.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately and in future years. Lessons learnt addressing issues can often be applied to addressing future issues.
New issues constantly arise, meaning the work is ongoing.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
No. Issues requiring a strategic response can arise from a variety of natural causes, such as sea level rise and climate change, or as a result
of human activity, such as degrading water quality. At the strategy stage, work must proceed regardless of the cause. However, subsequent
identification of exacerbators may influence future funding decisions.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred. This work is to be funded from general rates. There is no benefit either to individuals or
to Environment Canterbury from funding this activity distinctly.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

100%*

-

-

-

-

-

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability for
revenue needs on the community.

1.2 Strategy – public passenger transport
Description
This category covers strategy work undertaken in the public passenger transport group of activities. The work involves developing a regional
strategy for delivering public passenger transport in Canterbury.
This work should not be confused with planning and policy development work on public passenger transport, undertaken to implement a
regional strategy.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are reports and strategy documents.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcome:
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.
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What are the benefits?
The benefit of this activity is an understanding of the priority public passenger transport issues facing the region so that informed decisions
can be made.

Who benefits?
The benefits accrue to those who live in the city or district where services are provided. Bus users benefit directly. People who do not use
buses also benefit from the existence of the service. Road users benefit from reduced traffic congestion due to fewer cars being on the
road.
It is accepted that the further away a person lives from an actual bus route, the less likely they are to use the service, although many people
make use of the ‘park and ride’ option. Notwithstanding the distance from a route, all road users within a city or district where services are
provided benefit from the existence of services and reduced traffic congestion.
The Government acknowledges there is a national benefit from regional councils providing public passenger transport specifically, these
services provide an alternative to the private car, meet the transport needs of people without access to a car, and reduce pressure on the
roading network.
The New Zealand population nationally and communities in cities or districts where services are provided are beneficiaries.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
No.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
This work is to be funded 50 per cent from targeted rates over Christchurch and districts where services are provided and 50 per cent from
Government grants. Different targeted rates may be levied over parts of the city or district to recognise differences in the benefits received.
Currently the proportion of funding from government grants is 50 per cent of costs. This percentage is subject to changes to Government
policy and the purpose to which any grant funding is to be applied. Any change in the amount of the government grant will require a
corresponding adjustment to be made to the targeted rate percentage.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

50%*

-

-

-

50%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required. Due to
changes to Government policy the grant percentage may change, with a corresponding adjustment to be made to the general rate percentage.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from targeted rates and grants is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of
liability for revenue needs on the community.

Environment Canterbury
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1.3 Strategy – regional land transport
Description
This category covers strategy work undertaken in the regional land transport group of activities. The work involves developing a regional
strategy for land transport in Canterbury. This work should not be confused with land transport planning and policy development work
undertaken to implement regional strategy.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are reports and strategy documents.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.

What are the benefits?
The benefit of this activity is an understanding of the priority regional land transport issues facing the region so that informed decisions can
be made.

Who benefits?
Those who use roads benefit from this work, which means the whole community.
The Government acknowledges there is a benefit to all New Zealanders from having a well-planned, safe and efficient national roading
network.
The New Zealand population nationally and the regional community are beneficiaries.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Road users can be considered to be exacerbators.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
This work is to be funded either 75 per cent from government grants and 25 per cent from general rates, or 100 per cent from government
grants, depending on the type of work involved. Establishing which grant percentage applies to which is undertaken in consultation with
government officials.
The proportion of funding from government grants is subject to changes to Government policy and the purpose to which any grant funding
is to be applied. Any change in the amount of the government grant will require a corresponding adjustment to be made to the general rate
percentage.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the particular funding arrangements in place.
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Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

25% or 0%*

-

-

-

-

75% or 100%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required. Due to
changes to Government policy the grant percentage may change, with a corresponding adjustment to be made to the general rate percentage.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general rates and grants is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of
liability for revenue needs on the community.

1.4 Strategy – Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Description
This category covers strategy work in the water quality, quantity and ecosystems group of activities and operations work in the biodiversity
and biosecurity group of activities relating specifically to the Canterbury Water Management Strategy.
The Canterbury Mayoral Forum has requested Environment Canterbury to develop a suite of detailed options for storage-based water supply
infrastructure in Canterbury to meet long-term water needs. The CWMS will provide information to stakeholders and the community on the
sustainability, environmental, economic and social effects of each of the options in relation to demand.
The outputs are in the form of reports and physical works such as replanting wetlands or installing fencing to protect biodiversity and
biosecurity.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.
Canterbury’s water is clean and plentiful. Our rivers, lakes and groundwater are managed sustainably for the good of all ecosystem
protection.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

A suite of detailed options for storage-based water supply infrastructure in Canterbury to meet long-term water needs.

2.

Assisting with the development of water allocation policies in planning documents as well as addressing water quality and in-stream
values of water bodies.

Who benefits?
The study is not specific to a particular water storage project or district, but addresses water needs for the whole of Canterbury.
The community as a whole is the beneficiary.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits of the project will accrue to water managers as the study progresses. The infrastructure that results will endure beyond this.

Environment Canterbury
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Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Water users placing pressure on water resources in some areas can be considered to be exacerbators. However, the study covers more
than just these areas.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
This work is to be funded by a targeted rate over the whole region.
Because the study has arisen from a request from the Mayoral Forum and is not one that Environment Canterbury would otherwise undertake,
this activity is to be funded distinctly from other water quality, quantity and ecosystems investigation activities.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

100%*

-

-

-

-

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from a uniform targeted rate is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability
for revenue needs on the community.
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Funding category 2: Investigations
2.1 Investigations – other
Description
This category covers general investigation work undertaken in groups of activities other than those specified separately.
This activity involves investigating specific topics and reporting the findings, with conclusions and recommendations. Generally this work
is of a short-term, one-off nature, although an investigation, once completed, may lead to further action being taken, such as a change to
a resource consent or the need to develop or modify a policy or plan. Conversely, further action may not be seen as necessary or desirable.
Investigation programmes are traditionally ongoing from year to year and can be undertaken anywhere in the region. Lessons learnt carrying
out investigations can often be applied to future investigations. New issues constantly arise that require investigating.
This work is ongoing. The outputs are reports and data stored in electronic databases.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity.
Canterbury's water is clean and plentiful. Our rivers, lakes and groundwater are managed sustainably for the good of all.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

An understanding of the risks to and the pressures on natural resources so that informed resource management decisions can be
made.

2.

Assurance that resources are being used sustainably.

3.

Early warning of changes in natural resources or sustainability issues.

4.

Information is available about issues identified in the Canterbury Hazardous Waste Strategy.

Who benefits?
Benefits 1 and 2 above accrue to the regional community as a whole.
Benefit 2 and 3 accrue to resource consent holders.
Benefit 4 accrues to territorial authorities.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately and in future years when data is used as input into regional plans and to assist with resource consents.

Environment Canterbury
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Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Consent holders can be considered to be exacerbators.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
Except for costs associated with implementing the Canterbury Hazardous Waste Management Strategy, the cost of this work is to be funded
from general rates.
For the Canterbury Hazardous Waste Management Strategy joint implementation programme:
the cost of the implementing the programme is to be funded 50 per cent from general rates and 50 per cent from grants from
participating territorial authorities
the cost of Environment Canterbury’s participation in the programme is to be funded 100 per cent from general rates.
There is no benefit either to individuals or to Environment Canterbury from funding this activity distinctly.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

-

2.1a Investigations – general
100%*

-

2.1b Investigations – Canterbury Hazardous Waste Management Strategy joint implementation programme
50%*

-

-

-

-

50%

2.1c Investigations – Canterbury Hazardous Waste Management Strategy Environment Canterbury's participation
100%*

-

-

-

-

-

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability for
revenue needs on the community.

2.2 Investigations – biosecurity and biodiversity
Description
This category covers investigations work undertaken in the biosecurity and biodiversity group of activities.
The following analysis is based on the Regional Pest Management Strategy, which includes a thorough analysis of all aspects of animal and
plant pest management in relation to the threat to production from land and biodiversity. The work involves investigating methods for
controlling animal and plant pests that threaten production from land and biodiversity and for investigating biodiversity issues generally.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are reports.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
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Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

An understanding of methods for controlling animal and plant pests that threaten production from land and biodiversity.

2.

An understanding of biodiversity issues generally so that informed biodiversity decisions can be made.

Who benefits?
Benefit 1 accrues to both land occupiers and the regional community. The land occupier benefits from better pest control information and
the regional community benefits from the environmental flow-on that will eventuate when pests are controlled. This benefit is assessed as
accruing 50 per cent to the land occupier and 50 per cent to the community as a whole.
Benefit 2 accrues to the community as a whole because everyone benefits from obtaining information that will lead to improved biodiversity.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately and in future years when the identified pest control methods are used and the information is incorporated
into biodiversity and pest management strategies.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
For benefit 1, land occupiers who harbour pests now, or who did so in the past, can be considered to be exacerbators because if there were
no pests, this work would not be required.
For benefit 2, modern living unavoidably impacts on the natural environment to a greater or lesser extent; therefore everyone’s actions can
threaten biodiversity in some way.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
Investigations into pest threats to production and biodiversity are to be funded from general and targeted rates. While there is no benefit
either to individuals or to Environment Canterbury from funding this activity distinctly, the use of a targeted rate for investigating pest
threats to production and biodiversity does enable attention to be drawn to the contribution from general rates for this work, notwithstanding
the existence of identifiable exacerbators.
Investigations into biodiversity issues are to be funded from general rates. There is no benefit either to individuals or to Environment
Canterbury from funding this activity distinctly.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

50%*

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.2a Animal and plant pests
50%*
2.2b Biodiversity
100%*
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* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

Impact on well-being
Funding this work from a mix general and targeted rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation
of liability for revenue needs on the community.

2.3 Investigations – public passenger transport
Description
This category covers investigations work undertaken in the public passenger transport group of activities.
The work involves undertaking investigations into new services and reviews of existing public passenger transport services to identify if
community needs are being met. For example, are the services of a standard and frequency required? Do they go where required? Are new
services viable?
Service reviews are undertaken periodically. Lessons learnt carrying out investigations in one area often provide subsequent economies
for investigations undertaken elsewhere later.
This work is ongoing. The outputs are reports.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.
Canterbury is a great place to live. People’s recreational needs are met. We have good access to open spaces and wilderness
areas, public parks and reserves.

What are the benefits?
The benefit of this activity is an understanding of the community’s expectations for future passenger transport services.

Who benefits?
The benefits accrue to those who live in the city or district where services are provided. Bus users benefit directly. People who do not use
buses also benefit from the existence of the service. Road users benefit from reduced traffic congestion due to fewer cars being on the
road.
It is accepted that the further away a person lives from an actual bus route, the less likely they are to use the service, although many people
make use of the ‘park and ride’ option. Notwithstanding the distance from a route, all road users within a city or district where services are
provided benefit from the existence of services and reduced traffic congestion.
The Government acknowledges there is a national benefit from regional councils providing public passenger transport. Specifically, these
services as a result of providing an alternative to the private car, meeting the transport needs of people without access to a car, and reduced
pressure on the roading network.
The New Zealand population nationally and the regional community are beneficiaries.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately.
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Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
No.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
This work is to be funded 50 per cent targeted rates over Christchurch and districts where services are provided and 50 per cent from
Government grants. Different targeted rates may be levied over parts of the city or district to recognise differences in the benefits received.
Currently the proportion of funding from Government grants is 50 per cent of costs. This percentage is subject to changes to Government
policy and the purpose to which any grant funding is to be applied. Any change in the amount of the Government grant will require in a
corresponding adjustment to be made to the targeted rate percentage.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

50%*

-

-

-

50%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required. Due to
changes to Government policy the grant percentage may change, with a corresponding adjustment to be made to the targeted rate
percentage.

Impact on well-being
Funding this work from targeted rates and grants is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of
liability for revenue needs on the community.

2.4 Investigations – regional land transport
Description
This category covers investigations work undertaken in the regional land transport group of activities. The work involves investigating land
transport issues.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are reports.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.
Canterbury is a great place to live. People’s recreational needs are met. We have good access to open spaces and wilderness
areas, public parks and reserves.

What are the benefits?
The benefit of this activity is an understanding of land transport issues facing the region so that informed decisions can be made.

Environment Canterbury
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Who benefits?
Those who use roads benefit from this work, which means the whole community.
The Government acknowledges there is a benefit to all New Zealanders from having a safe and efficient national roading network.
The New Zealand population nationally and the regional community are beneficiaries.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Road users can be considered to be exacerbators.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
This work is to be funded 75 per cent from government grants and 25 per cent from general rates.
The proportion of funding from government grants is subject to changes to Government policy and the purpose to which any grant funding
is to be applied. Any change in the amount of the government grant will require in a corresponding adjustment to be made to the general
rate percentage.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

25%*

-

-

-

-

75%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required. Due to
changes to Government policy the grant percentage may change, with a corresponding adjustment to be made to the general rate percentage.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general rates and grants is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of
liability for revenue needs on the community.

2.5 Investigations – water resource
Description
This category covers investigations work undertaken in the water quality, quantity and ecosystems group of activities.
This activity involves investigations and research required to meet the Council’s obligations to gather information or undertake research
necessary to carry out its functions under the Resource Management Act. This includes gathering information to monitor the state of the
environment, assess the efficiency and effectiveness of policies and plans, and the exercise of functions, powers and duties generally.
Usually this work is of a short-term, one-off nature, although an investigation, once completed, may lead to further action being taken,
such as a change to a resource consent or the need to develop or modify a policy or plan. Conversely, further action may not be seen as
necessary or desirable.
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Investigation programmes are traditionally ongoing from year to year and can be undertaken anywhere in the region. Lessons learnt carrying
out investigations can often be applied to future investigations. New issues constantly arise that require investigating.
Increasing pressure on the region’s water resources in some areas, particularly for irrigation, has led to an increase in the amount of
investigations and research work required to manage the resource sustainably.
From 1 July 2010, groups comprising key stakeholders and consent holders have been established to assist the Council with managing water
resources in each water management allocation zone.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are reports and data stored in electronic databases.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.
Canterbury’s water is clean and plentiful. Our rivers, lakes and groundwater are managed sustainably for the good of all.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

an understanding of the risks to and the pressures on water resources so that informed resource management decisions can be
made.

2.

assurance that resources are being used sustainably.

3.

early warning of changes in water resources or sustainability issues.

4.

additional information available on water resources approaching, at or exceeding the limits of allocation or water quality at risk of
being degraded or already degraded.

Who benefits?
Benefits accrue to the water management zones established by the CWMS, which in total constitute the entire regional community.

When do the benefits occur?
All benefits accrue immediately and in future years when data is used as input into regional plans and to assist with resource consents.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
No. The Council is required to carry out environmental investigation under the obligations imposed on it by the Resource Management Act.
The regional community in general, however, expects a clean and plentiful water supply.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.

Environment Canterbury
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The cost of work required to meet the Council’s obligations to gather information, or undertake research necessary to carry out its functions
under the Resource Management Act, is to be funded 100 per cent from a uniform targeted rate to collect revenue associated with the
Council’s activities directly associated with the CWMS.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

-

2.5 Water resource investigations
-

100%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from a uniform targeted rate is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability
for revenue needs on the community.
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Funding category 3: Planning and consents
3.1 Planning and consents – other
Description
This category covers planning and policy development work undertaken in groups of activities other than those specified separately under
this funding category.
The work involved includes:
Examining issues flowing out of investigations and monitoring activities and consulting with the community to decide how to
achieve the anticipated results.
The Council’s democracy and decision-making processes, namely meetings, workshops and community engagement, and ratepayer
representation, namely being accessible and representing constituents’ views.
Actively promoting/advocating the regional view through submissions on district plans and other central government issues.
Developing implementation plans for regional plans/strategies and assessing effectiveness of policies in those plans and strategies.
While some plans or strategies may deal with a particular resource or part of the region, such as a river catchment management
strategy, others encompass the entire region, such as the Natural Resources Regional Plan.
The principal direction for Environment Canterbury's work in this area is found in the Regional Policy Statement and the Long-Term Plan.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are regional plans, strategy documents and bylaws, and submissions on district plans and other central government issues.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.
Canterbury’s water is clean and plentiful. Our rivers, lakes and groundwater are managed sustainably for the good of all.
Canterbury is a great place to live. People’s recreational needs are met. We have good access to open spaces and wilderness
areas, public parks and reserves.
Canterbury is prepared. Our communities are prepared for emergencies.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

People can influence and have input into Council decisions through their elected representatives.

2.

Agreed environmental bottom lines are established.

3.

Decisions are made regarding Environment Canterbury’s contribution towards achieving community outcomes.

4.

Certainty exists about what constitute acceptable resource use practices.

Environment Canterbury
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5.

District plans are consistent with regional plans and strategies.

6.

The region’s voice is heard at national level.

Who benefits?
Benefit 1 accrues to all individuals equally.
Benefits 2 to 6 accrue to the community as a whole.

When do the benefits occur?
Benefit 1 accrues almost wholly within the year in which the expenditure is incurred.
Benefits 2 to 4 accrue during the plan or strategy development process and in future years in line with the life of a regional plan or strategy.
However, development costs are also spread over many years, as the activity takes place over a long period of pre-plan notification,
post-plan notification followed by periodic updates and reviews.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
No.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
General planning work is to be funded 100 per cent from general rates.
Planning associated with the Canterbury Water Management Strategy is to be funded 100 per cent from a uniform targeted rate set across
the entire region.
The cost of democracy-related work in the regional leadership group of activities, that is, where the benefit accrues to individuals equally,
is to be funded from a uniform annual general charge.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3.1a Planning – general
100%*

-

3.1b Planning – democracy
100% UAGC*

-

3.1c Planning – CWMS
-

100%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general rates (including a uniform annual general charge) is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall
impact of any allocation of liability for revenue needs on the community.
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3.2 Planning and consents – public passenger transport
Description
This category covers planning and policy development work in the public passenger transport group of activities.
This work involves preparing public passenger transport plans.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are public passenger transport plans and submissions on district plans and other central government issues.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

A framework for public passenger transport service provision that is acceptable to the community is in place.

2.

District plans are consistent with regional plans and strategies.

3.

The region’s voice is heard at national level.

Who benefits?
The benefits accrue to those who live in the city or district where services are provided. Bus users benefit directly. People who do not use
buses also benefit from the existence of the service. Road users benefit from reduced traffic congestion due to fewer cars being on the
road.
It is accepted that the further away a person lives from an actual bus route, the less likely they are to use the service, although many people
make use of the 'park and ride' option. Notwithstanding the distance from a route, all road users within a city or district where services are
provided benefit from the existence of services and reduced traffic congestion.
The Government acknowledges there is a national benefit from regional councils providing public passenger transport. Specifically, these
services provide an alternative to the private car, meet the transport needs of people without access to a car, and reduce pressure on the
roading network.
The New Zealand population and the regional community are beneficiaries.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
No.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.

Environment Canterbury
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This work is to be funded 50 per cent from targeted rates over Christchurch and districts where services are provided and 50 per cent from
government grants. Different targeted rates may be levied over parts of the city or district to recognise differences in the benefits received.
Currently the proportion of funding from government grants is 50 per cent of costs. This percentage is subject to changes to Government
policy and the purpose to which any grant funding is to be applied. Any change in the amount of the government grant will require a
corresponding adjustment to be made to the targeted rate percentage.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

50%*

-

-

-

50%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required. Due to
changes to Government policy the grant percentage may change, with a corresponding adjustment to be made to the general rate percentage.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from targeted rates and grants is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of
liability for revenue needs on the community.

3.3 Planning and consents – regional land transport
Description
This category covers planning work in the regional land transport group of activities.
The work involves actively promoting/advocating the regional view through submissions on district plans and other central government
issues.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are submissions on district plans and other central government issues.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.
2.

That district plans are consistent with regional plans and strategies.
The region’s voice is heard at national level.

Who benefits?
The benefits accrue to the community as a whole.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately.
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Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
No.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred. The cost is to be funded from general rates.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

100%*

-

-

-

-

-

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability for
revenue needs on the community.

3.4 Planning and consents – resource consent processing
Description
This category covers processing of resource consent applications and responding to appeals to the Environment Court in the following
groups of activities:
Air quality
Coastal environment
Land
Waste, hazardous substances and contaminated sites
Water quality, quantity and ecosystems.
This work involves authorising use and installation of fuel-burning equipment in clean air zones, and processing resource consents including
assessing applications, responding to submissions, holding hearings and responding to appeals to the Environment Court. Note the Resource
Management Act 1991 sets time limits for processing consents and requires the Council to offer a discount on charges if time limits are
exceeded.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are resource consents with or without conditions. Note that outputs may also include decisions not to issue a resource consent.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.
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Canterbury’s water is clean and plentiful. Our rivers, lakes and groundwater are managed sustainably for the good of all.
Canterbury is a great place to live. People’s recreational needs are met. We have good access to open spaces and wilderness
areas, public parks and reserves.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

Individuals who wish to use natural resources can do so.

2.

The effects of resource use are acceptable to the community and environmental bottom lines are safeguarded.

3.

Homeowners in clean air zones have a choice of approved home heating appliances to heat their homes, and the community is assured
that emissions from such equipment meet Environment Canterbury’s emission standards.

Who benefits?
Benefit 1 accrues to individuals who apply for a consent. However, on occasions the community is the beneficiary, such as from a consent
for a community project when the individual or group applying for the consent receives no benefit personally.
Benefit 2 accrues to the regional community as a whole. On occasion, this may require Environment Canterbury to defend its decisions in
the Environment Court.
Benefit 3 accrues to the holders of authorisations to use and install fuel-burning equipment in clean air zones and to homeowners who
install the equipment that meets emissions standards.
Note that when a resource consent or authorisation is not issued, the benefit accrues to the public generally, due to the avoidance of
potential adverse effects.

When do the benefits occur?
All benefits accrue immediately the consent is issued, although there are future benefits throughout the life of the consent.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Individual resource consent applicants are exacerbators as they cause resource consent processing costs to be incurred, whether or not a
consent is issued. However, in the case of a consent application for a community project, the community on whose behalf the consent is
being obtained could be considered to be an exacerbator. Individuals who appeal Environment Canterbury consent decisions in the
Environment Court are also exacerbators as they cause Environment Canterbury to have to respond to the appeal.
Individuals who request authorisations for fuel-burning equipment for use and installation in clean air zones can be considered to be
exacerbators.
In regard to discounts made to consent processing charges, because a consent was not processed within statuary time limits, the Council
is considered to be an exacerbator because its action or inaction will have caused the processing time limits in the Resource Management
Act 1991 to be exceeded.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
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The cost of processing consent applications is to be funded 100 per cent by the applicant from administrative charges set under section
36 of the Resource Management Act. Section 36AA of the Resource Management Act requires that discounts are made to charges when a
consent is not processed within statutory time limits The cost of funding any such discounts is to be funded 100 per cent from general rates.
Similarly, the cost of funding any charges that cannot be reasonably passed on to applicants, but from which the overall community receives
an indirect benefit, is to be funded 100 per cent from general rates.
The cost of processing authorisations for fuel-burning equipment for use and installation in clean air zones is to be funded from user pays
charges to applicants. The cost of responding to appeals to the Environment Court and granting remission of consent application costs is
to be funded 100 per cent from general rates. Note that appeal costs are reduced where the Environment Court awards costs to Environment
Canterbury.
The cost of providing an overall administrative framework for the consenting process is to be funded from general rates. There is benefit
to individuals from funding this activity distinctly. Doing so makes explicit the fact that applicants pay the full processing cost.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

3.4a Resource consent processing – general
-

-

-

3.4b Resource consent processing – Environment Court appeals
100%*

-

3.4c Authorising fuel-burning equipment
-

-

3.4d Discounts to resource consent processing charges and administrative framework costs
100%*

-

-

-

-

-

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general rates, and from fees and charges is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any
allocation of liability for revenue needs on the community.
In regard to discounts made to consent processing charges because a consent was not processed within statutory time limits, there will
be an impact on the economic well-being of the community. The Council will do whatever it can to avoid the need for discounting; however,
it has no funding sources other than general rates from which to meet this cost.
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Funding category 4: Monitoring
4.1 Monitoring – other
Description
This category covers monitoring work undertaken in groups of activities other than those specified separately under this funding category.
Monitoring work involves observing and taking measurements, processing data and modelling to forecast future trends. Monitoring helps
to explain how things work. It may be undertaken because of a requirement in a plan or strategy, to report on the state of the environment,
or to assess the effectiveness of a plan or strategy.
As data is gathered over time, trends are established and the focus on issues and particular resources shifts from year to year, eventually
covering the whole region’s issues and resources.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are technical reports.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.
Canterbury’s water is clean and plentiful. Our rivers, lakes and groundwater are managed sustainably for the good of all.
Canterbury is a great place to live. People’s recreational needs are met. We have good access to open spaces and wilderness
areas, public parks and reserves.
Canterbury is prepared. Our communities are prepared for emergencies.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

Knowledge about natural resources, resource use and the region generally, and associated trends.

2.

Assurance that resources are being used sustainably

3.

Early warning of changes in natural resources or sustainability issues.

Who benefits?
Benefits 1 and 2 accrue to the regional community as a whole.
Benefits 2 and 3 accrue principally to resource consent holders.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately after the information is processed and analysed.
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Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Consent holders can be considered to be exacerbators.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred. This work is to be funded from general rates.
There is no benefit either to individuals or to Environment Canterbury from funding this activity distinctly.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

100%*

-

-

-

-

-

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability for
revenue needs on the community.

4.2 Monitoring – biosecurity and biodiversity
Description
This category covers monitoring work in the biosecurity and biodiversity group of activities:
The following analysis is based on the Regional Pest Management Strategy, which includes a thorough analysis of all aspects of animal and
plant pest management in relation to the threat to production from land and biodiversity.
This work involves monitoring the levels of animal and plant pests threatening production from land or biodiversity and the early detection
and monitoring of new pests (surveillance pests). Pest level monitoring is undertaken in areas with known pest issues. Monitoring for new
pests is undertaken across the region.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are reports.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

Knowledge about rabbit, wallaby, rook and plant pest populations threatening production from land and biodiversity and trends
associated with them.
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2.

Early detection of new organisms with the potential to threaten production from land and biodiversity before they become established
in numbers where control or eradication is costly.

3.

Knowledge about biodiversity issues generally and trends associated with them.

Information gathered establishes the existence or otherwise of sustainability issues that need to be addressed through the development
of policy or other interventions.

Who benefits?
Benefit 1 accrues to both land occupiers and the regional community. The land occupier benefits from information about pest levels and
whether or not control operations must be initiated, and the regional community benefits from the environmental flow-on that will eventuate
when pests are controlled. The benefit relating to rabbits and plant pests is assessed as accruing 50 per cent to the land occupier and 50
per cent to the regional community. The benefit relating to wallabies is assessed as accruing 100 per cent to the regional community and
the benefit relating to rooks is assessed as accruing 100 per cent to the land occupier.
Benefit 2 accrues to both land occupiers and the regional community.
Benefit 3 accrues to the community as a whole because everyone benefits from obtaining information that will lead to improved biodiversity.

When do the benefits occur?
Benefits accrue immediately after the information is known and in future years.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
For benefit 1, land occupiers who harbour pests now, or who did so in the past, can be considered to be exacerbators because, if there
were no pests, this work would not be required.
For benefit 2, people who introduce or spread unwanted organisms can be considered to be exacerbators.
For benefit 3, modern living unavoidably impacts on the natural environment so, to a greater or lesser extent, everyone’s actions can threaten
biodiversity in some way.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
Monitoring pest levels is to be funded from general and targeted rates. While there is no benefit either to individuals or to Environment
Canterbury from funding this activity distinctly, the use of a targeted rate for monitoring pest threats to production and biodiversity does
enable attention to be drawn to the contribution from general rates for this work, notwithstanding the existence of identifiable exacerbators.
Monitoring for new organisms and biodiversity issues is to be funded from general rates.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

50%*

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4.2a Rabbit and plant pests
50%*
4.2b Wallabies
100%*
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Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

100%*

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4.2c Rooks
-

4.2d New pests (surveillance pests)
100%*
4.2e Biodiversity
100%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general and targeted rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of
liability for revenue needs on the community.

4.3 Monitoring – public passenger transport
Description
This category covers monitoring work in the public passenger transport group of activities. The work involves monitoring public satisfaction
with passenger transport services.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are reports.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.

What are the benefits?
The benefit of this activity is knowledge about public perceptions of passenger transport services. Information gathered establishes the
existence or otherwise of service performance issues that need to be addressed through service reviews or other interventions.

Who benefits?
The benefits accrue to those who live in the city or district where services are provided. Bus users benefit directly. People who do not use
buses also benefit from the mere existence of the service. Road users benefit from reduced traffic congestion due to fewer cars being on
the road.
It is accepted that the further away a person lives from an actual bus route, the less likely they are to use the service, although many people
make use of the 'park and ride' option. Notwithstanding the distance from a route, all road users within a city or district where services are
provided benefit from the existence of services and reduced traffic congestion.
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The Government acknowledges there is a national benefit from regional councils providing public passenger transport. Specifically, these
services provide an alternative to the private car, meet the transport needs of people without access to a car, and reduce pressure on the
roading network.
The New Zealand population nationally and the regional community are beneficiaries.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
No.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
This work is to be funded 50 per cent from targeted rates over Christchurch and districts where services are provided and 50 per cent from
government grants. Different targeted rates may be levied over parts of the city or district to recognise differences in the benefits received.
Currently the proportion of funding from government grants is 50 per cent of costs. This percentage is subject to changes to Government
policy and the purpose to which any grant funding is to be applied. Any change in the amount of the government grant will require a
corresponding adjustment to be made to the targeted rate percentage.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different particular funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

50%*

-

-

-

50%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required. Due to
changes to Government policy the grant percentage may change, with a corresponding adjustment to be made to the targeted rate
percentage.

Impact on well-being
Funding this work from targeted rates and grants is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of
liability for revenue needs on the community.

4.4 Monitoring – regional land transport
Description
This category covers monitoring work in the regional land transport group of activities.
The work involves monitoring the implementation of the Regional Land Transport Strategy and operating a clearing house for contributions
from territorial authorities in the Urban Development Strategy area, which the Council passes on to the Ministry of Transport.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are reports and payments to the Ministry of Transport.
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Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.

What are the benefits?
The benefit of this activity is information about the effectiveness of the Regional Land Transport Strategy, enabling improvements or
modifications to be made in future.

Who benefits?
Those who use roads benefit from this work, which means the whole community.
The Government acknowledges there is a benefit to all New Zealanders from having a safe and efficient national roading network.
The New Zealand population nationally and the regional community are beneficiaries.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Road users can be considered to be exacerbators.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
This work is to be funded 100 per cent from a mix of government grant and contributions from territorial authorities in the Urban Development
Strategy area.
The funding from government grants is subject to changes to Government policy and the purpose to which any grant funding is to be applied.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

-

-

100%*

* Due to changes to Government policy the grant percentage may change, which may require a corresponding adjustment to be made to
the general rate percentage.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from grants is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability for revenue
needs on the community.
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4.5 Monitoring – water resource
Description
This category covers monitoring work undertaken in the water quality, quantity and ecosystems group of activities.
Monitoring work involves observing and taking measurements, processing data and modelling to forecast future trends. Monitoring helps
to explain how things work. It may be undertaken to meet the Council’s obligations under the Resource Management Act or because of a
requirement in a plan or strategy. Resource Management Act obligations include monitoring the state of the environment, the efficiency
and effectiveness of policies and plans, and the exercise of its functions, powers and duties generally.
As data is gathered over time, trends are established and the focus on issues and particular resources shifts from year to year, eventually
covering the whole region’s issues.
Increasing pressure on the region’s water resources in some areas, particularly for irrigation, has led to an increase in the amount of
monitoring work required to manage the resource sustainably. Not only has there been an increase in the amount of work required to meet
the Council’s obligations under section 35 of the Resource Management Act, this work must now be undertaken to more exacting standards.
As water resources approach full allocation, the level of scrutiny of and challenge to the scientific data increases significantly. Were it not
for the increasing pressure on water resources, neither the additional work nor the additional rigour would be required.
From 1 July 2010, groups comprising key stakeholders and consent holders have been established to assist the Council with managing water
resources in each water management allocation zone.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are reports and data stored in electronic databases.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.
Canterbury’s water is clean and plentiful. Our rivers, lakes and groundwater are managed sustainably for the good of all.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

Knowledge about water resources and associated trends.

2.

Assurance that resources are being used sustainably.

3.

Early warning of changes in water resources or sustainability issues.

4.

Additional information available on water resources approaching, at or exceeding the limits of allocation or water quality at risk of
being degraded or already degraded.

Who benefits?
Benefits accrue to the water management zones established by the CWMS which in total constitute the entire regional community.
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When do the benefits occur?
All benefits accrue immediately and in future years when data is used as input into regional plans and to assist with resource consents.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
No. The Council is required to carry out environmental investigation under the obligations imposed on it by the Resource Management Act.
However, the regional community in general expects a clean and plentiful water supply.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
The cost of work required to meet the Council’s obligations to monitor the state of the environment is to be funded 100 per cent from a
uniform targeted rate set across the entire region.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

-

4.5 Water resource monitoring
-

100%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from targeted rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability for
revenue needs on the community.
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Funding category 5: Operations
5.1 Operations – Clean Heat Project and energy efficiency incentive programme
Description
This category covers implementing clean heat programmes in the air quality group of activities.
Communities in the airsheds of Christchurch, Timaru, Rangiora, Kaiapoi, Ashburton, Geraldine and Waimate are required to meet the
National Environmental Standard for Air Quality for PM10 by 2016 and 2020.
Until 2011, Environment Canterbury operated the Clean Heat Project incentive programme aimed at assisting communities in Christchurch,
Timaru, Rangiora, Kaiapoi and Ashburton to meet the standard. Loans advanced to ratepayers under the programme will continue until
they are fully repaid (ten-year term).
Programmes to support clean air initiatives are being developed with the territorial authorities in Rangiora, Kaiapoi, Ashburton and Timaru,
and vary from town to town. They are focused on finding local solutions to local air quality problems and aim to work collaboratively with
local councils and other stakeholders to encourage people to convert to clean heating appliances, and to use them cleanly and efficiently.
Some programmes may involve contributing financially to programmes led by other agencies that will help improve air quality. If and when
clean heat programmes are introduced in Geraldine and Waimate will depend on the outcome of consultation with those communities.
The outputs of the local clean heat programmes are that people are encouraged to convert their heating appliances to clean heat appliances,
and people are educated to use their solid fuel burners efficiently with appropriate fuel quality.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
Reducing the number of non-complying solid fuel burners and open fires, and improving burning practices.
Reducing respiratory illness as a result of reduced wintertime PM10 concentrations.
Achieving the 2016 and 2020 National Environmental Standard for Air Quality for PM10 concentration targets.

Who benefits?
Benefits accrue to individual homeowners who access subsidies to install insulation and/or clean heating appliances, and utilise their solid
fuel burners more efficiently. However, this benefit is small compared with the wider health, social and economic benefits of clean air
enjoyed by the whole community.
There is also a national benefit through reduced hospital costs and higher workforce productivity resulting from improved health.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately and in future years.
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Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
All people using solid fuel burners are exacerbators as approximately 80 per cent of wintertime particulate pollution is caused by domestic
fires. Key exacerbators are users of non-complying burners and open fires, and those using poor burning practices and poor-quality fuel.

How will this work be funded?
This work is to be funded from a mix of targeted rates and borrowing.
In Christchurch the cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred. However, in Timaru, Rangiora, Kaiapoi and Ashburton, funding is to be
spread over ten years (until 2017/18) to reduce the financial impact on ratepayers.
Any loan options are to be funded by borrowing from financial lenders or Environment Canterbury’s own reserves, for on-lending to scheme
participants, who will then repay the loan over ten years through a targeted rate over their property. The cost of interest on borrowings
and overall administration of the loan option will be funded by a targeted rate in communities where the incentives programme operates.
Example of loan repayments on individual properties: The property targeted rate will be determined by the $200 band within which the
total installation cost (including an administration fee, currently $100) falls. The targeted rate will be one tenth of the lowest amount of
that $200 band, and will apply for ten years. For example, a total installation cost of $2,720, which falls within the targeted rate band of
$2,600 to $2,800, will result in a targeted rate of $260 for ten years.
Government funding is available from time to time and will be obtained where possible. This funding will be applied within the programme
as permitted by the terms of the funding and the purpose for which it is given.
There is a benefit in funding this activity distinctly from other operations activities to show clearly that the programmes operating in each
town are self-contained and are self-funding.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

5.1 Loan repayments by Clean Heat Project scheme participants
-

-

100%

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from a mix of targeted rates and borrowing, and spreading the funding period in Timaru, Rangiora, Kaiapoi and Ashburton
over a longer period than the cost is incurred, is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability
for revenue needs on the community.

5.2 Operations – Civil Defence Emergency Management Group
Description
This category covers work undertaken under contract to the Civil Defence Emergency Management Group in the emergency management
group of activities.
The contract requires Environment Canterbury to provide a fully resourced emergency management office, administering authority services,
an emergency co-ordination centre and an emergency radio communication network.
The Civil Defence Emergency Management Group is a joint committee of all councils in Canterbury, including Environment Canterbury, but
not including Waitaki district which has chosen to be part of the Otago Civil Defence Emergency Management Group. The Group is responsible
for the co-ordination of hazard reduction, readiness, response and recovery for emergency events, in association with territorial authorities,
Environment Canterbury and other Civil Defence Emergency Management stakeholders.
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In addition, the Civil Defence Emergency Management Group has requested Environment Canterbury to collect, on its behalf, the funds
needed to meet the cost of the contract.
Note that costs incurred in responding to a declared civil defence emergency are not funded, as these are recoverable from central
government after the event.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are the services set out in annual service level agreements.

Which community outcomes?
This work contributes primarily to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury is prepared. Our communities are prepared for emergencies.

What are the benefits?
The benefit is regionally co-ordinated emergency management in respect of reduction, readiness, response and recovery across the region.

Who benefits?
The beneficiaries are the whole community residing in the Civil Defence Emergency Management Group's area, that is, the Canterbury
region, excluding the Waitaki district.
The Government recognises there is a national benefit in regions being prepared for emergencies.

When do the benefits occur?
Benefits occur mostly in the year the expenditure is made. There is a residual benefit carried forward as knowledge and experience grow.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
No.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
This work is to be funded from targeted rates over the Civil Defence Emergency Management Group area (the Canterbury region excluding
the Waitaki district).
There is a benefit to Environment Canterbury from funding this activity distinctly to show clearly this funding is being collected at the request
of the Civil Defence Emergency Management Group to undertake work specified by the group.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

100%*

-

-

-

**

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.
** Government grants obtained will reduce the amount of rate funding required.
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What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from targeted rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability for
revenue needs on the community.

5.3 Operations – regional leadership
Description
This category includes Council elections, archive services and providing regional council services under contract to the Chatham Islands
Council in the regional leadership group of activities.
The outputs are:
1.

three-yearly elections, and bi-elections if required

2.

maintaining archives for Environment Canterbury and its 33 predecessor organisations

3.

regional council services for the Chatham Islands.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.
Canterbury’s water is clean and plentiful. Our rivers, lakes and groundwater are managed sustainably for the good of all.
Canterbury is a great place to live. People’s recreational needs are met. We have good access to open spaces and wilderness
areas, public parks and reserves.
Canterbury is prepared. Our communities are prepared for emergencies.
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

the community is able to vote for its elected representatives

2.

records are available about Environment Canterbury and its 33 predecessor organisations

3.

the Chatham Islands community’s requirements for Regional Council services are met.

Who benefits?
Benefit 1 accrues to the regional community as a whole.
Benefit 2 accrues to the individuals seeking historic information and to the regional community as a whole from the heritage value of
information being preserved for future generations.
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Benefit 3 accrues to the Chatham Islands community. The Government also benefits from having Regional Council functions delivered on
the Chatham Islands to the same standard as in New Zealand.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately and in future years.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Individuals seeking historic information can be considered to be exacerbators.

How will this work be funded?
The cost of elections is to be funded 100 per cent from general rates.
The cost of archive services work in the regional leadership group of activities is to be funded from a uniform annual general charge (UAGC).
The cost of providing Regional Council services to the Chatham Islands Council is funded 100 per cent by the Chatham Islands Council (who
in turn is funded by the Government for this work).
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.3a Council elections
100%*

-

5.3b The Chatham Islands Council contract
5.3c Archives
100%*(UAGC)

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from a mix of general rates and fees and charges is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of
any allocation of liability for revenue needs on the community.

5.4 Operations – energy efficiency
Description
This category covered work to promote energy efficiency in the energy group of activities until it was combined with the air group of activities
from 1 July 2011.
The work involved undertaking projects related to practical energy efficiency and making the following incentives available to homeowners
to assist them to install insulation and other energy efficiency measures and to purchase and install more efficient forms of home heating:
1.

loan (interest free, repayable over ten years)

2.

subsidy.
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Undertaking energy-related projects has now ceased; however, the interest-free loans will be repaid over a ten-year period.
The outputs from the energy efficiency projects from the incentives programme are reduced energy costs and warmer homes.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.

What are the benefits?
The benefit of this activity is increased energy efficiency.

Who benefits?
Benefits of the energy incentives programme accrue to individuals who participate in the programme as a result of warmer homes at a lower
cost than if they were to have undertaken the work themselves.
There are benefits to the whole community when more efficient heating appliances replace less efficient forms of heating.
There is also a national benefit through reduced hospital costs and higher workforce productivity resulting from improved health.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefit accrues immediately.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
No.

How will this work be funded?
The cost of the subsidy under the energy efficiency incentive programme was funded 33 per cent from government grants and 67 per cent
from scheme participants.
The cost of the loan option is to be funded by borrowing from financial lenders or Environment Canterbury’s own reserves, for on-lending
to scheme participants, who will then repay the loan over ten years through a targeted rate over their property. The cost of interest on
borrowings is to be funded from a government grant.
Loan repayment example: The property targeted rate will be determined by the $200 band within which the total installation cost (including
an administration fee, currently $100) falls. The targeted rate will be one tenth of the lowest amount of that $200 band, and will apply for
10 years. For example, a total installation cost of $2,720, which falls within the targeted rate band of $2,600 to $2,800, will result in a
targeted rate of $260 for 10 years.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

5.4 Loan repayments by scheme participants
-

Environment Canterbury

-

100%
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What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from targeted rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability for
revenue needs on the community.

5.5 Operations – catchment works
Description
This category covers catchment works in the flood protection and control group of activities.
Environment Canterbury manages 67 separate river control and drainage schemes, built over many years since the 1850s. The combined
value of works (infrastructural assets) is over $688m (2014), most of which is held in 17 of the schemes. The Council’s policy is to maintain
the service potential (value) of the infrastructure in perpetuity.
These schemes consist of:
floodplain protection works
erosion control works
stopbanks
drainage networks.
Maintaining the service potential involves:
managing river channels
clearing vegetation that would restrict flood flows
replacing and repairing erosion control works
planting and layering poles and trees
reinstating rock work and structures
reinstating earthworks and maintaining stopbanks
opening river mouths
clearing drains.
Associated with these works are control of plant pests, maintenance of roads and banks, and disposal of rubbish resulting from public
usage. River control and drainage schemes are managed in consultation with liaison committees that are involved with decisions relating
to acceptable levels of risk, work programmes and expenditure. In the long term, the systems are maintained in accordance with asset
management plans agreed with the community.
The work involves managing Environment Canterbury's reserve and endowments land holdings situated in river rating districts. Revenue
from leases is used to offset the cost of river control and drainage works.
The work also involves the establishment and maintenance of forestry. Such forestry is planted only where there is a flood protection or
soil conservation requirement. While the prime reason is for flood protection or soil conservation, it must be recognised that forestry, once
planted, also has a future income potential and is managed to maximise that potential. Revenue from timber sales is used to fund river
control and drainage works.
The work is ongoing.
The outputs are flood protection works and infrastructure such as stopbanks and tree plantings.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
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Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

reduced risk to life and damage to property located in flood-prone areas

2.

enhancements to the environment

3.

provision of recreational opportunities and amenities for community use

4.

protection to infrastructure, e.g. roads, rail, bridges, water, sewerage, communications and electricity networks

5.

reduced levels of social disruption, community anxiety and individual stress.

Who benefits?
People, property and utilities with infrastructure located in floodplains benefit the most from this activity, with those closer to rivers receiving
greater benefit than those some distance away. River rating districts have been established to identify the different groups within this class
of beneficiaries.
People living in the surrounding environs also benefit from the protection provided to infrastructure.
In a wider sense, people throughout the region also benefit from the protection provided to infrastructure, but to a lesser degree than
people living closer.
The benefits accruing also depend on the nature and scale of the different types of work carried out. There are three main types:
1.

comprehensive river schemes

2.

localised river schemes

3.

drainage schemes.

Two separate assessments have been undertaken to establish the mix of funding from river rating districts and the district and regional
shares. First, the benefits derived from the different works activities were assessed for four typical comprehensive river schemes. Relative
weightings were given to the benefits and the beneficiaries, and proportions of the benefits identified. A second approach segregated the
components of work and the component value, then identified the beneficiaries of each component.
For the localised river schemes, the percentages were calculated through an expert assessment of the nature of these schemes and their
benefits.
Note that new catchment capital works are assessed as to the benefits and beneficiaries to reflect the specific attributes of each project,
and if necessary the revenue and financing splits are adjusted.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits of ongoing maintenance occur when the work is done and over future years, but there is also a regular ongoing cost each year.
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Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
People who live in or who develop or own assets in floodplains can be considered as exacerbators as the work would not be required were
they not there.

How will this work be funded?
The cost of major capital work projects should be funded from future generations. However, as most projects are too small to warrant
separately setting up this more complicated and extended funding system, most costs are funded in the year they are incurred. In some
years, fluctuations in expenditure are smoothed by spreading funding over a number of years preceding the work or by using reserves,
which are replaced in subsequent years.
This work is to be funded from a mix of general rates, targeted rates over the territorial authority district(s) in which the scheme is situated
(Works and Services rate), and targeted rates over catchment rating districts comprising land identified as receiving a direct benefit.
Borrowing may be used for major projects.
Some catchment schemes receive funding from land rental or timber sales from within the rating district. In the Waitaki River, funding
arrangements for catchment works have been negotiated with representatives of the ratepayers and Meridian Energy because of the influence
of electricity generation on the river. Meridian Energy pays a contribution to reflect the impact of generation on the management of the
river. Note that the Lower Waitaki River Scheme also gives benefits to ratepayers in the Otago region. There is a separate rating district
administered by the Otago Regional Council that contributes to the revenue and financing of the river scheme and the Otago Regional
Council contributes a share equivalent to the district and regional share but according to its own revenue and financing policy.
The funding arrangements for the schemes in the Waihao–Wainono drainage area have been amended to reflect the wider objectives
associated with the schemes such as enabling farming on more inland sites, as well as improving cultural and ecological values. This
recognises that the benefits of the schemes extend beyond the immediate landowners.
The Lower Waitaki scheme funding arrangements have been amended to align the rating of the Lower Waitaki scheme with other major
river protection schemes.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the relative contributions made by regional, district and rating district ratepayers.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

70%

-

-

-

75%

-

-

-

80%

-

-

-

42%

-

-

40%*

-

-

-

50%*

50%

-

-

-

5.5a Comprehensive river schemes
15%

15%

5.5b Localised river schemes
5%

20%

5.5c Drainage schemes
5%

15%

5.5d Lower Waitaki River
9%

9%

5.5e Upper Waitaki River
50%

-

5.5f Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere
25%
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Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

60%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.5g Waihao - Wainono Flood and Drainage Scheme
10%

30%

5.5h Little River Wairewa
5%

95% (FTR)

*Contribution from Meridian Energy
Notes:
Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received such as borrowing will reduce the amount of rate funding
or contribution required.
Works and Services rates apply over the district(s) benefiting.
Catchment Rating District rate based on capital value, land value, land area, or the share of service received. For details of which basis is
used to set each rating district's rates, refer to the funding impact statement.
External borrowing may be required for major projects.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general and targeted rates, land rentals, forestry sales and contributions is considered to be equitable, having
regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability for revenue needs on the community.

5.6 Operations – flood event management
Description
This category covers work involved in managing flood events in the flood protection and control group of activities.
Managing flood events involves both monitoring remote gauges and making field observations to enable predictions of performance/failures
to be made so that emergency services can act or undertake works to prevent failures.
The output is information about and forecasts of river flows for emergency services.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury is prepared. Our communities are prepared for emergencies.

What are the benefits?
The benefits are the provision of information about the likelihood of future flooding to enable protection of property or personal safety, and
timely declarations of Civil Defence emergencies.
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Who benefits?
The community as a whole is the beneficiary.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
People who live in or who develop or own assets in floodplains can be considered as exacerbators as the work would not be required were
they not there.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred. This work is to be funded from general rates.
There is no benefit either to individuals or to Environment Canterbury from funding this activity distinctly.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

100%*

-

-

-

-

-

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability for
revenue needs on the community.

5.7 Operations – regional reserves and forestry
Description
This category covers work involved in managing regional reserves and forests located outside of river rating districts in the flood protection
and control group of activities.
The work involves:
1.

Managing Environment Canterbury's reserve and endowment land holdings, including by managing leases and protecting biodiversity
values.

2.

Participating in the Rural Fire Co-ordination Committee.

3.

Providing information to the public on land within river catchments.

4.

Establishing and maintaining forestry. Such forestry is planted only where there is a flood protection or soil conservation requirement.
While the prime reason is for flood protection or soil conservation, it must be recognised that, once planted, forestry also has a future
income potential and is managed to maximise that potential.

The outputs are planting of flood protection and soil conservation forestry.
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Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury is prepared. Our communities are prepared for emergencies.

What are the benefits?
The benefits are:
1.

reserve lands are protected from erosion

2.

biodiversity values are protected

3.

rural fire management is enhanced

4.

in the long term, the provision of revenue and financing for Environment Canterbury works anywhere in the region.

Who benefits?
The community as a whole is the beneficiary.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue both over future years (forestry) and in the current year (reserves).

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
No.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred. This work is to be funded from general rates.
There is no benefit either to individuals or to Environment Canterbury from funding this activity distinctly.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

100%*

-

-

-

-

-

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability for
revenue needs on the community.
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5.8 Operations – regional parks
Description
This category covers developing and managing regional parks in the land group of activities.
The objective of regional parks is to provide an accessible outdoor experience that links a wide range of recreational and leisure opportunities
with the natural environment.
Environment Canterbury manages large areas of land adjacent to rivers that are not suitable for commercial occupation. This land is usually
managed in conjunction with a catchment works rating district or has special values for the protection of soil or water conservation values.
The land offers a varied natural environment with many biodiversity and habitat values of varying importance. Its management often involves
considerable effort by way of ranger services, signage, track maintenance, and clearance of litter and dumped vehicles to safeguard river
control infrastructure from vandalism and fire risk.
The regional parks allow the public to interact in a way that offers minimal threat to the natural environment and, in this way, to gain unique
experiences. Interpretative material and education further protect these areas. Areas protected include the 3.75km section of the Little
River cycleway on Environment Canterbury land.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are regional parks where public access is encouraged.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.
Canterbury’s water is clean and plentiful. Our rivers, lakes and groundwater are managed sustainably for the good of all.
Canterbury is a great place to live. People’s recreational needs are met. We have good access to open spaces and wilderness
areas, public parks and reserves.

What are the benefits?
The benefits are:
1.

Provision of access to an outdoor experience in a relatively natural environment that is suitable for a wide range of recreation and
leisure opportunities, which differ from those provided by urban or national parks.

2.

Protection and enhancement of biodiversity and natural habitat by redirecting human activity away from the more sensitive habitats
and ecosystems into other areas.

3.

Reduced risk of damage from human activity to flood protection infrastructure.

Who benefits?
Park users benefit directly from the recreation and leisure opportunities provided at each park location. For some parks a significant
proportion of users could come from outside the region or overseas.
The whole region benefits from the protection and enhancement of biodiversity and natural habitat.
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For parks located on rivers with high investment in flood protection infrastructure, benefits also accrue to the beneficiaries of those river
control schemes, as a result of better management of the public interface with the river.
The mix of beneficiaries will be unique to each park location.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately and into the future.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Those who dump litter and vehicles and otherwise place river control infrastructure at risk are considered to be exacerbators.

How will this work be funded?
The cost of major capital work projects should be funded from future generations. However, as most projects are too small to warrant
separately setting up this more complicated and extended funding system, most costs are funded in the year they are incurred. In some
years, fluctuations in expenditure are smoothed by spreading funding over a number of years preceding the work or by using reserves,
which are replaced in subsequent years.
Waimakariri Regional Park
The Waimakariri–Eyre–Cust river rating district will provide ongoing funding equivalent to the 2004/05 level of expenditure incurred on
ranger services, fire prevention, access, animal and plant pest control, the removal of rubbish and dumped vehicles, and the general safety
of the park area, which is $310,000 a year, adjusted annually for inflation. These funds will be collected from the rating district in accordance
with its own funding policy. The balance of funding is to be from a targeted rate over Christchurch City (excluding Banks Peninsula) and the
Waimakariri and Selwyn Districts (85 per cent) (park users are predominantly from Christchurch and the Waimakariri and Selwyn Districts)
and a general rate over the region in recognition of the regional environmental benefit (15 per cent).
Ashley/Rakahuri Regional Park
The Ashley/Rakahuri river rating district will provide ongoing funding equivalent to the 2008/09 level of expenditure incurred on ranger
services, fire prevention, access, animal and plant pest control, the removal of rubbish and dumped vehicles, and the general safety of the
park area, which is $25,000 a year, adjusted annually for inflation. These funds will be collected from the rating district in accordance with
its own funding policy. The balance of costs is to be funded from a targeted rate over Christchurch City and the Waimakariri District (85 per
cent) (park users are predominantly from Christchurch and the Waimakariri district) and a general rate over the region in recognition of
the regional environmental and social benefits (15 per cent).
Lake Tekapo Regional Park
The park comprises the whole of the Lake Tekapo Soil Conservation Reserve. It is anticipated that park visitors are likely to be as much from
outside the local area of Timaru and Mackenzie districts as from within. Use by overseas visitors is expected to be significant. The cost is
to be funded 75 per cent from general rates (which takes into account the ongoing cost of managing the soil conservation reserve) and 25
per cent from a fixed targeted rate (FTR) over the Timaru and Mackenzie districts to cover maintenance and development of park facilities.
Little River cycleway
This work is to be funded 100 per cent from general rates.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place for each park.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

5.8a Waimakariri River Regional Park
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Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

15%*

85%*

-

-

-

**

-

-

-

***

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.8b Ashley/Rakahuri River Regional Park
15%*

85%*

5.8c Lake Tekapo Regional Park
75%*

25%*FTR

5.8d Little River cycleway
100%*

-

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.
** An ongoing annual contribution from the Waimakariri–Eyre–Cust river rating district,
*** An ongoing annual contribution from the Ashley/Rakahuri river rating district.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from a mix of general and targeted rates, and contributions from river rating districts is considered to be equitable, having
regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability for revenue needs on the community.

5.9 Operations – environmental infrastructure
Description
This category covers work on the Canterbury Water Management Strategy (CWMS) group of activities.
These works consist of:
infrastructure for stream augmentation and aquifer recharge
constructed wetlands
river and lake openings for environmental purposes
erosion and sediment control for water quality purposes
catchment restoration projects beyond those already provided for in the biosecurity and biodiversity group of activities.
The works are those recommended by the CWMS zone committees. Environment Canterbury and the ten district and city councils have
established zone committees that look at how to achieve the ten CWMS targets. The zone committees prepare Zone Implementation
Programmes – a set of recommended actions they would like to see progressed in their zone. Some of their recommendations seek
environmental infrastructure.

Which community outcomes?
The ability to contribute to environmental infrastructure will advance the outcomes of the CWMS:
a resilient and growing economy through irrigated agriculture
improved environmental outcomes.

What are the benefits?
Benefits of this activity are:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

improved ecosystem health and water quality in local waterways
enhanced recreational opportunities
restored mahinga kai opportunities
less restrictive catchment load limits.

Who benefits?
People who live near, recreate, or harvest food from local waterways are beneficiaries.
Other beneficiaries are people who are subject to or contribute to catchment contaminant loads in the catchment, for example, owners of
community sewage schemes, local farmers and other industries such as aquaculture.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefit accrues immediately.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
No.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred. This work is to be funded by a targeted rate over the district in which it occurs.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.9a Ashburton CWMS environmental infrastructure
-

100%*

-

5.9b Selwyn CWMS environmental infrastructure
-

100%*

-

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received such as borrowing will reduce the amount of rate funding
or contribution required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from a targeted rate is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability for
revenue needs on the community.

5.10 Operations – animal and plant pest control
Description
This category covers animal and plant pest control work in the biosecurity and biodiversity group of activities.
The following analysis is based on the Regional Pest Management Strategy, which includes a thorough analysis of all aspects of animal and
plant pest management in relation to the threat to production from land and biodiversity.
This work involves undertaking animal and plant pest control work including:
animal and plant pest threats to biodiversity
wilding conifers
animal and plant pests in rating districts
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rooks
making a financial contribution to bovine tuberculosis (Tb) vector control (possums) undertaken by TBfree New Zealand
Biosecurity Act 1993 section 100 operations.
The outputs of this activity are successfully completed animal and plant pest control operations.
This work is ongoing.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

protecting production from land and biodiversity (rabbit control operations, and total and containment control plant pest operations)

2.

protecting production from land (rook control operations)

3.

protecting biodiversity (biodiversity pest operations)

4.

protecting markets for exports of deer and beef products and protecting biodiversity (bovine Tb operations)

5.

eradicating unwanted organisms before they become established in large numbers.

Who benefits?
The benefits of all pest control work accrue principally to land occupiers through the increased production from land. Except for rooks,
there is also a benefit to the regional community from all pest control work as a result of reducing the threat to biodiversity, particularly
from operations to control biodiversity pests. In the case of rooks, the benefit is almost exclusively to the land occupier.
For bovine Tb operations, in addition to biodiversity benefits, there is a regional economic benefit from protecting markets for exports of
deer and beef products. However, there is an even greater benefit to the national economy.
The whole region benefits when unwanted organisms are eradicated as a result of undertaking Biosecurity Act section 100 operations.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue in the year in which the expenditure is incurred although there is a flow-on effect to future years in that control is
undertaken in cycles.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Land occupiers who harbour pests can be considered to be exacerbators.
For wilding conifers, owners of the seed source, usually plantations up-wind of wilding infestations, can be considered to be exacerbators.
People who introduce or spread unwanted organisms can be considered to be exacerbators.
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How will this work be funded?
While pest control work is cyclic, this does not justify funding other than on an annual basis. The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
Rabbit control operations in pest rating districts are to be funded from targeted rates (currently only in the Banks Peninsula pest rating
district).
Rook control, total and containment control plant pest operations are to be funded 100 per cent from a uniform targeted rate.
For bovine Tb, the national benefit is recognised through government funding via TBfree New Zealand, which pays the greater share of
national projects. The balance, known as the 'local share', is to be funded 25 per cent from general rates and 75 per cent from targeted
rates. Note that bovine Tb operations on Crown land are fully funded by the Crown.
Biodiversity pest and Biosecurity Act section 100 operations are to be funded 100 per cent from general rates.
There is benefit from funding components of this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place for each.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

5.10a Rabbit control operations – pest rating districts
-

-

100%*

5.10b Rook control, and total and containment plant pest control operations – pest rating districts
-

100%*

-

-

-

-

5.10c Biodiversity pest and Biosecurity Act section 100 operations
100%*

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.10d Bovine Tb operations (local share)
25%*

75%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general and targeted rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of
liability for revenue needs on the community.

5.11 Operations – community initiated programmes
Description
This category covers pest control programmes initiated by local communities in the biosecurity and biodiversity group of activities.
The following analysis is based on the Regional Pest Management Strategy, which includes a thorough analysis of all aspects of animal and
plant pest management in relation to the threat to production from land and biodiversity.
The work currently involves a possum control programme on Banks Peninsula to maintain the low possum numbers following successful
TBfree New Zealand bovine Tb control operations carried out there over the years. However, this activity is not restricted to possum control
programmes. Programmes for controlling other pests may eventuate in other locations.
This work is ongoing.
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The outputs are successfully completed pest control operations.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

maintaining the low risk of bovine Tb infecting stock

2.

protecting markets for exports of deer and beef products

3.

protecting biodiversity.

Who benefits?
Maintaining the low risk of bovine Tb infecting stock directly benefits land occupiers and the regional economy. There is also a benefit to
the national economy.
The regional community benefits from protecting biodiversity.

When do the benefits occur?
Benefits mostly accrue within the year that costs are incurred although there is a flow-on to future years in that control is undertaken in
cycles. However, this does not justify funding other than on an annual basis.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Landowners with possums that can spread to neighbouring land can be considered to be exacerbators.

How will this work be funded?
While pest control work is cyclic, this does not justify funding other than on an annual basis. The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
This work is to be funded 25 per cent from general rates and 75 per cent from targeted rates. The targeted rate is to be assessed 50 per
cent on land area and 50 per cent on land value.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
In both contract options, operators are reimbursed for escalation of costs (a requirement of central government), for example, fuel increases.
The attributes of each method are set out below.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

25%*

75%*

-

-

-

-
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Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

(50% land area,
50% land value)
* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general and targeted rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of
liability for revenue needs on the community.

5.12 Operations – public passenger transport
Description
This category covers the provision of public passenger transport services work in the public passenger transport group of activities.
The work involves letting tenders for public passenger transport services, including monitoring and reviewing contract performance,
operating a clearing house to reimburse operators when ‘transfer fares’ involve more than one operator, funding transport for the disabled
(Total Mobility) and trialling new services.
Environment Canterbury also acts as a clearing house for distributing government grants for bus shelters to territorial authorities where
services are provided.
Environment Canterbury purchases public passenger transport services from independent transport operators through a competitive
tendering process, using either:
net contracts: contract payments are net of fares, i.e. the operator retains the fare revenue
gross contracts: contract payments are for the gross cost of running the service, i.e. Environment Canterbury receives the fare
revenue in the first instance.
With net contracts, the operator takes the risk for the amount of passenger fare revenue received. The contract price is based on the
difference between the operator’s estimate of the full cost of the service and the operator’s fare revenue estimate, with the operator retaining
the passenger fares. The risk to the operator is high when patronage forecasts are uncertain. However, where patronage is well understood,
risk is lower. The benefit to Environment Canterbury is that the operator bears a certain amount of risk and has a strong financial incentive
to encourage patronage growth.
With gross contracts, the operator takes no risk for passenger fare revenue as the contract price is based on the full cost of the service,
with the Environment Canterbury receiving the passenger revenue.
In both contract options, operators are reimbursed for escalation of costs (a requirement of central government), such as fuel increases.
The attributes of each method are set out below.
Item

Gross contracts

Net contracts

Fare changes

Easier

Harder

Estimating fare revenue

No need for operator to estimate

Estimates can often be inaccurate, leading
to protracted tendering processes and
handing-back of contracts

Contract variations

Easier to negotiate

Harder to negotiate
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Item

Gross contracts

Net contracts

Clearing house operation

Simpler

Complicated

Cash fare transfer in outer zones

Issues resolved

Issues not resolved

Clawback (compensating operators for loss
of revenue when fare increases reduce
patronage)

Removes the need

Clawback formulas are ineffective in
improving cost recovery following fare
increases

Obtaining patronage data (for planning
purposes such as bus priority, bus exchange)

More readily available

Harder to obtain

Implementing innovative route changes

Little resistance

Higher resistance

Contracting environment

Inherently more secure and attractive, is
transparent, patronage data is known

Less secure and attractive, less transparent,
patronage data is unknown

Risk (Note that patronage has risen year on
year since the late 1990s, and this trend is
likely to continue given the current world oil
supply/price making private motoring less
affordable, as well as continued
improvements to infrastructure and services
that make taking the bus more attractive)

Environment Canterbury carries fare revenue
risk

Operator carries fare revenue risk

Cost of monitoring to ensure revenue is
collected and the service quality maintained

Increased monitoring. However, this can be
managed by providing financial incentives

Less

This work is ongoing.
The outputs are subsidised public passenger services and transport services for the disabled.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

subsidised transport services for users

2.

reduced traffic congestion for non-users

3.

availability of services for potential users (whether used or not)

4.

environmental protection and enhancement

5.

social services for the transport disadvantaged

6.

global environmental benefits, for example, reduced CO2 emissions.
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Who benefits?
The benefits accrue to those who live in areas where services are provided. Bus users benefit directly. People who do not use buses also
benefit from the mere existence of the service. Road users benefit from reduced traffic congestion because there are fewer cars on the
road.
It is accepted that the further away a person lives from an actual bus route, the less likely they are to use the service, although many people
make use of the ‘park and ride’ option. Notwithstanding the distance from a route, all road users within areas where services are provided,
benefit from the existence of services and reduced traffic congestion.
The Government acknowledges there is a national benefit from regional councils providing public passenger transport. Specifically, these
services provide an alternative to the private car, meet the transport needs of people without access to a car, and reduce pressure on the
roading network.
The New Zealand population nationally and the regional community are beneficiaries.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
No.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
Public passenger transport fares are set by Environment Canterbury from time to time. Administration costs are to be funded 48 per cent
from targeted rates over areas where services are provided and 52 per cent from government grants.
For all contracted services, the aim is for fares to cover at least 40 per cent of the cost of individual services, or at least 50 per cent over
all services, with the balance funded 48 per cent from targeted rates over areas where services are provided and 52 per cent from government
grants. However, where a community is prepared to pay higher targeted rates and recover less than 40 per cent of costs from fares (with
the balance funded by government grants), it may do so.
For net contracts, because Environment Canterbury does not receive any revenue from fares, funding is 48 per cent from targeted rates
over areas where services are provided and 52 per cent from government grants.
Different targeted rates may be levied over parts of a territorial authority to recognise differences in the benefit received.
The cost of fares for off-peak travel on public passenger transport by holders of SuperGold Cards is funded 100 per cent from government
grants.
Environment Canterbury also acts as a clearing house for distributing government grants for bus shelters to territorial authorities where
services are provided.
Total Mobility is to be funded 40 per cent from targeted rates over areas where services are provided and 60 per cent from government
grants.
The percentage of funding from government grants is subject to changes to Government policy and the purpose to which any grant funding
is to be applied. Any change in the amount of the government grant will require in a corresponding adjustment to be made to the targeted
rate percentage.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
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Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

52%*

5.12a Public passenger transport – administration
-

48%*

-

5.12b - Public passenger transport – gross contracts
-

No more than 24%* of overall cost, or no
more than 28.8%* of
cost for each service
(For Selwyn and
Waimakariri bus
services and for
Cheviot, Malvern
community and
Pleasant Point
vehicle trusts, the
uniform targeted rate
will be in the form of
a fixed targeted rate
per rating unit)
5.12c Public passenger transport – net contracts

Fares: At least 50% of overall cost, or at
least 40% of cost for
each service, unless
a lower percentage
is agreed

No more than 26% of
overall cost, or no
more than 31.2% of
cost for each service

-

-

-

52%*

-

-

100%*

48%*

-

5.12d Public passenger transport – SuperGold Card subsidy
-

-

-

5.12e Public passenger transport – bus shelter claims
-

-

-

-

-

100%*

40%*

-

-

-

60%*

5.12f Total Mobility
-

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required. Due to
changes to Government policy the grant percentage may change, with a corresponding adjustment to be made to the targeted rate
percentage.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general and targeted rates, fares and government grants is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall
impact of any allocation of liability for revenue needs on the community.

5.13 Operations – regional land transport
Description
This category covers work involved in implementing initiatives under the Regional Land Transport Strategy in the regional land transport
group of activities.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are reports on initiatives.
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Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.

What are the benefits?
The benefit of this activity is that initiatives in Regional Land Transport Strategy are actioned.

Who benefits?
Those who use roads benefit from this work, which means the whole community.
The Government acknowledges there is a benefit to all New Zealanders from having a safe and efficient national roading network.
The New Zealand population nationally and the regional community are beneficiaries.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Road users can be considered to be exacerbators.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
This work is to be funded 75 per cent from government grants and 25 per cent from general rates.
The proportion of funding from government grants is subject to changes to Government policy and the purpose to which any grant funding
is to be applied. Any change in the amount of the government grant will require a corresponding adjustment to be made to the general rate
percentage.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

25%*

-

-

-

-

75%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required. Due to
changes to Government policy the grant percentage may change, with a corresponding adjustment to be made to the general rate percentage.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general rates and grants is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of
liability for revenue needs on the community.
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5.14 Operations – stock truck effluent disposal
Description
This category covers the clearing house service for stock truck effluent facilities in the regional land transport group of activities.
The work involves operating a clearing house that receives money from participating territorial authorities in Canterbury and distributes it
according to an agreed formula to those with stock truck effluent facilities.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are payments to territorial authorities.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
that funding is provided to territorial authorities to operate stock truck effluent facilities
major roads are free of stock effluent.

Who benefits?
Territorial authorities and road users benefit from this work, which means the whole community.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Transport operators transporting stock can be considered to be exacerbators.

How will this work be funded?
This is to be funded in the year payments are required, 100 per cent from participating territorial authorities.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

-

-

100%

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from grants is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of liability for revenue
needs on the community.
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5.15 Operations – contaminated sites (inner Lyttelton Harbour)
Description
This category covers work required to address seabed contamination in the inner Lyttelton Harbour in the waste, hazardous substances
and contaminated sites group of activities.
Discharges of anti-fouling material from the dry dock (and the patent slip) have, over many years, contaminated the seabed of the inner
Lyttelton Harbour. The contamination is toxic to marine life and is affecting aquatic flora and fauna in the vicinity of the inner harbour.
The current owner of the dry dock is Lyttelton Port of Christchurch, although it did not necessarily carry out or commission work in the
dock. Discharges are now treated, so no new contamination is occurring. Prior to formation of the Lyttelton Port of Christchurch, the owner
of the dry dock was the Lyttelton Harbour Board. Except for the commercial port activities, the Lyttelton Harbour Board's functions have
been subsumed into Environment Canterbury.
The owner of the seabed is the Crown, represented by the Department of Conservation. This work is ongoing.
The output is management or remediation of the contamination.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.

What are the benefits?
The benefit accruing from management or remediation of the contamination is a cleaner environment.

Who benefits?
The prime beneficiaries are the landowner – the Crown – and the original shareholders of Lyttelton Port of Christchurch.
Those who work, fish or recreate in the vicinity as well as those who appreciate a cleaner environment also benefit.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits start to accrue immediately the required management or remediation is completed, increasing for up to 20 or so years as the
environment recovers. To date, no decision has been made on when the management or remediation is required or when it will take place.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Past users of the dry dock (and the patent slip) are the exacerbators. However, the Lyttelton Harbour Board bears some responsibility for
the contamination, because as the regulatory agency at the time it had responsibility for ensuring that contamination did not occur,
notwithstanding it was the owner of the facilities at the time. Responsibility for regulatory activities now rests with Environment Canterbury.

How will this work be funded?
The work should be funded in the year it is done, subject to the cost of any work required, the wishes of the parties involved and the level
of government grant funding available from the Ministry for the Environment’s Contaminated Site Remediation Fund.
Funding the cost of remedial work is undecided at present, and contributions from Lyttelton Port of Christchurch, Department of Conservation
and Environment Canterbury will be negotiated once the level of contribution from the Ministry for the Environment is clear.
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Normally Environment Canterbury operates as a regulator rather than actively participating. However, in this case it bears some responsibility
as successor to the Lyttelton Harbour Board. Any contribution from Environment Canterbury would be funded from targeted rates over the
territorial authorities that were the original shareholders of Lyttelton Port of Christchurch at its inception, in proportion to the shareholding
at that time.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly as this is a project with a number of interested and affected parties.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

100%*

-

-

-

-

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from a targeted rate and, if possible, grants is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any
allocation of liability for revenue needs on the community.

5.16 Operations – air quality implementation
Description
This category covers implementing the Air Quality programme
Communities in the airsheds of Christchurch, Timaru, Rangiora, Kaiapoi, Ashburton, Geraldine and Waimate are required to meet the
National Environmental Standard for Air Quality for PM10 by 2016 and 2020.
The Air Quality programme focuses on four key areas:
developing partnerships with territorial authorities
reviewing and implementing a new Air Plan
developing programmes to reduce emissions and improve air quality
enabling new technologies and ultra-low emission burners to be developed and available.
The outputs of implementing the Air Quality programme are utilisation of better burning practices by households, industry and farmers,
use of clean technology, and better management of odour and dust.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
facilitating new and better technology for households
reducing respiratory illness as a result of reduced wintertime PM10 concentrations
achieving the 2016 and 2020 National Environmental Standard for Air Quality for PM10 concentration targets
reducing odour and dust emissions causing nuisance
Improving burning practices.
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Who benefits?
The benefits accrue specifically to communities living in currently polluted areas.
There is also regional and national benefit through reduced hospital costs and higher workforce productivity resulting from improved health.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately and in future years.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Households burning wood for home heating, industries discharging to air, and landowners causing odour, nuisance and dust emissions are
all contributing to air quality issues across the region. In polluted areas the main exacerbators are households burning wood in woodburners,
causing 50 to 90 per cent of emissions. Industry, vehicles and farm practices also contribute.

How will this work be funded?
This work is to be funded from a mix of targeted rates and general rates.
An air quality rate will fund the delivery of the Air Quality programme across the region and to specific polluted areas to promote clean air
and compliance with the National Environmental Standard. This rate will be funded 40 per cent by a uniform annual general charge and
60 per cent by one targeted rate levied across all the polluted areas which include Rangiora, Kaiapoi, Christchurch, Ashburton, Timaru,
Geraldine and Waimate.
A heating assistance rate will provide funding for initiatives to support the following activities:
financial assistance for low income households or those suffering financial hardship
home energy and heating checks and advice
training in better use of woodburners and better burning.
This rate will be funded by a targeted rate for each of the seven identified polluted areas.
There is a benefit in funding this activity distinctly from other operations activities to show clearly the programmes operating in each town.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.16a Air Quality implementation
40%* UAGC

60%*

5.16b Heating assistance Rangiora
-

100%*

5.16c Heating assistance Kaiapoi
-

100%*

5.16d Heating assistance Christchurch
-

100%*

5.16e Heating assistance Ashburton
-

100%*

-

5.16f Heating assistance Timaru
-
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Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.16g Heating assistance Geraldine
-

100%*

5.16g Heating assistance Waimate
-

100%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from a mix of targeted rates and general rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any
allocation of liability for revenue needs on the community.
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Funding category 6: Communicating, educating and advocating
6.1 Communicating, educating and advocating – other
Description
This category covers communication, education and advocacy work undertaken in groups of activities other than those specified separately.
This activity involves the dissemination of information to the public including:
proactively providing information to the community
Proactively getting involved in advocacy within the community
reacting to requests for information from the community
meeting with liaison committees and other community groups.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs include reports, newspaper articles, press releases, brochures, field days, facilitated forums, providing grant funding, handbooks,
television reports, documentaries, submissions, information and implementing the CWMS.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.
Canterbury’s water is clean and plentiful. Our rivers, lakes and groundwater are managed sustainably for the good of all.
Canterbury is a great place to live. People’s recreational needs are met. We have good access to open spaces and wilderness
areas, public parks and reserves.
Canterbury is prepared. Our communities are prepared for emergencies.
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

people are aware of decisions made by the Council and how they are affected

2.

people have a greater awareness and understanding of regional issues

3.

people can make informed resource management decisions

4.

people know what Environment Canterbury does

5.

indigenous biodiversity is protected and enhanced

6.

the goals of the CWMS are achieved:

Environment Canterbury
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flows in lowland streams are restored to sustainable levels
the opportunity exists to enhance indigenous biodiversity
reliability and availability of water for agricultural production increase
assurance is given that water infrastructure development and operation takes into account the social, economic, environmental
and cultural well-being of the community.

Who benefits?
Benefit 1 accrues to individuals equally.
Benefits 2 to 5 and the first two items in benefit 6 accrue to the community as a whole.
The last two items in benefit 6 accrue in the future to the operators and customers of infrastructure to be built for managing and distributing
water for agricultural production, for example in the CWMS. A newly established water executive will facilitate implementing the CWMS
and development of water infrastructure.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits occur almost wholly within the year in which the expenditure is incurred.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Individuals seeking information are exacerbators.
Holders of resource consents to take and discharge water can be considered to be exacerbators to the extent that the need to restore flows
in lowland streams and indigenous biodiversity has arisen as a result of the cumulative effects of exercising those consents (see the first
two items of benefit 6).

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
Except for some democracy-related costs in the regional leadership group of activities and the cost of implementing the CWMS in the water
quality, quantity and ecosystems group of activities, all other communicating, educating and advocating work is to be funded 100 per cent
from general rates.
The cost of democracy-related work in the regional leadership group of activities, that is, where the benefit accrues to individuals equally,
is to be funded from a uniform annual general charge. The cost of community engagement is to be funded from a uniform annual general
charge (UAGC).
In the short term, the cost of implementing the CWMS is to be funded 100 per cent from a targeted rate over the whole region.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place. This is especially so for funding
implementation of the CWMS as the objectives of the strategy are much wider than Environment Canterbury’s functions and the funding
source changes over time.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

**

-

-

-

-

-

6.1a Communicating, educating and advocating – other
100%*

-

-

6.1b Communicating, educating and advocating – democracy
100%* (UAGC)
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Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

6.1c Communicating, educating and advocating – community engagement
100%* (UAGC)

-

-

-

6.1d Communicating, educating and advocating – Canterbury Water Management Strategy
-

100% to 0%†

-

-

-

-

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves, fees and charges or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding
required.
** A charge is made for providing information and data (see Fees and Charges Policy). However, no charge is made for the data itself, its
collection or storage. Collecting and storing data are funded as part of the activity where the collection takes place.
†

The timing and rate of transition from targeted rate funding to fees and charges are based on estimates in the CWMS of when progress

will be achieved on providing increased reliability and access to augmented water supply.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general rates, a UAGC and and fees and charges is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact
of any allocation of liability for revenue needs on the community.

6.2 Communicating, educating and advocating – biosecurity and biodiversity
Description
This category covers communicating, educating and advocating in the biosecurity and biodiversity group of activities.
The following analysis is based on the Regional Pest Management Strategy, which includes a thorough analysis of all aspects of animal and
plant pest management in relation to the threat to production from land and biodiversity.
This activity involves disseminating information about pests and biodiversity to the public including:
proactively providing information to the community
proactively getting involved in advocacy within the community
reacting to requests for information from the community
meeting with pest liaison committees.
Rabbit control co-ordination
There is demand from landowners for Environment Canterbury to co-ordinate the management of multi-property, user-pays rabbit control
operations. Large-scale rabbit control operations are costly and need to be well managed to avoid the possibility of failure. Further, when
more than one property is involved, it is essential that work is co-ordinated so that cross-boundary re-infestation (spill-over) is avoided;
for example, a property that has been cleared of rabbits can be quickly re-infested by a neighbouring property that has not, negating the
work.
Spill-over is also an issue for properties fronting rabbit-prone braided riverbeds and Crown land (all pest districts contain braided rivers).
Few landholders have the expertise or time to manage multi-property rabbit control operations themselves. This new service has been
successfully trialled over one season. The funding basis has been formalised and established on a permanent basis.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs include brochures, field days, facilitated forums, handbooks and information.
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Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.

What are the benefits?
The benefits are:
1.

an understanding of pest management and biodiversity issues

2.

increased likelihood that multi-property, user-pays rabbit control operations will be successful and spill-over onto cleared properties
avoided.

Who benefits?
The beneficiaries are individuals who request information and the community as a whole.
Also neighbouring properties benefit through reduced risk of spill-over from more heavily rabbit-infested land as a result of control operations
being better managed.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits occur almost wholly within the year in which the expenditure is incurred.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Frequently individuals seeking information about pest control are exacerbators because they have a pest problem to solve.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
The cost of providing information about pests, including rabbit control co-ordination, is to be funded 50 per cent from general rates and
50 per cent from a targeted rate over all land zoned rural.
The cost of providing advice and education about biodiversity and servicing pest district liaison committees is to be funded 100 per cent
from general rates.
Note that while no charge is made for providing pest control data itself, the cost of the time responding to enquiries for information is
charged for (see Fees and Charges Policy). The cost of collecting and storing data is funded as set out elsewhere in this Revenue and
Financing Policy.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

*

-

-

6.2a Pest advice and education
50%*
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Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

50%* over rural land -

-

-

-

6.2b Pest management liaison committee
100%*

-

6.2c Biodiversity advice and education
100%*

-

6.2d Rabbit control co-ordination
50%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves, fees and charges or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding
required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general and targeted rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of
liability for revenue needs on the community.

6.3 Communicating, educating and advocating – public passenger transport
Description
This category covers communicating, educating and advocating in the public passenger transport group of activities.
The work involves providing timetable and other information about public passenger transport services and marketing those services.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are information on public passenger transport services and timetables.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are community access to information on subsidised public passenger transport services and promotion of
regional requirements.

Who benefits?
The benefits accrue to those who live in the city or district where services are provided. Bus users benefit directly. People who do not use
buses also benefit from the existence of the service. Road users benefit from reduced traffic congestion due to fewer cars being on the
road.
It is accepted that the further away a person lives from an actual bus route, the less likely they are to use the service, although many people
make use of the ‘park and ride’ option. Notwithstanding the distance from a route, all road users within a city or district where services are
provided benefit from the existence of services and reduced traffic congestion.
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The Government acknowledges there is a national benefit from regional councils providing public passenger transport. Specifically, these
services provide an alternative to the private car, meet the transport needs of people without access to a car, and reduce pressure on the
roading network.
The New Zealand population nationally and the regional community are beneficiaries.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately and into the future.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
No.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
This work is to be funded 50 per cent from targeted rates over Christchurch and districts where services are provided and 50 per cent from
government grants. Different targeted rates may be levied over parts of the city or district to recognise differences in the benefits received.
Currently the proportion of funding from government grants is 50 per cent of costs. This percentage is subject to changes to Government
policy and the purpose to which any grant funding is to be applied. Any change in the amount of the government grant will require in a
corresponding adjustment to be made to the targeted rate percentage.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

50%*

-

-

-

50%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required. Due to
changes to Government policy the grant percentage may change, with a corresponding adjustment to be made to the targeted rate
percentage.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from targeted rates and grants is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of
liability for revenue needs on the community.

6.4 Communicating, educating and advocating – regional land transport
Description
This category covers work involved in promoting road safety in the regional land transport group of activities.
This work is ongoing.
The output is road safety promotion

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
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Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are improved driver education leading to fewer road crash deaths and injuries and consequently fewer relatives
and friends affected, as well as the economic cost to the regional and national economy.

Who benefits?
Road users benefit from this work, which means the whole community.
The Government acknowledges there is a benefit to all New Zealanders from all road users driving safely

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Drivers whose bad driving behaviour or lack of driving skills cause road crashes are exacerbators.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
This work is to be funded 75 per cent from government grants and 25 per cent from general rates.
The proportion of funding from government grants is subject to changes to Government policy and the purpose to which any grant funding
is to be applied. Any change in the amount of the government grant will require a corresponding adjustment to be made to the general rate
percentage.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

25%*

-

-

-

-

75%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required. Due to
changes to Government policy the grant percentage may change, with a corresponding adjustment to be made to the general rate percentage.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general rates and grants is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of
liability for revenue needs on the community.
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Funding category 7: Regulating
7.1 Regulating – natural resources
Description
This category covers regulating natural resource use in the following groups of activities:
air quality
coastal environment
land
waste, hazardous substances and contaminated sites
water quality, quantity and ecosystems.
This work involves:
1.

monitoring and resolving non-compliances with consent and permitted activity conditions

2.

investigating and resolving breaches to the Resource Management Act 1991

3.

prosecuting exacerbators

4.

advocating within industry to improve industry practice and behaviour within the urban environment.

This work is ongoing.
The outputs are resolved non-compliances with consents conditions and resolved breaches of the Resource Management Act (where
resolved mean no further action is required).

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.
Canterbury’s water is clean and plentiful. Our rivers, lakes and groundwater are managed sustainably for the good of all.
Canterbury is a great place to live. People’s recreational needs are met. We have good access to open spaces and wilderness
areas, public parks and reserves.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

Assurance is given that consented and permitted activities are being undertaken in compliance with conditions.

2.

Non-compliances with consent or permitted activity conditions are resolved.

3.

Breaches of the Resource Management Act are resolved.
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4.

People responsible for non-compliances with consent conditions or permitted activity conditions or breaches of the Resource
Management Act are called to account.

5.

Health of urban waterways is improved.

Who benefits?
The benefits of this work accrue to the community at large.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits start to accrue immediately the required management or remediation is completed, increasing as the environment recovers.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Resource consent holders are exacerbators as they cause the need of compliance monitoring to be incurred.
Non-complying consent holders are exacerbators as they cause the need for management or remediation to be undertaken.
Individuals who breach permitted activity conditions or the Resource Management Act are exacerbators.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
Monitoring and resolving non-compliances with consents conditions is to be funded 100 per cent by consent holders.
Investigating and resolving breaches to permitted activity conditions or the Resource Management Act is to be funded 100 per cent from
general rates. However, where the exacerbator is identified, costs, including the cost of prosecution and appeals, are recovered from the
exacerbator.
Some cost recovery is possible through fines imposed by the courts but this is not relied on as a source of funding.
Urban waterway initiatives undertaken as part of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy will be funded by a uniform targeted rate set
across the entire region.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

7.1a Resource consents – monitoring and resolving non-compliance
-

-

-

100%

7.1b Permitted activities and the Resource Management Act – monitoring and resolving non-compliance
100%*

-

-

*

-

-

-

-

*

-

-

-

-

-

-

7.1c Prosecuting
100%*

7.1d Urban waterway initiatives
-

100%

* Costs recovered from exacerbators will reduce the amount of rate funding required.
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What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general and targeted rates and fees and charges is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact
of any allocation of liability for revenue needs on the community.

7.2 Regulating – dam safety
Description
This category covers regulating dam safety in the flood protection and control works group of activities. This involves:
1.

maintaining registration as an accredited dam safety consenting authority under the Building Act 2004

2.

registering and classifying dams

3.

processing building consents, including responding to submissions, holding hearings, and responding to appeals to the Environment
Court

4.

monitoring and resolving non-compliances with building consent conditions

5.

investigating and resolving breaches to Building Act in relation to dam safety

6.

prosecuting exacerbators.

This work is ongoing.
The outputs are:
building consents with or without conditions. Note that this may also include decisions not to issue a building consent
resolved non-compliances with building consent conditions and breaches to the Building Act (where resolved means no further
action is required).

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities
Canterbury is a great place to live. People’s recreational needs are met. We have good access to open spaces and wilderness
areas, public parks and reserves
Canterbury is prepared. Our communities are prepared for emergencies.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

individuals who wish to construct and operate dams can do so

2.

dams are constructed and operated safely

3.

assurance is given that consent holders comply with consent conditions

4.

non-compliances with consent conditions are resolved

5.

people responsible for non-compliances with consent, permitted activity conditions or breaches of the Resource Management Act
are called to account.
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Who benefits?
Benefit 1 accrues to individuals who apply for the consent. However, when a resource consent is not issued, the benefit accrues to the public
generally, who benefit from the avoidance of the potential effects.
Benefits 2 to 5 accrue to the public generally.

When do the benefits occur?
All benefits accrue immediately the consent is issued, although there are future benefits throughout the life of the consent.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Individual consent applicants are exacerbators as they cause consent processing costs to be incurred, whether or not a consent is issued.
Consent holders are exacerbators as they cause the need of compliance monitoring to be incurred. Non-complying consent holders are
exacerbators as they cause the need for management or remediation to be undertaken.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
The cost of maintaining registration as an accredited dam safety consenting authority and compiling a register of large dams is to be funded
from general rates.
The cost of building consent processing is to be funded 100 per cent by consent applicants.
Monitoring and resolving non-compliances with consents conditions is to be funded 100 per cent by consent holders.
Note that Environment Canterbury is required to collect levies from building consent applicants for the Department of Building and Housing
and BRANZ. These levies are in addition to Environment Canterbury’s charges.
Some cost recovery is possible through fines imposed by the courts but this is not relied on as a source of funding.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly. Doing so makes explicit the fact that building consents applicants pay the full processing
cost.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

7.2a Registration and accreditation as a consenting authority in relation to dam safety
100%*

-

-

-

-

-

7.2b Building consents – monitoring and resolving non-compliance
-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

100%**

-

-

7.2c Dam registration and classification
-

-

7.2d The Building Act – monitoring and resolving non-compliance***
100%*
7.2e Prosecuting

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

†

100%*
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* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.
** If at some future date government regulations cap the amount able to be recovered from fees and charges, the balance will be funded
from general rates.
†

Costs recovered from exacerbators will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general rates and fees and charges is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation
of liability for revenue needs on the community.

7.3 Regulating – navigation safety
Description
This category covers regulating recreational and commercial use of the region's ports, harbours, and coastal and inland waters in the
navigation safety group of activities.
The work carried out in this activity involves all aspects of recreational and commercial vessel use of the region's ports, harbours, coastal
and inland waters with regards to the safety of navigation.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are a regional navigation safety management system that complies with the New Zealand Port and Harbour Marine Safety Code,
to provide a demonstrated and structured approach to the identification of risk and its subsequent mitigation.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury is a great place to live. People’s recreational needs are met. We have good access to open spaces and wilderness
areas, public parks and reserves.
Canterbury is prepared. Our communities are prepared for emergencies.
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are enabling the safe navigation of the region's ports, harbours, coastal and inland waters by both recreational
and commercial vessels.

Who benefits?
The public benefit from safe use of region's ports, harbours, coastal and inland waters.
Port companies benefit from safe use of the region's ports, harbours and coastal waters.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits accrue immediately.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
The public and port companies are exacerbators through their use of the region's ports, harbours, and coastal and inland waters.
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How will this work be funded?
The cost of commercial vessel use of the region's ports, harbours and coastal waters will be funded by port companies or direct charges
to shipping where a port company does not exist.
The cost of recreational vessel use of the ports, harbours, and coastal and inland waters will be funded by the general rates, except where
the charge is for a swing mooring, in which case the cost will be funded by fees to the swing mooring owner.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

7.3a Swing moorings
-

7.3b Recreational navigation safety
100%*

-

7.3c Commercial navigation safety
-

-

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general rates and fees and charges is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation
of liability for revenue needs on the community.

7.4 Regulating – animal and plant pests
Description
This category covers regulating animal and plant pests in the biosecurity and biodiversity group of activities.
The following analysis is based on the Regional Pest Management Strategy, which includes a thorough analysis of all aspects of animal and
plant pest management in relation to the threat to production from land and biodiversity.
This work involves carrying out property inspections in pest rating districts. Where pest levels are found to exceed trigger levels, enforcement
action is taken to ensure that the required pest control work is undertaken.
This work is ongoing.
The outputs are inspection reports and notices of direction to undertake control work.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury has a healthy environment. We have clean air, beaches and coasts, rivers, lakes and groundwater, productive land
and enhanced biodiversity. Pest plants and animals are controlled. There is minimal waste and pollution.
Canterbury is informed. People are aware of how environmental issues affect us all in Canterbury.
Canterbury collaborates. People are able to take part in decision-making about the future of Canterbury. We recognise the vital
role of tangata whenua in kaitiakitanga.
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What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

assurance is given that control work is initiated when trigger levels are exceeded

2.

breaches to the Regional Pest Management Strategy are resolved (where resolved means no further work is required).

Who benefits?
The benefits accrue to:
land occupiers who are required to undertake the control work
neighbouring properties through having assurance that control work will take place when required and the risk of spill-over from
more heavily infested land will be removed
the regional community through having assurance that control work will take place when required and the threat to biodiversity
will be removed.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits occur in the year in which the expenditure is incurred.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Land occupiers who harbour pests and allow them to spread to neighbouring properties or threaten biodiversity are exacerbators.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
This work is to be funded from a mix of general and targeted rates as set out in the following table.
Some cost recovery is possible through fines imposed by the courts but this is not relied on as a source of funding.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

75%*

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%*

-

-

-

-

7.4a Rabbits – Mackenzie, Omarama, Kurow pest districts
67%*

33%*

-

7.4b Rabbits – Kaikōura, Amuri, Waikari pest districts
50%*

50%*

7.4c Rabbits – other pest districts
25%*
7.4d Wallabies
100%*
7.4e Rooks
-
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Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

-

-

-

7.4f Coltsfoot, entire marshwort
100%*

-

7.4g African love grass, Baccharis, bur daisy, saffron thistle, white-edged nightshade, African feather grass
10%*

90%*

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7.4h Nassella tussock, Chilean needle grass
50%*

50%*

7.4i Gorse, broom, variegated thistle
10%*

90%*

7.4j Nodding thistle, ragwort
-

100%*

7.4k Old man's beard, surveillance plants
100%

-

7.4l Advice and education
50%*

50%*

7.4m Pest management liaison committees
100%*

-

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from general and targeted rates is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of
liability for revenue needs on the community.

7.5 Regulating – passenger transport services
Description
This category covers registration of public passenger transport services in the public passenger transport group of activities.
The work involves receiving registrations from operators of public passenger transport services and making the information available to
operators and others.
This work is ongoing.
The output is a register of public passenger transport services.

Which community outcomes?
This work primarily contributes to the following community outcomes:
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Canterbury is prosperous. Canterbury has a strong economy with sustainable business and farming activities.
Canterbury is connected. Our public transport systems get people to where they want to go. Our transport networks are effective
at moving people and freight.

What are the benefits?
The benefits of this activity are:
1.

passenger transport services can legally operate and provide services to the community

2.

subsidised transport services are protected.

Who benefits?
The beneficiaries are the community as a whole, but more particularly people with subsidised transport services in their area, and the users
and the providers of subsidised services.
The Government acknowledges there is a national benefit from regional councils registering operators of public passenger transport services.

When do the benefits occur?
The benefits occur in the same year as the expenditure.

Is anyone causing the Council to do this work?
Operators of public passenger transport services can be considered to be exacerbators.

How will this work be funded?
The cost is to be funded in the year it is incurred.
This work is to be funded 50 per cent from targeted rates over Christchurch and districts where services are provided and 50 per cent from
government grants. Different targeted rates may be levied over parts of the city or district to recognise differences in the benefits received.
Currently the proportion of funding from government grants is 50 per cent of costs. This percentage is subject to changes to Government
policy and the purpose to which any grant funding is to be applied. Any change in the amount of the government grant will require a
corresponding adjustment to be made to the targeted rate percentage.
There is benefit from funding this activity distinctly to show the different funding arrangements in place.
Uniform general
rate

Uniform targeted
rate

Differential
targeted rate

Fees and charges

Borrowing

Grants and
subsidies

-

50%*

-

-

-

50%*

* Any funding from reserves, interest earned on reserves or other funding received will reduce the amount of rate funding required. Due to
changes to Government policy the grant percentage may change, with a corresponding adjustment to be made to the targeted rate
percentage.

What is the impact on well-being?
Funding this work from targeted rates and grants is considered to be equitable, having regard to the overall impact of any allocation of
liability for revenue needs on the community.
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Summary tables
Table 1: Summary by group of activities
GROUP OF ACTIVITIES
Funding category

UNIFORM UNIFORM DIFFERENTIAL
FEES
GRANTS
GENERAL TARGETED TARGETED
AND
BORROWING
AND
RATE
RATE
RATE
CHARGES
SUBSIDIES

AIR QUALITY
2.1 Investigations- other
2.1a Investigations: general

100%

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

40%
(UAGC)

60%

-

-

-

-

5.16b Heating Assistance Rangiora

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.16c Heating Assistance Kaiapoi

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.16d Heating Assistance Christchurch

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.16e Heating Assistance Ashburton

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.16f Heating Assistance Timaru

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.16g Heating Assistance Geraldine

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.16h Heating Assistance Waimate

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

2.2a Animal and plant pests

50%

50%

-

-

-

-

2.2b Biodiversity

100%

-

-

-

-

-

3.1 Planning and consents- planning other
3.1a Planning: general
4.1 Monitoring- other
5.1 Loan repayments by scheme participants
5.1 Operations- Clean Heat Project and energy efficiency
incentive programme
5.16 Operations- Air Quality Implementation
5.16a Air Quality Implementation

5.4 Operations- Energy Efficiency
5.4 Loan repayments by scheme participants
6.1 Communication, educating and advocating- other
6.1a Communicating, educating and advocating: other
BIODIVERSITY AND BIOSECURITY
1.1 Strategy- other
1.4 Strategy – Canterbury Water Management Strategy
2.2 Investigations- biodiverstity and biosecurity
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GROUP OF ACTIVITIES
Funding category

UNIFORM UNIFORM DIFFERENTIAL
FEES
GRANTS
GENERAL TARGETED TARGETED
AND
BORROWING
AND
RATE
RATE
RATE
CHARGES
SUBSIDIES

3.1 Planning and consents- planing other
3.1a Planning: general

100%

-

-

-

-

-

4.2a Rabbit and plant pests

50%

50%

-

-

-

-

4.2b Wallabies

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

4.2d New pests (surveillance pests)

100%

-

-

-

-

-

4.2e Biodiversity

100%

-

-

-

-

-

5.10a Rabbit control operations- pest rating districts

-

-

100%

-

-

-

5.10b Rook control, total and containment plant pest control
operations- pest rating districts

-

100%

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

25%

75%

-

-

-

-

25%

75%
(50%
land area
50% land
value)

-

-

-

-

6.2a Pest advice and education

50%

50%

-

-

-

-

6.2b Pest Management Liaison Committees

100%

-

-

-

-

-

6.2c Biodiversity advice and education

100%

-

-

-

-

-

6.2d Rabbit control co-ordination

50%

50% over
rural land

-

-

-

-

7.4a Rabbits: Mackenzie, Omarama, Kurow pest districts

67%

33%

-

-

-

-

7.4b Rabbits: Kaikoura, Amuri, W aikari pest districts

50%

50%

-

-

-

-

7.4c Rabbits: Other pest districts

25%

75%

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

4.2 Monitoring- biosecurity and biodiversity

4.2c Rooks

5.10 Operations- animal and plant pest control

5.10c Biodiversity pest and Biosecurity Act section 100
operations
5.10d Bovine Tb operations (local share)

5.11 Operations- community initiated programmes

6.2 Communicating, educating and advocating- biosecurity and
biodiversity

7.4 Regulating- animal and plant pests

7.4d Wallabies
7.4e Rooks
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7.4f Coltsfoot, Entire Marshwort

100%

-

-

-

-

-

7.4g African Love Grass, Baccharis, Bur Daisy, Saffron Thistle,
White-Edged Nightshade, African Feather Grass

10%

90%

-

-

-

-
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GROUP OF ACTIVITIES
Funding category

UNIFORM UNIFORM DIFFERENTIAL
FEES
GRANTS
GENERAL TARGETED TARGETED
AND
BORROWING
AND
RATE
RATE
RATE
CHARGES
SUBSIDIES

7.4h Nassella Tussock, Chilean Needle Grass

50%

50%

-

-

-

-

7.4i Gorse, Broom, Variegated Thistle

10%

90%

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

7.4k Old Man’s Beard, Surveillance Plants

100%

-

-

-

-

-

7.4l Advice and education

50%

50%

-

-

-

-

7.4m Pest Management Liaison Committees

100%

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.9a Ashburton CWMS environmental infrastructure

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.9b Selwyn CWMS environmental infrastructure

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

100% 0%

-

-

-

-

7.4j Nodding Thistle, Ragwort

CANTERBURY WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
1.1 Strategy- other
1.4 Strategy- Canterbury Water Management Strategy
2.5a Investigations- water resource
3.1 Planning and consents- planning
3.1a Planning: general
3.1c Planning Canterbury Water Management Strategy
4.5a Monitoring- water resource
5.9 Operations- environmental infrastructure

6.1 Communication, educating and advocating- general
6.1d Communicating, educating and advocating: CWMS

TRANSPORT, GREATER CHRISTCHURCH REBUILD AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
1.2 Strategy- public passenger transport

-

50%

-

-

-

50%

25% or
0%

-

-

-

-

75% or
100%

-

50%

-

-

-

50%

25%

-

-

-

-

75%

-

50%

-

-

-

50%

100%

-

-

-

-

-

4.3 Monitoring- public passenger transport

-

50%

-

-

-

50%

4.4 Monitoring- regional land transport

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

48%

-

-

-

52%

1.3 Strategy- regional land transport
2.3 Investigations- public passenger transport
2.4 Investigations- regional land transport
3.2 Planning and consents- public passenger transpor planning
3.3 Planning and consents- regional land transport planning

5.12 Operations- public passenger transport
5.12a Public passenger transport- administration.
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GROUP OF ACTIVITIES
Funding category

UNIFORM UNIFORM DIFFERENTIAL
FEES
GRANTS
GENERAL TARGETED TARGETED
AND
BORROWING
AND
RATE
RATE
RATE
CHARGES
SUBSIDIES

5.12b Public passenger transport- gross contracts

-

No more
than 24%
of overall
cost or
no more
than
28.8% of
cost for
each
service
For
Selwyn
and
Waimakariri
bus
services
will be in
the form
of a fixed
targeted
rate per
rating
unit

5.12c Public passenger transport- net contracts

-

48%

-

-

-

52%

5.12d Public passenger transport- Super GoldCard subsidy

-

-

-

-

-

100%

5.12e Public passenger transport- Bus shelter claims

-

-

-

-

-

100%

5.12f Total mobility

-

40%

-

-

-

60%

25%

-

-

-

-

75%

5.14 Operations- stock truck effluent disposal

-

-

-

-

-

100%

6.3 Communication, educating and advocating- public passenger
transport

-

50%

-

-

-

50%

6.4 Communication, educating and advocating- regional land
transport

25%

-

-

-

-

75%

5.13 Operations- regional land transport

7.1d Urban Waterway initiatives
7.5 Regulating- public passenger transport services

-

Fares:
At least
50% of
overall
cost, or
at least
40% of
cost for
each
service,
unless a
lower
percentage
is agreed

-

No more
than 26%
of overall
cost or
no more
than
31.2% of
cost for
each
service

100%
-

50%

-

-

-

50%

2.1a Investigations: general

100%

-

-

-

-

-

2.1b Investigations: CHW MS joint implementation
programme

50%

-

-

-

-

50%

2.1c Investigations: CHW MS Environment Canterbury’s
participation

100%

-

-

-

-

-

HAZARDS RISKS AND SAFETY
2.1 Investigations- other

3.1 Planning and consents- planning other
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GROUP OF ACTIVITIES
Funding category
3.1a Planning: general

UNIFORM UNIFORM DIFFERENTIAL
FEES
GRANTS
GENERAL TARGETED TARGETED
AND
BORROWING
AND
RATE
RATE
RATE
CHARGES
SUBSIDIES
100%

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

5.5a Comprehensive River Schemes

15%

15%

70%

-

-

-

5.5b Localised River Schemes

5%

20%

75%

-

-

-

5.5c Drainage Schemes

5%

15%

80%

-

-

-

5.5d Lower Waitaki River

9%

9%

42%

-

-

40%

5.5e Upper Waitaki River

50%

-

-

-

-

50%

5.5f Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere

25%

25%

50%

-

-

-

5.5g Waihao - Wainono Flood and Drainage Scheme

10%

30%

60%

-

-

-

5.5h Little River Wairewa

5%

95%

-

-

-

-

5.6 Operations- flood event management

100%

-

-

-

-

-

5.7 Operations- regional reserves and forestry

100%

-

-

-

-

-

5.8a Waimakariri River Regional Park

15%

85%

-

-

-

-

5.8b Ashley/Rakahuri River Regional Park

15%

85%

-

-

-

-

5.8c Lake Tekapo Regional Park

75%

25% FTR

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

7.3b Recreational navigation safety

100%

-

-

-

-

-

7.3c Commercial navigation safety

-

-

-

100%

-

-

3.1a Planning: general

100%

-

-

-

-

-

3.1b Planning: democracy

100%
(UAGC)

-

-

-

-

-

4.1 Monitoring- other
5.2 Operations- Civil Defence Emergency Management Group
5.5 Operations- catchment works

5.8 Operations- regional parks

5.8d Little River Cycleway
5.15 Operations- contaminated site (inner Lyttelton Harbour)
6.1 Communication, educating and advocating- general
6.1a Communicating, educating and advocating: natural
resources
7.3 Regulating- navigation safety
7.3a Swing moorings

PLANNING CONSENTS AND COMPLIANCE
3.1 Planning and consents- planning other

3.4 Planning and consents- resource consent processing
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GROUP OF ACTIVITIES
Funding category
3.4a Resource consent processing: general

UNIFORM UNIFORM DIFFERENTIAL
FEES
GRANTS
GENERAL TARGETED TARGETED
AND
BORROWING
AND
RATE
RATE
RATE
CHARGES
SUBSIDIES
-

-

-

100%

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

7.1b Permitted activities and the Resource Management Act:
monitoring and resolving non-compliance

100%

-

-

-

-

-

7.1c Prosecuting

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

3.4b Resource consent processing: Environment Court
appeals
3.4c Authorising fuel-burning equipment
3.4d Discounts to resource consent processing charges &
administrative framework costs
7.1 Regulating- natural resources
7.1a Resource consents: monitoring and resolving
non-compliance

7.1d Urban waterway initiatives
7.2 Regulating- dam safety
7.2a Registration and accreditation as a consenting authority
in relation to dam safety

100%

-

-

-

-

-

7.2b Building consents: monitoring and resolving
non-compliance

-

-

-

100%

-

-

7.2c Dam registration and classification

-

-

-

100%

-

-

7.2d The Building Act: monitoring and resolving
non-compliance

100%

-

-

-

-

-

7.2e Prosecuting

100%

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

REGIONAL LEADERSHIP
1.1 Strategy- general
2.1 Investigations- other
2.1a Investigations: general
4.1 Monitoring- other
5.3 Operations- regional leadership
5.3a Council elections
5.3b The Chatham Islands Council contract
5.3c Archives

100%
UAGC

6.1 Communication, educating and advocating
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6.1a Communicating, educating and advocating: other

100%

-

-

-

-

-

6.1b Communicating, educating and advocating: democracy

100%
(UAGC)

-

-

-

-

-
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GROUP OF ACTIVITIES
Funding category
6.1c Communicating, educating and advocating : community
engagement

UNIFORM UNIFORM DIFFERENTIAL
FEES
GRANTS
GENERAL TARGETED TARGETED
AND
BORROWING
AND
RATE
RATE
RATE
CHARGES
SUBSIDIES
100%
(UAGC)

See footnotes to tables in sections above for details relating to individual funding categories.

Table 2: Summary by activity
ACTIVITY
Funding category

UNIFORM UNIFORM DIFFERENTIAL
FEES
GRANTS
GENERAL TARGETED TARGETED
AND
BORROWING
AND
RATE
RATE
RATE
CHARGES
SUBSIDIES

1. STRATEGY
1.1 Strategy- other

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

50%

-

-

-

50%

25% or
0%

-

-

-

-

75% or
100%

-

100%

-

-

-

-

2.1a Investigations: general

100%

-

-

-

-

-

2.1b Investigations: CHW MS joint implementation
programme

50%

-

-

-

-

50%

2.1c Investigations: CHW MS Environment Canterbury’s
participation

100%

-

-

-

-

-

2.2a Animal and plant pests

50%

50%

-

-

-

-

2.2b Biodiversity

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

50%

-

-

-

50%

25%

-

-

-

-

75%

-

100%

-

-

-

-

3.1a Planning: general

100%

-

-

-

-

-

3.1b Planning: democracy

100%
(UAGC)

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

50%

-

-

-

50%

1.2 Strategy- public passenger transport
1.3 Strategy- regional land transport
1.4 Strategy- Canterbury Water Management Strategy
2. INVESTIGATIONS
2.1 Investigations- other

2.2 Investigations- biosecurity and biodiversity

2.3 Investigations- public passenger transport
2.4 Investigations- regional land transport
2.5 Investigations- water resource
3. PLANNING AND CONSENTS
3.1 Planning and consents- other

3.1c Planning: Canterbury Water Management Strategy
3.2 Planning and consents- public passenger transport
planning
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ACTIVITY
Funding category
3.3 Planning and consents- regional land transport planning

UNIFORM UNIFORM DIFFERENTIAL
FEES
GRANTS
GENERAL TARGETED TARGETED
AND
BORROWING
AND
RATE
RATE
RATE
CHARGES
SUBSIDIES
100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

4.2a Rabbit and plant pests

50%

50%

-

-

-

-

4.2b Wallabies

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

4.2d New pests (surveillance pests)

100%

-

-

-

-

-

4.2e Biodiversity

100%

-

-

-

-

-

4.3 Monitoring- public passenger transport

-

50%

-

-

-

50%

4.4 Monitoring- regional land transport

-

-

-

-

-

100%

4.5 Monitoring- water resource

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.1 Loan repayments by scheme participants

-

-

100%

-

5.2 Operations- Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

-

100%

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

100%
(UAGC)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

5.5a Comprehensive River Schemes

15%

15%

70%

-

-

-

5.5b Localised River Schemes

5%

20%

75%

-

-

-

5.5c Drainage Schemes

5%

15%

80%

-

-

-

5.5d Lower Waitaki River

9%

9%

42%

-

-

40%

3.4 Planning and consents- resource consent processing
3.4a Resource consent processing: general
3.4b Resource consent processing: Environment Court
appeals
3.4c Authorising fuel-burning equipment
3.4d Discounts to resource consent processing charges &
administrative cost
4. MONITORING
4.1 Monitoring- other
4.2 Monitoring- biosecurity and biodiversity

4.2c Rooks

5. OPERATIONS
-

5.3 Operations- regional leadership
5.3a Council elections
5.3b The Chatham Islands Council contract
5.3c Archives
5.4 Operations- energy efficiency
5.5 Operations- catchment works
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ACTIVITY
Funding category

UNIFORM UNIFORM DIFFERENTIAL
FEES
GRANTS
GENERAL TARGETED TARGETED
AND
BORROWING
AND
RATE
RATE
RATE
CHARGES
SUBSIDIES

5.5e Upper Waitaki River

50%

-

-

-

-

50%

5.5f Te Waihora/Laje Ellesmere

25%

25%

50%

-

-

-

5.5g Waihao - Wainono Flood and Drainage Scheme

10%

30%

60%

-

-

-

5.5h Little River Wairewa

5%

95%

-

-

-

-

5.6 Operations- flood event management

100%

-

-

-

-

-

5.7 Operations- regional reserves and forestry

100%

-

-

-

-

-

5.8a W aimakariri River Regional Park

15%

85%

-

-

-

-

5.8b Ashley/Rakahuri River Regional Park

15%

85%

-

-

-

-

5.8c Lake Tekapo Regional Park

75%

25%FTR

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

5.9a Ashburton CWMS environmental infrastructure

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.9b Selwyn CWMS environmental infrastructure

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.10a Rabbit control operations- pest rating districts

-

-

100%

-

-

-

5.10b Rook control, total and containment plant pest
control operations- pest rating districts

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.10c Biodiversity pest and Biosecurity Act section 100
operations

100%

-

-

-

-

-

25%

75%

-

-

-

-

25%

75%
(50%
land area
50% land
value)

-

-

-

-

-

48%

-

-

-

52%

-

No more
than 24%
of overall
cost or no
more
than
28.8% of
cost for
each
service

-

Fares:
At least
50% of
overall
cost, or at
least
40% of
cost for
each

-

No more
than 26%
of overall
cost or no
more
than
31.2% of
cost for

5.8 Operations- regional parks

5.8d Little River Cycleway
5.9 Operations- environmental infrastructure

5.10 Operations- animal and plant pest control

5.10d Bovine Tb operations (local share)

5.11 Operations- community initiated programmes

5.12 Operations- public passenger transport
5.12a Public passenger transport- administration.

5.12b Public passenger transport- gross contracts
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ACTIVITY
Funding category

UNIFORM UNIFORM DIFFERENTIAL
FEES
GRANTS
GENERAL TARGETED TARGETED
AND
BORROWING
AND
RATE
RATE
RATE
CHARGES
SUBSIDIES
For
Selwyn
and
Waimakariri
bus
services
will be in
the form
of a fixed
targeted
rate per
rating
unit

service,
unless a
lower
percentage
is agreed

each
service

5.12c Public passenger transport- net contracts

-

48%

-

-

-

52%

5.12d Public passenger transport- Super GoldCard subsidy

-

-

-

-

-

100%

5.12e Public passenger transport- Bus shelter claims

-

-

-

-

-

100%

5.12f Total mobility

-

40%

-

-

-

60%

25%

-

-

-

-

75%

5.14 Operations- stock truck effluent disposal

-

-

-

-

-

100%

5.15 Operations- contaminated sites (inner Lyttelton Harbour)

-

100%

-

-

-

-

40%
(UAGC)

60%

-

-

-

-

5.16b Heating Assistance Rangiora

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.16c Heating Assistance Kaiapoi

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.16d Heating Assistance Christchurch

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.16e Heating Assistance Ashburton

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.16f Heating Assistance Timaru

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.16g Heating Assistance Geraldine

-

100%

-

-

-

-

5.16h Heating Assistance Waimate

-

100%

-

-

-

-

6.1a Communicating, educating and advocating: other

100%

-

-

-

-

-

6.1b Communicating, educating and advocating:
democracy

100%
(UAGC)

-

-

-

-

-

6.1c Communicating, educating and advocating :
community engagement

100%
(UAGC)
100% to
0%

-

-

-

-

5.13 Operations- regional land transport general

5.16 Operations- Air Quality Implementation
5.16a Air Quality Implementation

6. COMMUNICATING, EDUCATING AND ADVOCATING
6.1 Communicating, educating and advocating- other

6.1d Communicating, educating and advocating:
Canterbury W ater Management Strategy
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ACTIVITY
Funding category

UNIFORM UNIFORM DIFFERENTIAL
FEES
GRANTS
GENERAL TARGETED TARGETED
AND
BORROWING
AND
RATE
RATE
RATE
CHARGES
SUBSIDIES

6.2 Communicating, educating and advocating- biosecurity
and biodiversity
6.2a Pest advice and education

50%

50%

-

-

-

-

6.2b Pest Management Liaison Committees

100%

-

-

-

-

-

6.2c Biodiversity advice and education

100%

-

-

-

-

-

6.2d Rabbit control co-ordination

50%

50% over
rural land

-

-

-

-

-

50%

-

-

-

50%

25%

-

-

-

-

75%

-

-

-

100%

-

-

7.1b Permitted activities and the Resource Management
Act: monitoring and resolving non-compliance

100%

-

-

-

-

-

7.1c Prosecuting

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

7.2b Building consents: monitoring and resolving
non-compliance

-

-

-

100%

-

-

7.2c Dam registration and classification

-

-

-

100%

-

-

7.2d The Building Act: monitoring and resolving
non-compliance

100%

-

-

-

-

-

7.2e Prosecuting

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

7.3b Recreational navigation safety

100%

-

-

-

-

-

7.3c Commercial navigation safety

-

-

-

100%

-

-

7.4a Rabbits: Mackenzie, Omarama, Kurow pest districts

67%

33%

-

-

-

-

7.4b Rabbits: Kaikoura, Amuri, W aikari pest districts

50%

50%

-

-

-

-

7.4c Rabbits: Other pest districts

25%

75%

-

-

-

-

6.3 Communicating, educating and advocating- public
passenger transport
6.4 Communicating, educating and advocating- regional land
transport
7. REGULATING
7.1 Regulating- natural resources
7.1a Resource consents: monitoring and resolving
non-compliance

7.1d Urban Waterway Initiatives
7.2 Regulating- dam safety
7.2a Registration and accreditation as a consenting
authority in relation to dam safety

7.3 Regulating- navigation safety
7.3a Swing moorings

7.4 Regulating- animal and plant pests
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ACTIVITY
Funding category
7.4d Wallabies

UNIFORM UNIFORM DIFFERENTIAL
FEES
GRANTS
GENERAL TARGETED TARGETED
AND
BORROWING
AND
RATE
RATE
RATE
CHARGES
SUBSIDIES
100%

7.4e Rooks

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

7.4f Coltsfoot, Entire Marshwort

100%

-

-

-

-

-

7.4g African Love Grass, Baccharis, Bur Daisy, Saffron
Thistle, White-Edged Nightshade, African Feather Grass

10%

90%

-

-

-

-

7.4h Nassella Tussock, Chillena Needle Grass

50%

50%

-

-

-

-

7.4i Gorse, Broom, Variegated Thistle

10%

90%

-

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

-

7.4k Old Man's Beard, Surveillance Plants

100%

-

-

-

-

-

7.4l Pest advice and education

50%

50%

-

-

-

-

7.4m Pest Management Liaison Committees

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

50%

-

-

-

50%

7.4j Nodding Thistle, Ragwort

7.5 Regulating- passenger transport services

See footnotes to tables in sections above for details relating to individual funding categories.
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Directorate
Bill Bayfield, Chief Executive
Don Rule, Director Planning and Consents
Jill Atkinson, Director Strategy and Programmes
Katherine Trought, Director Communications
Ken Taylor, Director Investigations and Monitoring
Kim Drummond, Director Resource Management
Miles McConway, Director Finance and Corporate Services
Wayne Holton-Jeffreys, Director Operations
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Directory
Christchurch
PO Box 345, Christchurch 8140
Phone 03 365 3828
Fax 03 365 3194

Timaru
75 Church Street, Timaru 7910
PO Box 550, Timaru 7940
Phone 03 687 7800
Fax 03 687 7808

Kaikōura
Beach Road, Kaikōura 7300
PO Box 59, Kaikōura 7340
Phone 03 319 5781
Fax 03 319 5809

Customer services
Phone 03 353 9007 (Christchurch)
Freephone 0800 EC INFO (0800 324 636)
Email ecinfo@ecan.govt.nz

Freephone for all areas
0800 EC INFO (0800 324 636)

Website
www.ecan.govt.nz
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Introduction
This document provides the following two Council treasury policies:
1.
2.

Liability Management Policy
Investment Policy.

These policies are required under the Local Government Act 2002 with the intent of achieving prudent debt management and the effective
and efficient management of investment income and funds. Regarding debt management, the Council has large infrastructural assets with
long economic lives yielding long-term benefits. It also has significant strategic investments. The use of debt is seen as an appropriate and
efficient mechanism for promoting intergenerational equity between current and future ratepayers in relation to the Council's assets and
investments. Regarding investment, the Council has a portfolio comprising equity investments, forestry, property, term deposits and special
funds. The Council must be clear about its philosophy behind managing this portfolio for reasons of transparency and protection of public
financial resources.
These policies are supported in practice by a Council management structure including defined responsibilities and reporting lines. The
Council uses the services of an independent treasury advisor, Bancorp Treasury Services, to supplement this structure and reduce risk
associated with this activity.
The primary objectives of the Council’s treasury management function are provided in Appendix 1.

Using this document
The sections of the two policies that follow :
1.

define the specific matters or rules to be considered and adopted by the Council Policy, i.e. policy matters. These matters are
presented in bold italic .

1.

provide necessary supporting, operational or procedural information, i.e. guidance. This information is typically referenced to an
appendix to this document.
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Liability Management Policy
The Council has large infrastructural assets with long economic lives yielding long-term benefits. The Council also has significant strategic
investments. The use of debt (defined in Appendix 2) is seen as an appropriate and efficient mechanism for promoting intergenerational
equity between current and future ratepayers in relation to the Council's assets and investments.
Generally, only large-value intergenerational assets would be funded by debt. The Council's other regional responsibilities have largely
policy and social objectives and would be mainly revenue funded. It is envisaged that any Council liability management activity will be
mainly driven by the capital works programme related to regional flood protection, forestry activities, the Clean Heat loan programmes,
major asset acquisition, major asset development or essential emergency response.
The only other exposure to liability management is in the lease of operating assets that are deemed to be a financial lease or hire purchase
arrangements for similar operating assets.

General policy
The Council borrows as it considers appropriate and exercises its flexible and diversified funding powers pursuant to the Local Government
Act 2002. Liability management requirements for each financial year are approved by the Council, by resolution, during the Long-Term
Plan or Annual Plan process. The arrangement of precise terms and conditions of liability management is delegated to the Director Finance
and Corporate Services.
The Council may raise debt for the following primary purposes:
general debt to fund the Council's capital or reinstatement expenditure requirements
short-term debt to manage timing differences between cash inflows and outflows and to maintain the Council's liquidity
specific debt associated with one-off projects
other purposes authorised by Council resolution.

Guidance
In approving new debt, the Council considers the impact on its liability management limits as well as the size and economic life of the asset
that is being funded and its consistency with Council's long-term financial strategy.
The objectives of the treasury function in so far as it relates to the Council's borrowing activities should be consistent with the Council's
overall corporate objectives and strategic plans (see Appendix 1 for treasury function objectives).

Borrowing limits
In managing debt, the Council will adhere to the following limits (based on the Council’s latest financial statements).
Total interest expense (after interest rate risk management costs/benefits) on net external public debt will not exceed 25 per
cent of total annual rates and levies.
ratio of net external public debt to annual rates and levies should not exceed 175 per cent
net external public debt per capita will not exceed $300 per capita across the region
the Council will only borrow externally for projects or assets where the total required is more than $500,000 and/or
the average effect on the relevant rate per $100,000 is more than $5, with the exception of specific financing leases
or hire purchase plans for items approved in the capital budget.

Environment Canterbury
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Borrowing mechanisms
Finance leases and hire purchase agreements will be used for specific operating assets only, not for infrastructural assets. No
finance lease or hire purchase arrangement will be more than $500,000 unless approved by the Council.

Guidance
Due to the current healthy status of the Council’s balance sheet, the only debts are:
finance leases (mainly for computer equipment)
line of credit with the Bank of New Zealand for use in an emergency
committed cash advance facility with the Bank of New Zealand for the Clean Heat Loan Scheme.
Authorised borrowing mechanisms that the Council is able to utilise to source external debt are:
bank debt
capital markets issuance comprising fixed rate bonds, medium-term notes and floating rate notes
finance leases and hire purchase agreements.
Appendix 3 lists matters for evaluating strategy for new borrowing (in relation to source, term, size and pricing) that the Treasury Oversight
Committee is to take into account.
The Council may use a mixture of short-term facilities and longer-term facilities to achieve an effective borrowing mix, balancing the
requirements of liquidity and cost.

Liquidity and funding risk management
To avoid a concentration of debt maturity dates, the Council will, where practicable, aim to have no more than 50 per cent of
debt subject to refinancing in any 12-month period.
The Council will maintain access to committed lines of not less than 110 per cent of projected external debt or $6.0 million,
whichever is the greater. If the Council establishes a Debenture Trust Deed to enable it to issue debt securities and joins the
Local Government Funding Agency, this requirement shall be reduced to 105 per cent or $6.0 million whichever is the greater.

Guidance
Appendix 4 explains liquidity risk and approaches that the Council uses to minimise liquidity and funding risk.

Interest rate risk management
The use of interest rate risk management instruments is approved by the Council only to facilitate and maintain interest costs
within budget parameters.
The interest rate risk management instruments defined in Appendix 23 (The Risk Management Tool Kit) are approved by Council.

Guidance
Interest rate risk is the risk that the Council's interest expense will rise due to adverse movements in interest rates impacting on its total
borrowing costs.
The Council will manage its interest rate risks through having minimum and maximum amounts of fixed rate borrowing in each of three
distinct time buckets, provided in Appendix 5, or other approved risk management instruments detailed in Appendix 23.
The Treasury Oversight Committee sets the interest rate risk management strategy by monitoring interest rate markets on a regular basis
and evaluating the outlook for short-term rates in comparison with the rates payable on its fixed rate borrowing, together with any internal
factors such as budgeted interest rates that may have an impact on the overall strategy.
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An appropriate floating rate and fixed rate profile is determined by the Treasury Oversight Committee on an as required basis and approved
by the Director Finance and Corporate Services as chairman of the Treasury Oversight Committee.
Management may implement the interest rate risk management strategy as determined by the Treasury Oversight Committee through the
use of the following mechanism:
Using interest rate risk management instruments (refer to (i) below) to convert floating rate borrowing into a fixed rate or fixed rate borrowing
into floating rate.
(i) The use of interest rate risk management instruments is approved by the Council only to facilitate and maintain interest
costs within budget parameters.
A current list of approved interest rate risk management instruments with appropriate definitions is included in the Risk Management Tool
Kit (Appendix 23). Additions to, and deletions from, this list are recommended by the Treasury Oversight Committee and approved by the
Council. The Director Finance and Corporate Services as chairman of the Treasury Oversight Committee has delegated authority to authorise
the use of Council-approved interest rate risk management instruments as appropriate to effectively manage the Council’s interest rate
risks.

Benchmarking
Appendix 6 provides the method by which Council will measure borrowing performance.

Security
The Council in general will not offer assets, other than special rates, as security for general liability management programmes
without a separate Council resolution, other than for financing leases or hire purchase arrangements.

Repayment
The Council may repay borrowings from rates, surplus funds, proceeds from the sale of investments and assets, or from specific
sinking funds.
Proceeds from the sales of assets shall be used to finance replacement assets via the Asset Replacement Reserve or to further
develop or enhance existing assets.

Internal debt management
Guidance
Appendix 7 provides procedural guidance to Council management on administering the internal and external debt portfolio.

Reserves
Guidance
Appendix 8 provides guidance on the use of reserves and debt funding.

Counterparty risk
Counterparty or credit risk as it relates to the Council's treasury activities is the risk that the Council will suffer a financial loss due to the
unwillingness or inability of a counterparty (generally a bank) to meet its obligations.
To manage counterparty risk, the Council will only undertake interest rate risk management transactions with approved New
Zealand registered banks that have a minimum long-term Standard and Poor’s (or the Moody’s Investors Service or Fitch ratings
equivalents) credit rating of A+.

Environment Canterbury
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Reporting
Appendix 9 provides the elements to be reported quarterly on the Council’s debt and hedging profile.

Local Government Funding Agency Ltd
Guidance
Appendix 10 provides guidance to the Council about the transactions it can enter into with the New Zealand Local Government Funding
Agency Limited.
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Investment Policy
This policy provides the framework for all of the Council's treasury investment activities and defines key responsibilities and the operating
parameters within which investment activity is to be carried out. This section provides the specific policies, in bold, that the Council must
consider when undertaking its financial market investment activities. In addition, the Council can call on its Treasury Advisor to assist in
the management of these activities. The Council's investment activities are carried out within the requirements of the Local Government
Act 2002.
Council investments: The Council has a portfolio of investments comprising equity investments, forestry, property, term deposits and special
funds. Financial market investments are split into:
Working Capital Fund, which is used for cash management purposes.
Financial Market Investment Portfolio, which is used for longer-term investment purposes.
Philosophy: The Council’s philosophy regarding the management of investments is to optimise returns in the long term while balancing risk
and return considerations. The Council is a risk averse entity; it acknowledges that there are various financial risks such as interest rate
risk, liquidity risk and credit risk arising from investment activities and wishes to minimise the exposure to such risk through prudent treasury
activities. The Council recognises that, as a responsible public authority, any investments that it holds should be low risk. It also recognises
that lower risk generally means lower returns. The Council further recognises that being a non-tax entity improves the returns available
from fixed interest investments.
Policy setting and management: The Council approves policy parameters in relation to its investment activities. Under this umbrella there
are internal agents, such as staff and committees, that play a key role. Appendix 11 identifies the key agents and their role in relation to the
setting and management of this policy. For example, the role and parameters of the Treasury Oversight Committee are identified. Appendix
22 provides further detail on the Treasury Oversight Committee.
Appendix 12 provides further detail relating to the organisational structure associated with the Policy.

General policy
In keeping with the philosophy stated in the previous section, the Council will not hold financial investments other than those
involving special funds, sinking funds and cash management (which includes working capital) investments. The only exception
will be forestry and property as discussed in Appendix 13. The Council will not undertake any treasury activity that is purely
speculative or is not related to its cash flows or general operations.
The Council's primary objective when investing is the protection of its investment. Accordingly, only credit worthy counterparties
will be acceptable. The Council’s policy on managing credit risk is contained in 'Treasury counterparty exposure limits’ on page
10.
Approved financial investment instruments are approved by the Council on the recommendation of the Treasury Oversight
Committee. Each new recommendation must specify the maximum exposure and must have a minimum Standard and Poor’s
rating as detailed in Appendix 25.

Guidance
Within the credit constraints contained in 'Treasury counterparty exposure limits' (page 10), the Council also seeks to:
optimise investment return
ensure investments are liquid
manage potential capital losses due to interest rate movements if investments need to be liquidated prior to maturity
preserve the capital invested and where possible promote capital growth.

Environment Canterbury
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Appendix 21 provides a cross-reference between the Local Government Amendment Act 2002 and this policy.

Investments
The Council has a portfolio of investments across the following categories:
equity investments
forestry investments
property investments
special and surplus funds.
Appendix 13 provides specific background information for each investment, such as the nature and rationale.
With respect to property investments, Environment Canterbury's overall policy on dealing with the land assets it holds is dependent on the
status of the land as follows.
Status of land

Policy

Strategic assets

Land or buildings identified as a strategic asset in Environment Canterbury’s policy on
significance will be retained by Environment Canterbury.

Reserve land

Land held by Environment Canterbury as the administering authority under the Reserves Act
1977 will be retained by Environment Canterbury and be used for the particular purpose gazetted
for the land.

Endowment land

Land held by Environment Canterbury under the terms of the document creating the endowment
will generally be retained and utilised for the best and highest value, subject to any constraints
related to the purpose for which the land is vested. Where alternative opportunities arise to
increase best and highest values, endowment land may be disposed of subject to sections 140
and 141 of the Local Government Act 2002 and any overriding provisions of a particular local
Act.

Land subject to a particular
local Act

This land will generally be retained by Environment Canterbury unless proceeds of disposal can
be applied to further enhance or advance the specific statutory purpose for which the land is
held.

Regional park

Land held as a regional park will be retained by Environment Canterbury.

Beneficially held land

Acquisition, construction, retention, abandonment or disposal of beneficially held land will be
determined by reference to maximising ratepayer benefit.

Appendix 24 provides the current value of the Council’s investments.
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Investment

Policy

Local Government Insurance
Corp (LGIC)

Due to the limited transferability of shares and limited risks, the Council’s policy is to retain
shares in LGIC. If required in connection with the investment, the Council may also subscribe
for further shares in LGIC.

Marlborough Forestry Corp
(MFC)

Due to the limited transferability of the holding and limited risks, the Council’s policy is to
retain the holding shares in MFC.

Forestry

The Council will invest in forestry for the primary purposes of flood protection and soil
conservation. Within these constraints, these stands will be managed in a commercial manner,
in order to optimise the return on investment.

Kilmore Street and Timaru
offices

The following policies will be applied by the Council in the management of its investment in
these properties.
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Investment

Policy
Decisions on future ownership will be driven by the requirement to maximise ratepayer benefit
and will be reviewed at valuation time by the Treasury Oversight Committee, which will make
recommendations to the Council.
The Council will continue to exercise governance over these properties to ensure the value of
these assets is protected through planned maintenance.
The Council will continue to rely on the advice of its property consultants with respect to all
property matters relating to these properties.
The Council will evaluate offers of purchase in light of its requirement and maximising ratepayer
benefit.

Property investments

Those properties retained for Council use will be assessed as to appropriateness on an annual
basis to maximise ratepayer benefit. All properties will be maintained.
The following policies will be applied by the Council in the consideration of commercial property
development:
1.
The Council will consider the advice of its property consultants or steering group with
respect to all property development matters.
2.
The required rate of return for such development projects will be set by the property
consultants or steering committee and will reflect the level of risk associated with such
projects.
3.
Any proposal for commercial property development will require a rate of return equal to
or greater than the required rate of return before it is put forward as a recommended
course of action.
4.
Consideration will be given to three types of development: block lease (low risk),
subdivision of land (moderate risk), and subdivision and build (high risk).
5.
In considering options put forward, and to be consistent with its overall investment
philosophy, the Council will place priority on the maintenance of capital by focusing on
investments with a lower risk profile. This means that the subdivide and build option is
unlikely to be the option adopted.

Special surplus funds

The Council must invest special and surplus funds in order to optimise returns within the
guidelines contained in 'Treasury counterparty exposure limits' (page 10).

Local Government Funding
Agency Ltd (LGFA)

Despite anything stated earlier in this Investment Policy, the Council may invest in shares and
other financial instruments of the LGFA, and may borrow to fund that investment. The Council’s
objective in making any such investment will be to:
obtain a return on the investment
ensure that the LGFA has sufficient capital to become and remain viable, meaning that
it continues as a source of debt funding for the Council.
Because of this dual objective, the Council may invest in LGFA shares in circumstances in which
the return on that investment is potentially lower than the return it could achieve with
alternative investments.
If required in connection with the investment, the Council may also subscribe for uncalled
capital in the LGFA.

Cash management
Cash management activities must be undertaken within the following parameters:
Cash flow surpluses will be invested in approved financial investment instruments as set out in Appendix 15, and
amounts invested must be within limits specified in 'Treasury counterparty exposure limits' below.

Environment Canterbury
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An optimal daily range of $0 to + $1,300,000 is targeted in the Council's main bank account, with amounts realised
from the Council's money market lines if required.
The Council will not maintain an overdraft facility at this stage.
The undertaking of interest rate risk management activities on cash management balances is not permitted.
The Council will maintain sufficient liquidity to cover for emergency disaster requirements. The appropriateness of
the level being maintained will be reviewed annually as part of the review of the Asset Management Plans.

Guidance
Appendix 14 provides a brief outline of the roles and responsibilities regarding cash management.

Foreign exchange management
Under the requirements of the Local Government Amendment Act 2002 section 113, the Council will not borrow in other than
New Zealand currency.

Treasury counterparty exposure limits
The Council ensures that all financial market investment and interest rate risk management activity is undertaken with a New
Zealand registered bank with a minimum long -erm Standard and Poor’s (or the Moody’s Investors Service or Fitch ratings
equivalents) credit rating of A+ or, in the case of fixed interest investments, is undertaken with a full trading member of the
NZX.
The Council will:
Ensure that all investment, cash management, interest rate risk management and any foreign exchange transactions
are undertaken in accordance with the respective Liability Management and Investment Policies.
Rigorously monitor compliance against set prudential limits.
Apply the prudential limits for the Financial Market Investment Portfolio and the Working Capital Fund, as defined in
Appendices 25 and 26 respectively (to be read exclusively of one another). Note that the amount allocated to the
portfolio or the fund is to be determined by the Director Finance and Corporate Services taking into account forecast
cash flow needs.
Use the approved hedging instruments defined in Appendix 23.
Exclude equity investments at this stage as having too great a risk in terms of return on investment and capital
protection. This does not, however, preclude the future inclusion of equity investments that meet predetermined credit
rating levels.
Exclude first mortgages over commercial or residential property.
Benchmark the Financial Market Investment Portfolio on a quarterly basis against the ANZ Corporate A Grade Index
or a combination of the ANZ Corporate A Grade Index and the ANZ 90 Day Bank Bill Index in a ratio to be determined
by the Treasury Oversight Committee in consultation with the Councils Treasury Advisor.

Guidance
Appendix 15 provides the following information:
1.
2.
3.

guidance on a fall in any counterparty’s credit rating
a list of Standard and Poor's rated issuers
definitions of ‘Local Authority’ and ‘Registered bank’.

Non-commercial investments
These take the form of loans and guarantees to community organisations.
Appendix 16 sets out the criteria that should be applied when considering such loans and guarantees. It also incorporates a discussion
about the Clean Heat Loan Scheme.
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Banking relationships
The Council’s banking relationships will be reviewed at least every three years.

Guidance
Appendix 17 outlines the Council’s criteria for assessing banking partners.

Reports and meetings
Appendix 18 lists the reports that will be produced and the recipients of those reports. It also outlines the meeting requirements for the
Treasury Oversight Committee.

Delegated authorities
Appendix 19 lists the delegated authorities relating to this policy.

Key internal controls
The internal controls for the operation of the Council’s treasury function are provided in Appendix 20a.

Guidance
Council systems and related processes that support the approved internal controls are provided in Appendix 20b.

Environment Canterbury
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Appendix 1: Liability overview
Objectives – Environment Canterbury treasury function
The primary objectives of Environment Canterbury’s treasury management function are to:
Ensure that the Council has an ongoing ability to meet its debts in an orderly manner as and when they fall due in both the short
and long term, through appropriate liquidity and funding risk management.
Arrange appropriate funding facilities for the Council, ensuring they are at market-related margins utilising bank debt facilities
and/or capital markets as appropriate.
Maintain lender relationships and the Council's general borrowing profile in the local debt and, if applicable, capital markets, so
that the Council is able to fund itself appropriately at all times.
Control the Council's cost of borrowing through the effective management of its interest rate risks, within the interest rate risk
management limits established by the Liability Management Policy.
Ensure compliance with any financing or borrowing covenants and ratios.
Maintain adequate internal controls to mitigate operational risks.
Produce accurate and timely reports that can be relied on by senior management and the Commissioners for control and exposure
monitoring purposes in relation to the debt raising activities of the Council.
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Appendix 2: General policy
Debt is defined as the Council's net external public debt, calculated as the Council’s gross public debt less any sinking funds or reserves,
for the specific purpose of repayment of debt, as per the Council’s general ledger.

Environment Canterbury
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Appendix 3: Borrowing mechanisms
Matters for the Treasury Oversights Committee to take into account for evaluating strategy for new borrowing (in relation to source, term,
size and pricing) are:
current approved liability management mechanisms
available terms from banks and capital markets
the Council's overall debt maturity profile, to ensure concentration of debt is avoided at reissue/rollover time
prevailing interest rates and margins relative to term for capital markets and bank borrowing
the market's outlook on future interest rate movements
ensuring that the implied finance terms within the specific debt, e.g. project finance, are at least as favourable as the Council
could achieve in its own right
legal documentation and financial covenants.
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Appendix 4: Liquidity and funding risk management
Liquidity risk is the risk that an unforeseen event or miscalculation in the required liquidity level may lead to the Council being unable to
meet its obligations. Funding risk is the risk that, after the expiry of existing borrowing facilities, funds will not be available at the price or
terms required.
The Council minimises its liquidity and funding risks by:
Matching expenditure closely to its revenue streams and managing cash flow timing differences to its favour.
Ensuring, where sinking funds are maintained to repay borrowing, that these investments will be held for maturities not exceeding
borrowing repayment date.
Avoiding concentration of debt maturity dates.
Maintaining a mixture of committed and uncommitted credit lines with its relationship banks.

Environment Canterbury
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Appendix 5: Interest rate risk management
Fixed rate hedging percentages
Term

Minimum fixed rate amount

Maximum fixed rate amount

0–2 years

50%

100%

2–5 years

25%

80%

5–10 years

0%

60%

The above percentages apply to the Core debt of the Council. Core debt is defined as the percentage of total debt forecast in
the Long-Term Plan or Annual Plan that is designated as core by the Director Finance and Corporate Services. Adherence to the
above parameters is not required if the core debt is less than $10.0 million.
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Appendix 6: Benchmarking
To measure performance, the actual borrowing performance of the Council shall be compared with the following external benchmark, which
is predicated off the midpoints of the risk control bands set out in the ‘Fixed rate hedging percentages’ table in Appendix 5:
25.0 per cent average 90-day bank bill rate for the reporting month
12.5 per cent average one-year swap rate for the reporting month
12.5 per cent average one-year swap rate for the reporting month, one year ago
12.5 per cent average three-year swap rate for the reporting month
12.5 per cent average three-year swap rate for the reporting month, three years ago
12.5 per cent average seven-year swap rate for the reporting month
12.5 per cent average seven-year swap rate for the reporting month, seven years ago.
The Council is not required to benchmark its borrowing activities if external debt is less than $10.0 million.

Environment Canterbury
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Appendix 7: Internal debt management
Internal debt management
The Finance Section is responsible for administering the Council's internal debt portfolio. Loans are set up within the debt portfolio based
on planned loan-funded capital expenditure, and allocated to the area incurring the capital expenditure. The following operational parameters
apply to the management of the Council's debt portfolio.
Where debt is incurred for general capital works:
Capital expenditure details are extracted by the Finance Manager each month end.
A notional internal loan is set up for all new capital expenditure and allocated in the debt portfolio to the area incurring the
expenditure.
Interest is charged by financial services to areas on month-end loan balances at an agreed rate.
The interest rate, where the external debt has not been specifically raised for that project, will be based on the Council’s expected
weighted average cost of funds, and takes into account factors such as the Council’s long-term cost of funds, anticipated cost of
new debt over the next 18 months, recovery of financial services operational costs, and a margin that provides for certainty in
the charging rate and avoids frequent adjustments. The rate is reviewed by the Treasury Oversight Committee and is set for the
next financial year in the Long-Term Plan and Annual Plan.
Where debt is raised for a specific asset/project:
The interest rate when the external debt has been raised specifically for that project will be the rate of that external debt plus an
allowance to recover financial services operating costs. All costs related to incurring that debt, including interest, are charged
to the project.
For calculating effect on rating requirements, the Council will use the repayment and interest costs for the year. The Finance
Manager will, for every loan, maintain a record of its repayments, identifying principle and interest portions; this will be used for
rating calculations and cash flow across the life of the loan.
Where practicable, the Council’s reserves are used to reduce external debt, effectively reducing the Council's net interest cost. Where
reserves are used, the area using the funds will still be charged interest reflecting the opportunity cost to the Council of those funds; this
interest will be at the 90-day deposit rate. The appropriateness of this rate will be reviewed annually by the Treasury Oversight Committee.
A payment schedule as for any other term loan will be developed and this will be used to determine rating requirements if necessary.
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Appendix 8: Reserves
Reserves may be used to reduce external borrowings in order to avoid the negative spread on interest rates between borrowed and invested
money.
Utilisation of reserves for debt funding will be subject to consideration of the parameters established under the Council's Reserve Policy,
recognising desired reserve balances exist and ensuring that arrangements are such that the liquidity these reserve balances offer is not
compromised or is provided for in other ways. Where cash has been provided from another reserve, an appropriate interest rate will be
paid back to that reserve and a provision for an appropriate credit facility will be created to allow access to that level of funds in case of
an emergency. The costs of servicing and repayment of such internal loans will be recovered in the rating or other cost recovery mechanisms
of the project, which will include the line of credit facility cost.
The Council currently holds liquid assets to support those reserves. In the future, the Council may need to maintain committed lines sufficient
to cover the sum of the Council’s contingency reserves, as they are used or extinguished.
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Appendix 9: Reporting
A quarterly report should be compiled, which contains the following key details of the Council's debt and hedging profile:
Total debt facility utilisation, including bank sourced debt and capital markets issuance.
Interest rate hedging profile against percentage hedging limits (graphically illustrated).
New interest rate hedging transactions completed
Weighted average cost of funds.
Performance measurement.
A statement of policy compliance.
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Appendix 10: Local Government Funding Agency Ltd
Despite anything stated earlier in this Liability Management Policy, the Council may borrow from the New Zealand Local Government Funding
Agency Limited (LGFA) and, in connection with that borrowing, may enter into the following related transactions to the extent it considers
necessary or desirable:
Contribute a portion of its borrowing back to the LGFA as an equity contribution to the LGFA.
Provide guarantees of the indebtedness of other local authorities to the LGFA and of the indebtedness of the LGFA itself.
Commit to contributing additional equity (or subordinated debt) to the LGFA if required.
Subscribe for shares and uncalled capital in the LGFA.
Secure its borrowing from the LGFA and the performance of other obligations to the LGFA or its creditors with a charge over the
Council’s rates and rates revenue.

Environment Canterbury
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Appendix 11: Investment – overview
Council individual or group

Role

Guidelines

Director Finance and
Corporate Services

Overall financial management
responsibility for the Council's
investments.

Subject to delegated authority and policy.

Parks and Forests
Management Section

Operational management of the
Council's investments in forestry

Finance and Corporate
Services Group

Operational management of the
Council’s investments in commercial
revenue earning properties.

Treasury Oversight
Committee (TOC), including:
Director Finance
and Corporate
Services
(Chairman)
Chief Financial
Officer
Finance Manager
Accountant –
Systems and
Treasury
Manager Business
Units
Treasury Advisor.

Oversee, manage and monitor the
risk and effectiveness associated with
treasury activities.

Ensure consistency with the Council's long-term financial strategy.
The Committee has the power to second other members, both
employees and external consultants/experts, as required.
The Committee meets monthly.

Finance Section

Centrally manage the Council's
borrowing, investments and cash
management activities

Broadly charged with the following responsibilities:
Raise appropriate borrowing, in terms of both maturity
and interest rate, and manage the Council's borrowing
programme to ensure funds are readily available at
margins and costs favourable to the Council.
Develop and maintain professional relationships with
financial markets in general and the Council's bankers,
Funds Manager and custodian in particular.
Manage the Council's investments within its strategic
objectives and ensure that surplus cash is invested in
liquid and creditworthy instruments as approved by the
Treasury Oversight Committee.
Realise the economies of scale from operating as a
centralised function on behalf of the Council's operating
divisions and business units.
Manage the overall cash and liquidity position of the
Council's operations.
Provide timely and accurate reporting of treasury
activity and performance.
Manage the Council's internal debt portfolio and
administer costs for debt incurred by operating
divisions.
Act as a 'banker' for projects funded from reserves.
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Appendix 12: Investment introduction
Treasury organisational structure
Council
Approves the Liability Management Policy and Investment Policy.
Evaluates and approves amendments to the above policies.
Reviews treasury activity through annual reporting, supplemented by exception reporting.
Approves annual borrowing programme contained in the Long-Term Plan or Annual Plan.
Approves budgets and high level performance reporting.
Approves interest rate risk management instruments contained in Appendix 23 and all subsequent additions and deletions.
Performance Audit and Risk Committee
Appoints and reviews the Treasury Advisor.
Reviews investment performance annually.
Chief Executive
In conjunction with the Director Finance and Corporate Services, approves the opening or closing of bank accounts and new
banking facilities.
Reviews and, if required, change the composition of the Treasury Oversight Committee.
In conjunction with the Director Finance and Corporate Services, approves register of cheque and electronic banking signatories.
Director Finance and Corporate Services (DFCS)
Overall responsibility for treasury function.
Primary responsibility for managing relationships with the Treasury Advisor, financial institutions and the capital markets.
Negotiates borrowing facilities.
Approves new borrowing undertaken in line with Council resolution and approved borrowing strategy.
Authorises the use of Council-approved interest rate risk management instruments within discretionary authority.
Recommends policy changes to Council for approval.
Treasury Oversight Committee (TOC)
Recommends policy changes to the DFCS as Chairman of the TOC.
Evaluates and approves borrowing, investment and risk management strategies.
Reviews borrowing and investment management activity through regular meetings and monthly reporting.
Recommends performance measurement criteria for all borrowing and investment and risk management activity.
Monitors monthly performance against benchmarks.
Undertakes ongoing risk assessment of treasury activity.
Treasury Advisor
Assists with the review of the Liability Management Policy and Investment Policy.
Provides advice on developments in both the domestic and international financial markets insofar as they relate to Council's
treasury activities.
Evaluates available borrowing options for Council
Formulates appropriate interest rate risk management strategies for the Council's external debt.
Manages the Council's financial market investment activities.
Provides quarterly reports that detail relevant aspects of the Council's borrowing and financial market investment activities.
Finance Manager
Has day-to-day responsibility for treasury function.
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Has secondary responsibility for managing relationships with the Treasury Advisor, financial institutions and the capital markets.
Assists in the negotiation of borrowing facilities.
Reviews funding requirements, develops borrowing and risk management strategy, and provides recommendations to the TOC.
Reviews cash flow requirements, develops financial investment strategy with the Funds Manager (including performance measures)
and provides recommendations to the TOC.
Approves all treasury transactions executed by the Accountant - Systems and Treasury.
Has secondary responsibility for executing treasury management transactions in the absence of the Accountant - Systems and
Treasury.
Reviews month end variance analysis to ensure reasonableness of treasury accounts at least monthly.
Is responsible for maintaining operational and accounting systems to record and report treasury activity.
Reviews and approves treasury system/spreadsheet reconciliation to general ledger.
Approves all amendments to the Council's records arising from checks to counterparty confirmations.
Maintains loan repayment records.
Where the Finance Manager is not the Chief Financial Officer (CFO), ensure that the CFO is well briefed and informed on the
treasury operational activities.
Accountant – Systems and Treasury
Reports treasury activity to the TOC.
Prepares cash flow forecasts and undertakes cash management activity within policy guidelines.
Assists in developing borrowing, investment and interest rate risk management strategies for recommendation to the TOC.
Executes approved borrowing, investment and interest rate risk management strategies.
Updates treasury system/spreadsheets for all new, re-negotiated or maturing transactions.
Accountant – Business Support
Reconciles treasury system/spreadsheets to general ledger.
Informs Finance Manager of unresolved discrepancies between bank confirmations and internal deal records.
Creates treasury settlements and arranges for approval by authorised signatories (as per delegations in Appendix 19 and the
Council’s approved delegation levels).
Reviews and approves bank reconciliations.
Maintains loan repayment records.
Rating Officer
Prepares bank reconciliations.
Independent Audit
Verifies accuracy of outstanding treasury transactions by undertaking independent confirmation checks.
Undertakes ongoing review of treasury procedures and controls.
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Nature and rationale

The shares in LGIC were acquired by virtue of the
Council being a local authority. The shares in LGIC
continue to be held as the shares are not readily
transferable. The amount involved is not material
relative to the Council's total investment holdings.

The Canterbury Regional Council has an interest
in MFC. The rationale for holding this interest is as
a revenue producing asset for the rating district.

Category and
investment

Local
Government
Insurance
Corp (LGIC)

Marlborough
Forestry Corp
(MFC)

Equity

Appendix 13: Investments

The Canterbury Regional Council will
receive any income distribution in the
form of distributions of capital.

Revenue earned from the shares in
LGIC is minimal and will be recognised
as other income to the Council.

Deposition of revenue

Risks associated
with the Council's
investment in
MFC are low.

Risks associated
with the Council's
investment in
LGIC are low.

Risk
management

Annual Reports are received
and reviewed by the Council.
The value of the holding is
adjusted each year to reflect
any changes.

Annual Reports are received
and reviewed by the Council.
Election of Directors takes
place at the Corporation's
AGM held at the time of the
Local Government New
Zealand annual conference.
The Council votes by proxy.
The value of the shares is
adjusted each year to reflect
any changes.

Management and reporting
procedures

Due to the limited
transferability of
the holding and
limited risks, the
Council’s policy is
to retain the
holding shares in
MFC.

Due to the limited
transferability of
shares and
limited risks, the
Council’s policy is
to retain shares in
LGIC. If required
in connection
with the
investment, the
Council may also
subscribe for
further shares in
LGIC.’

Policy
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Nature and rationale

The Council and its predecessor organisations have been
involved in forestry for many years. The forests were
developed for flood protection purposes and the Council
currently holds 2,679 hectares of forests.
Forestry has been undertaken primarily in response to
flood protection requirements. As a result, forestry should
not be considered to be a pure investment in which profit
maximisation is paramount. However, the Council is the
owner of a significant forestry resource with ongoing
logging potential which needs to be prudently managed
to maximise returns.
The overall investment policy of the Council with regard
to forestry is to maximise profit while meeting flood
protection needs. This policy assumes that harvesting will
be on a sustainable yield basis and, once mature, will be
maintained without any demand on regional rates. This
policy also assumes that planting costs and identified
new planting sites are related solely to flood protection
and costs are covered by rating for that work.
The Council periodically reviews its rationale for holding
its forestry investment and will need to take account of
the following:
Wood product prices have exhibited a
long-term real annual increase of
approximately 1.5%–2.0% over the past 85
years.
Under current legislation, the Council is not a
taxpayer on its forestry operation.
The impact of any short-term decline in prices
can be mitigated through a delay in harvesting.
Commercial plantation forestry is not a primary
role of local government and the return on
investment should be calculated allowing for
the value of the flood protection work.
Investment risk management could be achieved
by pre-sale of harvesting rights, if necessary.

Category
and
investment

Forestry

Forestry

The majority of the Council’s
forests have been planted on
endowment land for flood
protection purposes.
The vesting of that land and the
use of separate rates to fund the
cost of planting requires that any
revenue generated through those
forests be returned to that
particular rating district for
further flood protection work or
the reduction of rates in that
district.
This applies to Rakaia,
Waimakariri, Ashley and Kaikōura
(MFC).
For other forest plantations not
subject to such restrictions, the
net revenue will be used for the
benefit generally of the region or
a particular part of the region,
either to fund further works and
services or to reduce rates.
CARBON CREDITS
Environment Canterbury policy is
to retain all Emissions Trading
Scheme (ETS) credits, both
pre-1990 and post-1989. Current
policy is not to trade these
credits.
As Environment Canterbury
forests are for river protection,
of a permanent nature and
unlikely to be voluntarily cleared,
there may be an opportunity to

Deposition of revenue

The most significant risk
management issues relate
to revenue flows. The first
key risk is the product price
returns achieved from
forestry, which are
dependent on world
markets. This risk needs to
be kept in perspective when
considering that prices have
exhibited long-term real
growth of 1.5%–2.0% for the
past 85 years.
The other key risk area
impacting the Council's
returns is pulp and paper
prices, as this is essentially
a United States dollar (USD)
driven commodity.
Accordingly, while the
Council is selling its logs,
either domestically or to an
exporter in New Zealand
dollars (NZD), the
underlying price is still
heavily influenced by United
States newsprint and pulp
prices and the NZD/USD
exchange rate. The Council
potentially faces the same
risks as a direct exporter of
goods priced in USD. There
are currently no robust and
proven commodity hedging
solutions for newsprint and
pulp prices. Investment risk
management could be

Risk management

The Council uses a
combination of in-house
contracting expertise and
external consultants to
manage the forestry
investment. The
management of the forests
is outlined in the Forestry
Asset Management Plan,
which is reviewed annually,
and all forestry
management including
logging is contracted out.
All maintenance costs
relating to the forest are
expensed in the year
incurred.
Forestry assets continue to
be treated as property,
plant and equipment (in
accordance with NZ IAS16
Property, Plant and
Equipment) due to the
nature of the asset, which is
primarily for protection
(rather than being operated
as a commercial enterprise),
and are revalued every three
years.

Management and
reporting procedures

The Council
will invest in
forestry for the
primary
purposes of
flood
protection and
soil
conservation.
Within these
constraints,
these stands
will be
managed in a
commercial
manner, in
order to
optimise the
return on
investment.

Policy
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Nature and rationale

The Council's Kilmore Street properties were
damaged in the Christchurch earthquakes and
have been demolished. The Council has
divested its interest in Kilmore Street and is
building a replacement building at 200 Tuam
Street.
Nature of investment: The Council owns land
and properties at 75 Church Street, Timaru,
where it is the sole occupier.
Rationale for holding: The Council regularly
reviews the viability of maintaining these
buildings.
The Council seeks independent appraisal of the
value of the buildings every three years. The
Council will also consider and evaluate any
offers made during that time while not actively
seeking to sell.

Christchurch
and
Timaru
offices

Nature and rationale

Category
and
investment

Property investments

Category
and
investment

Costs are charged
out at market
rentals to occupiers
and any internal
profits are
consolidated out at
Annual Report time
and are allocated
to a partitioned
section of the
General Reserve.

Deposition of
revenue

As the Council is
the sole occupier,
any tenancy risk is
removed. Risks
relating to the
holding of the
assets are
evaluated with the
reports from the
property
consultants. Risks
relating to
devaluation or
usage are
minimised by
operating a regular
maintenance and
capital
improvements
programme.

Risk management

sell a portion of the ETS credits.
Any decision in this regard would
need to be made by the Council.

Deposition of revenue

The value of these properties is
adjusted three-yearly to reflect
latest valuation in accordance
with NZ IAS 16 Property, Plant
and Equipment.

Management and reporting
procedures

achieved by pre-sale of
harvesting rights, if
necessary.

Risk management

Policy

The Council will evaluate offers of
purchase in light of its requirement
and maximising ratepayer benefit.

The Council will continue to take the
advice of its property consultants with
respect to all property matters relating
to these properties.

The Council will continue to exercise
governance over these properties to
ensure the value of these assets is
protected through planned
maintenance.

Decisions on future ownership will be
driven by the requirement to maximise
ratepayer benefit and will be reviewed
at valuation time by the Treasury
Oversight Committee who will make
recommendations to the Council.

The following policies will be applied
by the Council in the management of
its investment in these properties.

Policy

Management and
reporting procedures
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Nature and rationale

Nature of investment: The Council owns
properties throughout the region. These include
houses, pest and river control depots and land
held as endowments and as reserves for river
management purposes such as farming
properties, recreational reserves and
commercial/industrial properties.
Rationale for holding investments: The Council
has diverse operational requirements. The
majority of properties are held for endowment
purposes principally associated with major river
systems. The business zoned endowment land
held by the Council that is not already used for
commercial activities has significant potential
to be further developed to generate additional
revenue.
Where Council has resolved on a review of
housing and depot properties to sell excess
properties, the investment will be maintained
until sale is possible at an acceptable price.
Those that are not currently used for Council
business are rented out, providing a further
source of income.

Category
and
investment

Other
properties

28

Rentals earned are
matched against
maintenance and
other costs and
surpluses provide
funding for general
and river
management
related purposes

Deposition of
revenue

Tenants are
screened and
reference checked.
The properties are
regularly
maintained and
insured.
Commercial leases
are used to define
the respective
rights of the
parties.

Risk management

The value of these properties is
adjusted three-yearly to reflect
latest valuation in accordance
with NZ IAS 16 Property, Plant
and Equipment.
Rental income is reported
under user-pays income.
Operating expenditure is
reported under other
expenditure.

Management and reporting
procedures

The following policies will be applied
by the Council in the consideration of
commercial property development:
1.
The Council will take the advice
of its property consultants or
steering group with respect to
all property development
matters.
2.
The required rate of return for
such development projects will
be set by the property
consultants or steering
committee and will reflect the
level of risk associated with such
projects.
3.
Any proposal for commercial
property development will
require a rate of return equal to
or greater than the required rate
of return before it is put forward
as a recommended course of
action.
4.
Consideration will be given to
three types of development:
block lease (low risk),
subdivision of land (moderate
risk), and subdivision and build
(high risk).
5.
In considering options put
forward, and to be consistent
with its overall investment
philosophy, the Council will
place priority on the
maintenance of capital by

Those properties retained for Council
use will be assessed as to
appropriateness on an annual basis
to maximise ratepayer benefit. All
properties will be maintained.

Policy
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Special
surplus
funds

Category
and
investment

Nature and rationale

Nature and rationale

Nature of investment: The Council has special
funds for specific purposes and from time to time,
holds cash greater than its planned operating
requirements. All such cash is invested to obtain
the best possible return on investment while
meeting the cash management requirements of
the Council. Investment guidelines are as for
Appendices 11-13 of this document.
The Council’s only special reserve at this time is
the Kainga Land Purchase Reserve.
Rationale for holding investment: The Council
has cash reserves and, by the bulk nature of its
funding, has periods during the year when the
cash available at any one time exceeds the
expenditure requirements. Those funds are,
therefore, invested to obtain maximum return
and ratepayer benefit.
Special funds must be maintained for the purpose
specified and income from those funds retained
for that purpose, under the Council’s investment
guidelines in 2.1. To maintain the capital, these
funds are invested as per guidelines in section
2.5.

Special surplus funds

Category
and
investment

As per the Council’s policy
resolution on Distribution
of Interest Income, income
from special funds is
retained for the purpose
of that fund and added to
the invested balance.

Risk is managed through
investing with institutions of
high quality as outlined in
Appendix 15.
Interest risk is managed by
use of hedging instruments
as outlined in Appendix 23.
Investments are monitored
monthly by the TOC and,
where a clear benefit is seen
to break an investment and
reinvest, then that decision
will be taken, thus
minimising losses due to
interest risk.

Managed as part of
the overall treasury
function.
Performance is
monitored monthly
by the TOC and
reported as per the
reports schedule in
Appendix 18.
Interest income is
reported as other
income and
apportioned across
projects as per the
Council policy on
Distribution of
Interest Income.

Management and
reporting
procedures

Management and reporting
procedures

Risk management

Risk management

Deposition of revenue

Deposition of
revenue

The Council must invest special
and surplus funds in order to
optimise returns within the
guidelines contained in Appendix
15 of this policy.

Policy

focusing on investments with a
lower risk profile. This means
that the subdivide and build
option is unlikely to be the
option adopted.

Policy
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Despite anything stated earlier in this Investment Policy, the Council may invest in shares and other financial instruments of the LGFA, and may borrow to
fund that investment. The Council’s objective in making any such investment will be to:
obtain a return on the investment
ensure that the LGFA has sufficient capital to become and remain viable, meaning that it continues as a source of debt funding for the Council.
Because of this dual objective, the Council may invest in LGFA shares in circumstances in which the return on that investment is potentially lower than the
return it could achieve with alternative investments.

New
Zealand
Local
Government
Funding
Agency
(LGFA)

If required in connection with the investment, the Council may also subscribe for uncalled capital in the LGFA.

Policy

Category
and
investment
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Appendix 14: Cash management
The Finance Section is responsible for managing the Council's cash surpluses and/or deficits.
The Council maintains rolling daily, monthly and annual cash flow projections, which form the basis of its cash management activity. The
Council maintains one main bank account for its operating cash flows and other bank accounts for specialist activities. Individual sections
within the Council do not maintain separate bank accounts.
The Council manages its working capital balances by matching expenditure closely to its revenue streams, and managing cash flow
appropriately. Daily bank balances are extracted by the Accountant - Systems and Treasury. Daily cash requirements are determined by
reference to the Daily Cash Flow Position Report and appropriate adjustments are made to money market balances.
Cash flow surpluses from timing differences will be invested at the best possible rate on the short-term money market.

Environment Canterbury
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Appendix 15: Treasury counterparty exposure limits
If any counterparty's credit rating falls below the minimum specified in the following table, then all practical steps are taken to reduce the
credit exposure to that counterparty to zero as soon as possible.

Approved financial investment instruments
Investment instruments available in the market (excluding equities and property) can generally be discussed under four broad categories
relating to the issuer of these instruments.
(a) New Zealand Government
Treasury bills are registered securities issued by the Reserve Bank of New Zealand on behalf of the Government. They are usually
available for terms of up to a year but generally preferred by investors for 90-day or 180-day terms. They are discounted
instruments, and are readily negotiable in the secondary market.
Government stock is registered securities issued by the Debt Management Office on behalf of the Government. Government stock
has fixed coupon payments payable every six months. They are priced on a semi-annual yield basis and are issued at a discount
to face value. They are readily negotiable in the secondary market.
(b) Local Authorities
Local Authority stock is registered securities issued by a wide range of local government bodies. A fixed coupon payment is made
semi-annually to the holder of the security or, in the case of a Floating Rate Note (FRN), quarterly floating rate payments. They
are negotiable and usually can be bought and sold in the secondary market.
1.

Registered Banks
Call and term deposits are funds accepted by the bank on an overnight basis (on call) or for a fixed term. Interest is usually
calculated on a simple interest formula. Term deposits are for a fixed term and are expected to be held to maturity. Term deposits
are not negotiable instruments. Termination prior to maturity date can often involve penalty costs.
Registered certificates of deposit (RCD) are securities issued by banks for their funding needs or to meet investor demand.

(d) Corporates
Corporate bonds and FRNs are generally issued by companies with good credit ratings. These bonds are usually registered
securities. A fixed coupon payment is made semi-annually to the holder of the security or, in the case of an FRN, quarterly floating
rate payments. Bonds are priced on a semi-annual or quarterly yield basis and are issued at a discount to face value. Corporate
bonds are negotiable and can be bought and sold in the secondary market.
Commercial Paper (CP) is issued by borrowers who usually have a credit rating. CP is issued with maturities ranging from seven
days to over one year. The common maturities are for 30 to 90 days. The face value of the CP is repaid in full to the bearer on
maturity.

Standard and Poor's definitions and current listing
Standard and Poor's Australian Ratings Rating Code
AAA-rated corporations, financial institutions, governments or asset-backed financing structures (entities) have an extremely strong capacity
to pay interest and repay principal in a timely manner.
AA-rated entities have a very strong capacity to pay interest and repay principal in a timely manner and differ from the highest-rated entities
only to a small degree.
A-rated entities have a strong capacity to pay interest and repay principal in a timely manner although they may be somewhat more
susceptible to the adverse effects of changes in circumstances and economic conditions than those in higher rating categories.
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BBB-rated entities have a satisfactory or adequate capacity to pay interest and repay principal in a timely manner. Protection levels are
more likely to be weakened by adverse changes in circumstances and economic conditions than for borrowers in higher rating categories.
BB-rated entities face ongoing uncertainties or exposure to adverse business, financial or economic conditions that could lead to a less
adequate capacity to meet timely debt service commitments.
B-rated entities are more vulnerable to adverse business, financial or economic conditions than entities in higher rating categories. This
vulnerability is likely to impair the borrower’s capacity or willingness to meet timely debt service commitments.
CCC-rated entities have a currently identifiable vulnerability to default and are dependent on favourable business, financial and economic
conditions to meet timely debt service commitments. In the event of adverse business, financial or economic conditions, they are not likely
to have the capacity to pay interest and repay principal.
CC is typically applied to debt subordinated to senior debt that is assigned an actual or implied 'CCC' rating.
Entities rated 'BB', 'B', 'CC' and 'C' are regarded as having predominantly speculative characteristics with respect to the capacity to pay
interest and repay principal. 'BB' indicates the least degree of speculation and 'C' the highest. While such entities will likely have some
quality and protective characteristics, these are outweighed by large uncertainties or major exposures to adverse conditions.
C-rated entities have a high risk of default or are reliant on arrangements with third parties to prevent defaults.
D-rated entities are in default. The rating is assigned when interest payments or principal payments are not made on the date due, even if
the applicable grace period has not expired. The 'D' rating is also used upon the filing of insolvency petition or a request to appoint a receiver
if debt service payments are jeopardised.
Plus(+) or Minus(–):
The ratings from 'AA' to 'CCC' may be modified by the addition of a plus or minus sign to show relative standing within the major rating
categories.
Credit Watch highlights an emerging situation that may materially affect the profile of a rated corporation.
Short-term ratings including commercial paper (up to 12 months)
A.1-rated entities possess a strong degree of safety regarding timely payment. Those entities determined to possess extremely strong safety
characteristics are denoted with an 'A.1+' designation.
A.2-rated entities have a satisfactory capacity for timely payment. However, the relative degree of safety is not as high as for those rated
'A.1'.
A.3-rated entities have an adequate capacity for timely repayment. They are more vulnerable to the adverse effects of changes in circumstances
than obligations carrying the higher designations.
Entities receiving a 'B' rating have only a speculative capacity for timely payment. Those with a 'B.1' have a greater capacity to meet obligations
and are somewhat less likely to be weakened by adverse changes in the environment and economic conditions than those rated 'B.2'.
C.1-rated entities possess a doubtful capacity for payment.
D.1-rated entities are in default.
Ratings of BBB– (long-term) or A.3 (short-term) and above are investment grade.
Definitions

Environment Canterbury
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'Local Authority' means any city, district or regional council or wholly owned subsidiary of such a body and the New Zealand Fire Services
Commission.
'Registered Bank' is as defined in section 2 of the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act 1989.
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Appendix 16: Non-commercial investments
Non-commercial investments may occur where there are clearly defined social benefits to the community as a consequence of making such
a loan or providing a guarantee. As this is a departure from normal investment policy, the following criteria should be applied.
The Council must be satisfied that the potential for capital loss is minimal. This is to be achieved by:
where possible, securing a charge over collateral security realisable on default
ensuring the organisation is financially stable and the ongoing cash flow is sufficient to service the loan
ensuring that the return on capital is market related
the total value of non-commercial loans and guarantees does not exceed 2 per cent of the Council’s investment portfolio.

Clean Heat Loan Scheme
Council approved the Clean Heat Loan Scheme as an amendment to the 2004–14 Long Term Council Community Plan. The scheme is limited
to Christchurch, Timaru, Ashburton, Rangiora and Kaiapoi and the social benefits identified include improved air quality. The potential for
capital loss has been minimised as follows:
The loans are to be repaid over a ten-year period by way of a targeted rate on the individual properties or repaid in full on the
sale of the property.
Credit checks will be performed on applicants prior to approving a loan.
The loans are interest free.
Clean Heat Loans will be funded from Clean Heat reserves initially; once all reserves have been utilised, funding from external
sources will be investigated to allow Council to maintain existing investment ratios.
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Appendix 17: Banking relationships
The Council's preference in the treasury management area is to deal with preferred suppliers. The Council's choice of relationship banks is
determined by its desire to benefit from long-term relationships rather than seeking the best returns in the short term.
Each financial institution must be capable of providing the Council with:
comprehensive treasury services in NZD products
proven expertise and a track record in arranging local capital markets facilities
a desire to accommodate the Council with funding without additional security requirements.
The Council's cash management and interest rate risk management activities are undertaken with its relationship banks, ASB and BNZ.
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Appendix 18: Reports and meetings
The following reports will be produced.
Report name

Frequency

Prepared by

Reviewed by

Recipient

Daily Cash Position

Daily

Accountant

Finance Manager

Finance Manager

Treasury Exceptions
Report

Daily

Accountant

Finance Manager

Director Finance and
Corporate Services
TOC

Treasury Report listing
investments and debt
with maturity dates

Monthly (Detailed)

Accountant

Finance Manager

Director Finance and
Corporate Services
TOC

Limits Report

Daily – reported on an
exceptions basis

Accountant

Finance Manager

Director Finance and
Corporate Services

Debt Maturity Profile

Quarterly

Accountant

Director Finance and
Corporate Services
TOC
Council

Director Finance and
Corporate Services
TOC
Council

Statement of Council
Public Debt

Quarterly

Accountant

Director Finance and
Corporate Services
TOC
Council

Director Finance and
Corporate Services
TOC
Council

Treasury Performance

Quarterly

Funds Manager and
Finance Manager

Director Finance and
Corporate Services

Finance and Audit
Committee

A monthly meeting of the Treasury Oversight Committee (TOC) is held to discuss the activity for the previous month together with likely
activity for the coming months. The approved quarterly borrowing, investment and risk management strategies are reviewed at this meeting
and amended if appropriate. Tactics for the following months are agreed with operating guidelines provided to the Finance Manager for
implementation. The Accountant is responsible for preparing the agenda for the monthly meeting as well as documenting the actions
required by the TOC.
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Appendix 19: Delegated authorities
Activity

Delegated to

Approve policy document

Council (by resolution)

Alter policy document

Council (by resolution)

Open/close bank accounts

Chief Executive, Director Finance and Corporate Services

Approval and appointment of the Treasury Advisor

Performance Audit and Risk Committee

Acquire and dispose of investments other than financial investments

Council (by resolution)

Approve borrowing programme for the year

Council (by resolution)

Approve charging assets as security over borrowing

Council (by resolution)

Approve new loans in accordance with Council resolution

Chief Executive, Director Finance and Corporate Services

Negotiate debt in relation to interest rate, term and maturity date

Director Finance and Corporate Services

Approve cheque signatories

Chief Executive, Director Finance and Corporate Services

Approve electronic banking funds transfer signatories

Chief Executive, Director Finance and Corporate Services

Manage borrowing strategy

Director Finance and Corporate Services (approve
strategy as Chair of Treasury Oversight Committee)
Treasury Oversight Committee (recommend strategy)
Finance Manager/Financial Planning Accountant
(execute approved strategy, daily management)

Approve interest rate risk management instruments contained in the Risk
Management Tool Kit in Appendix 23 and subsequent additions and deletions

Council (by resolution)

Authorise use of the Council-approved interest rate risk management
instruments

Director Finance and Corporate Services

Manage the Council cash requirements

Finance Manager
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Appendix 20a: Key internal controls
The internal controls for the operation of the Council’s treasury function

General
Organisational controls
The Director Finance and Corporate Services has responsibility for establishing appropriate structures, procedures and controls to support
treasury activity. Detailed procedures supporting the key controls contained in this document are contained in these policies. All borrowing,
investment, cash management and risk management activity is undertaken in accordance with approved delegations authorised by the
Council. Personnel with dealing responsibilities cannot perform bank reconciliations or act as a sole cheque signatory.

Cheque/electronic banking signatories
Positions are approved by the Chief Executive on recommendation of Director Finance and Corporate Services. Dual signatures are required
for all cheques and electronic transfers.

Authorised personnel
All counterparties are provided with a list of personnel approved to undertake transactions, standard settlement instructions and details
of personnel able to receive confirmations.

Settlement
Payment batches for treasury payments are set up on desk bank by accounts payable and checked by the Accountant to ensure settlement
details are correct. Payment details are authorised by two approved signatories as per delegations.

Reconciliations
Bank reconciliations are performed daily by the Rating Officer and checked by the Management Accountant. Any unresolved, unreconciled
items arising during bank statement reconciliation that require amendment to the Council's records are signed off by the Finance Manager.

Investments
In addition to the controls listed above under ‘General’, the following controls apply to investments:
Investment activity is undertaken within limits specified in 'Treasury counterparty exposure limits' (page 10) of the Investment
Policy.
All deliverable certificates of investment, for example bank bills, are held in safe custody with the Council’s fireproof vault or with
the originating bank, or with the Council’s appointed custodian.
New Zealand Government stock, Treasury bills, local authority stock and debentures are registered with the relevant registry. or
custodian. The Council receives notice of the stocks transferred into its name from the registry. This notice is checked to the
Council's treasury system/spreadsheets.

Incidental arrangements
In addition to the controls listed above under ‘General’, the following controls apply to incidental arrangements:
The use of incidental arrangements is confined to managing interest rate risk of the Council borrowings and is to be within the
confines of the parameters specified in section 2.2 of this policy.
The use of incidental arrangements requires formal prior approval of the Director Finance and Corporate Services.
Standard master agreements for incidental arrangements are completed by the Council with its relationship banks.
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Appendix 20b: Key internal controls
The Council's systems of internal controls over treasury activity include the following:
Duties are adequately segregated among the core treasury functions of deal, confirmation, settling and accounting/reporting.
There are a small number of people involved in the Finance Section. Accordingly, strict segregation of duties is not always
achievable. Refer to Appendix 11 for more detailed treasury responsibilities. The risk from not strictly segregating duties will be
minimised by the following processes:
utilising the services of Council's Treasury Advisor
a documented discretionary approval process for treasury activity
regular management reporting
regular operational risk control reviews.
Organisational, systems, procedural and reconciliation controls are applied to ensure:
all treasury activity is bona fide and properly authorised
checks are in place to ensure the Council's accounts and records are updated promptly, accurately and completely
all outstanding transactions are revalued regularly and independently of the execution function to ensure accurate reporting
and accounting of outstanding exposures and hedging activity.
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Appendix 21: Policy cross-reference to Local Government Amendment Act 2002
Act section reference

Brief description of requirement

Investment policy section reference

101

Principles of financial management – prudent debt levels

1, 2.9

104

Short-term borrowing, reserves

2.10, 2.13

105

General policy on investments

2.1

105(b)

Mix of investments

2.2

105(c)

Acquisition of new investments

2.1

105(d)

Outline of procedures for management and reporting of investments

2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.7, 2.8

105(e)

Management of risks associated with investments

2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.10
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Appendix 22: Treasury Oversight Committee
Committee composition
The composition of the Treasury Oversight Committee (TOC) is approved by the Chief Executive. The following table details the positions
within the Council that form part of the TOC, as well as the input they are expected to add.
Position

Input value

Director Finance and Corporate Services

Overall responsibility for treasury functions. Chairman of TOC

Manager Business Units

Perspective from the Council’s largest asset manager

Finance Manager/Chief Financial Officer

Management of treasury function. Development of strategy. Analysis of treasury
performance. Compliance monitoring

Accountant

Operational responsibility. Assist in developing strategy. Feedback on previous activity

Treasury Advisor

Technical expertise, outlook on market movements, new investment tools, investment
and borrowing recommendations, reporting on market conditions and overall advice
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Appendix 23: Treasury counterparty exposure limits/interest rate risk
management
The Risk Management Tool Kit
1. Approved interest rate risk management instruments
The following interest rate risk management instruments are authorised for interest rate risk management activity provided
that they are consistent with the parameters contained in 'Treasury counterparty exposure limits' of the Investment Policy, and
are first approved by Council:
Note: Interest rate risk management instruments are only used to hedge an underlying asset or borrowing.
forward rate agreements
interest rate swaps
purchase of interest rate options products including caps, floors, bond options and swaptions
interest rate collar-type option strategies
fixed rate term loans.
The following interest rate risk management instruments are not permitted for use:
selling interest rate options for the primary purpose of generating premium income, which is not permitted because
of its speculative nature
structured or leveraged interest rate option strategies
interest rate futures contracts.

Interest rate risk management instruments and terms – definitions
BKBM: The bank bill mid-market settlement rate as determined each business day and displayed on the New Zealand Financial Markets
Authority website. This is the standard rate for the settlement of interest rate swaps, forward rate agreements and interest rate caps and
collars.
Bond Options: The Council, when purchasing a bond option, has the right but not the obligation to buy or sell a specified government stock
maturity on an agreed date and time and at an agreed rate.
Forward Rate Agreement: An agreement between the Council and a counterparty (usually a bank) protecting the Council against a future
adverse interest rate movement for a specified period. The Council and the counterparty agree to a notional future principal amount, the
future interest rate, the benchmark dates and the benchmark rate (usually BKBM).
Interest Rate Collar Strategy: The combined purchase (or sale) of a cap or floor with the sale (or purchase) of another floor or cap.
Interest Rate Options: The purchase of an interest rate option gives the holder (in return for the payment of a premium) the right but not
the obligation to borrow (described as a cap) or invest (described as a floor) at a future date for a specified period. The Council and the
counterparty agree to a notional future principal amount, the future interest rate, the benchmark dates and the benchmark rate (usually
BKBM). Interest rate option products include caps, floors, bond options and swaptions.
Interest Rate Swap: An agreement between the Council and a counterparty (usually a bank) whereby the Council pays (or receives) a fixed
interest rate and receives (or pays) a floating interest rate. The parties to the contract agree notional principal, start date of the contract,
duration of the contract, fixed interest rate and the benchmark rates (usually BKBM).
Repurchase Agreements: A simultaneous sale and repurchase of a fixed interest security for different settlement dates. Also known as
Lending.
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Swaption: The purchase of a swaption gives the Council the right but not the obligation to enter into an interest rate swap, at a future date,
at a specific interest rate.
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Appendix 24: Schedule of Council’s current investments
Description

Actual
30 June 2013
$000s

Actual
30 June 2014
$000s

Shares NZLGIA

179

170

Marlborough Forestry Corp

223

274

Forests

5,792

4,910

Cash, bank and term deposits

13,996

18,890

Financial Market Investment Portfolio

5,032

5,037

Environment Canterbury
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100%

70%

50%

100%

50%

50%

30%

New Zealand Government

Rated local authorities

Unrated local authorities

New Zealand registered banks

State owned enterprises

Corporates **

Financials **

Commercial Paper
Bonds/MTNs/FRNs

Commercial paper
Bonds/MTNs/FRNs

Commercial paper
Bonds/MTNs/FRNs

Call/term deposits/bank
bills/commercial paper
Bonds/MTNs/FRNs

Commercial Paper
Bonds/MTNs/FRNs

Commercial paper
Bonds/MTNs/FRNs

Government stock
Treasury bills

Approved financial market
investment instruments (must
be denominated in NZD)

Short-term Sand P rating of A1 or better
Long-term S and P rating of A- or better
Long-term S and P rating of A+ or better
Long-term S and P rating of AA or better

Short-term S and P rating of A1 or better
Long-term S and P rating of A- or better
Long-term S and P rating of A+ or better
Long-term S and P rating of AA or better

Short-term S and P rating of A1 or better
Long-term S and P rating of A- or better
Long-term S and P rating of A+ or better
Long-term S and P rating of AA or better

Short-term S and P rating of A1 or better
Long-term S and P rating of A- or better
Long-term S and P rating of A+ or better
Long-term S and P rating of AA or better

Not applicable

Short-term S and P rating of A1 or better
Long-term S and P rating of A- or better
Long-term S and P rating of A+ or better
Long-term S and P rating of AA or better

Not applicable

Credit rating criteria – Standard and Poor’s
(or Moody’s or Fitch equivalents)

$2.0 million
$1.0 million
$2.0 million
$3.0 million

$2.0 million
$1.0 million
$2.0 million
$3.0 million

$2.0 million
$1.0 million
$2.0 million
$3.0 million

$7.5 million*
$1.0 million
$2.0 million
$3.0 million

$2.0 million
$1.0 million

$2.0 million
$1.0 million
$2.0 million
$3.0 million

Unlimited

Limit for each issuer subject
to overall portfolio limit for
issuer class

NB: FRN: Fixed Rate Note / MTN: Medium Term Note / S and P: Standard and Poor's.

* Short-term investments in any one New Zealand registered bank shall not exceed 70 per cent of the portfolio or $7.5 million whichever is the greater. ** The combined
holding of corporates and financials shall not exceed 70 per cent of the portfolio.

Overall portfolio limit
as a percentage of the
total portfolio

Authorised asset classes

Appendix 25: Authorised investment criteria – Financial Market Investment Portfolio
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Environment Canterbury

100%

70%

50%

100%

50%

50%

30%

New Zealand Government

Rated local authorities

Unrated local authorities

New Zealand registered banks

State owned enterprises

Corporates **

Financials **

Commercial paper

Commercial paper

Commercial paper

Call/term deposits/ bank
bills/commercial paper

Commercial paper

Commercial paper

Treasury bills

Approved financial market
investment instruments (must
be denominated in NZD)

Short-term S and P rating of A1 or better

Short-term S and P rating of A1 or better

Short-term S and P rating of A1 or better

Short-term S and P rating of A1 or better

Not applicable

Short-term S and P rating of A1 or better

Not applicable

Credit rating criteria – Standard and Poor’s
(or Moody’s or Fitch equivalents)

$3.0 million

$3.0 million

$3.0 million

$15.0 million*

$2.0 million

$3.0 million

Unlimited

Limit for each issuer subject
to overall portfolio limit for
issuer class

NB: S and P: Standard and Poor's.

* Short-term investments in any one New Zealand registered bank shall not exceed 70 per cent of the portfolio or $15.0 million whichever is the greater. ** The combined
holding of corporates and financials shall not exceed 70 per cent of the portfolio.

Overall portfolio limit
as a percentage of the
total portfolio

Authorised asset classes

Appendix 26: Authorised investment criteria – Working Capital Fund
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Introduction
This policy has been prepared in accordance with the Local Government Act 2002.
This document provides guidelines for when the powers to recover development or financial contributions will be used.

2
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Policy
Environment Canterbury does not have any capital expenditure identified in its Annual Plan or this Long-Term Plan that will be funded by
development contributions or financial contributions.
In the event that such expenditure is identified, this policy will be developed to determine the appropriate level of development and financial
contributions.
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Introduction
Environment Canterbury carries out its rating function in accordance with the requirements of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 and
the Local Government Act 2002.
This document provides the policy framework for remitting or postponing the payment of rates on Māori freehold land.
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Legislative summary
Section 102(4) of the Local Government Act 2002 states that a local authority must adopt a policy on the postponement of rates on Māori
freehold land.
Section 102(3) of the Local Government Act 2002 states that a policy adopted may be prepared and adopted as part of the long-term Council
community plan.
Section 87 of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 allows a local authority to postpone all or part of the rates on a rating unit if the local
authority has adopted a postponement policy, the ratepayer has applied in writing for a postponement and the local authority is satisfied
that the conditions and criteria in the policy are met. The remainder of sections 87 to 90 of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 address
issues relating to notice, postponement fees, recording postponed rates and registering postponed rates.
Section 108 of the Local Government Act 2002 addresses rates remission or postponement of Māori freehold land.
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Remission policy of rates on Māori freehold land
The Council may provide 100 per cent rates remission of any rates except targeted rates on Māori freehold land to all ratepayers who meet
the objectives, conditions and criteria of this policy. This remission of rates on Māori freehold land policy is prepared pursuant to sections
102(4)(f) and 108 and Schedule 11 of the Local Government Act 2002.
This policy aims to:
Ensure the fair and equitable collection of rates from all sectors of the community, recognising that certain Māori-owned lands
have particular conditions, features, ownership structures, or other circumstances that make it appropriate to provide relief from
rates.
Implement a policy for providing rate relief on Māori land pursuant to sections 102(4)(f) and 108 and Schedule 11 of the Local
Government Act.

Objectives
In addition to the objectives set out in Schedule 11 of the Local Government Act, the objectives of the remission of rates on Māori freehold
land are to:
recognise situations where there is no occupier or person gaining an economic financial benefit from the land
set aside land that is better set aside for non-use because of its natural features (whenua rāhui)
recognise matters related to the physical accessibility of the land
recognise and take account of the presence of wāhi tapu that may affect the use of the land for other purposes
grant remission for the portion of land not occupied where part only of a block is occupied
facilitate the development or use of the land where the Council considers rates based on actual land value make the actual use
of the land uneconomic
recognise and take account of the importance of land in providing economic and infrastructure support for Marae and Papakainga
Housing
recognise and take into account the importance of the land for community goals relating to:
the preservation of the natural character of coastal environment
the protection of outstanding natural features
the protection of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitat of indigenous fauna.

Principles
The principles used in establishing this policy on the remission of rates on Māori freehold land are that:
as defined in section 91 of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002, Māori freehold land is liable for rates in the same manner as
if it were general land
the Council is required to have a policy on rates relief on Māori freehold land
the Council and community benefit through the efficient collection of rates that are properly payable and the removal of rating
debt that is considered non-collectable
applications for relief meet the criteria set by the Council
the policy does not provide for the permanent remission or postponement of rates on the property concerned.

Conditions and criteria
Māori freehold land is defined in the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 as land whose beneficial ownership has been determined by a
freehold order issued by the Māori Land Court. Only land that is the subject of such an order may qualify for remission under this policy.
The Council will maintain a register titled the Māori Land Rates Relief Register (the Register) for the purpose of recording properties on
which it is agreed to remit rates pursuant to this policy. The Register will comprise the following category lists:
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the Māori Land General Remissions List
the Māori Land Economic Adjustment Remissions List.
The Council may, at its own discretion at any time, add properties to the lists.
Relief, and the extent thereof, are at the sole discretion of the Council and may be cancelled or reduced at any time.
The Council will review the Register annually and may:
add properties that comply
remove properties where the circumstances have changed and they no longer comply.
Owners or trustees making application should include the following information in their applications:
details of the property
the objectives that will be achieved by providing the remission
documentation that proves the land, that is the subject of the application, is Māori freehold land.
DELEGATION: The Chief Executive Officer or Director Finance and Corporate Services is to approve remissions of rates on applications that
meet the criteria of this policy.

Māori Land General Remissions List
The Council may consider remission of rates on land that comes within the following criteria:
the land is occupied and no income is derived from the use or occupation of that land
the land is better set aside for non-use (whenua rāhui) because of its natural features, or is unoccupied, and no income is derived
from the use or occupation of that land
the land is inaccessible and is unoccupied
only a portion of the land is occupied.

Māori Land Economic Adjustment Remissions List
The Council may consider remission for land that carries a best potential use value that is significantly in excess of the economic value
arising from its actual use.
The remission for land recorded in the Māori Land Economic Adjustment Remissions List will be the difference between the rates as assessed
and the rates that would be assessed based on the actual use of the land.
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Postponement policy of rates on Māori freehold land
The Council may provide rates postponement on Māori freehold land to all ratepayers who meet the objectives, conditions and criteria of
this policy. This policy is prepared pursuant to sections 102(4)(f) and 108 and Schedule 11 of the Local Government Act 2002.

Objectives
The postponement of rates on Māori freehold land is to facilitate the development and use of the land for economic use where the Council
considers utilisation would be uneconomic if full rates were required during the years of development and establishment.

Conditions and criteria
Māori freehold land is defined in the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 as land whose beneficial ownership has been determined by a
freehold order issued by the Māori Land Court. Only land that is the subject of such an order may qualify for postponement under this policy.
The Council may consider a postponement of rates for previously unoccupied land that is subject to clearing, development and commercial
use where the Council considers utilisation would be uneconomic if full rates were required during the years of development and establishment.
Applications should be made prior to commencement of the development. The applications made after the commencement of the development
may be accepted at the discretion of the Council.
Owners or trustees making application should include the following information in their applications:
details of the property
the objectives that would be achieved by providing postponement
details of the proposed development
documentation that proves the land, that is the subject of the application, is Māori freehold land.
The Council may also, at its discretion, partially remit rates that are otherwise subject to postponement.
DELEGATION: The Chief Executive or Director Finance and Corporate Services is to approve postponement of rates on applications that
meet the criteria of this policy.
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Introduction
Environment Canterbury carries out its rating function in accordance with the requirements of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 and
the Local Government Act 2002.
This document provides the policy framework for granting remission of the payment of rates.
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Legislative summary
Section 102(3) of the Local Government Act 2002 states that a local authority may adopt a rates remission policy.
Section 85 of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 allows a local authority to remit all or part of the rates on a rating unit if the local
authority has adopted a remission policy and the local authority is satisfied that conditions and criteria in the policy are met.
Section 109 of the Local Government Act 2002 states what a rates remission policy must contain.
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Remission policy
The Canterbury Regional Council has decided to make provision for remission of all or part of the rates of rating units in accordance with
this remission policy provided that the conditions within this policy have been met. Rates remission will be provided for the following
categories of rating units or under the following circumstances:
remission of rates for community, sporting and other organisations
remission of rates on land protected for natural, historical or cultural conservation purposes
remission of rates for other purposes
remission of penalties.
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General provisions relating to the remission of rates
The Council intends the policy to operate equitably over the entire region and to ensure wherever possible that the remission policy is
consistent with the remission policy adopted by the territorial authority that has been appointed by the Council to collect the rates.
Applications may be forwarded to the territorial authority that has been appointed by the Council to collect the rates. Where an application
is forwarded to the territorial authority or where an application for a remission is made directly to the territorial authority that has been
appointed by the Council to collect the rates for the Canterbury Regional Council, a remission will only be granted by the territorial authority
in relation to the Canterbury Regional Council rates where it is consistent with this policy.
When the Council is considering any other application for a remission of rates, it will take into consideration the remission policy of the
territorial authority acting as collector on behalf of the Council, to ensure there is consistency.
All applications for rates remission under this policy must be made in writing by the ratepayer or the ratepayer's authorised agent. Applications
may be forwarded to the territorial authority that has been appointed by the Council to collect the rates.
The Council will consider remission for each individual application according to the circumstances of that application. When considering
each application, the Council will take into account any information provided to the territorial authority acting as collector on behalf of the
Council.
Any ratepayer granted rates remission is required to meet all remaining and applicable rates in full after the application of the rates remission.
All remissions are at the discretion of the Council and will be assessed on a case-by-case basis.
DELEGATION: The Chief Executive Officer or Director Finance and Corporate Services is to approve remissions of rates on applications that
meet the criteria of this policy.
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Remission of rates for community, sporting and other organisations
The Council may provide rates remission to ratepayers who meet the objectives, conditions and criteria of this policy.

Objective
The remission of rates for community, sporting and other organisations is to facilitate the ongoing provision of non-commercial community
services and non-commercial recreational opportunities.
The purpose of granting rates remission to an organisation is to:
1.
2.
3.

recognise the public good contribution made by such organisations
assist the organisation's survival
make membership of the organisation more accessible to the general public, particularly disadvantaged groups, including children,
youth, young families, aged people and economically disadvantaged people.

Conditions and criteria
The remission of rates may apply to land, which is used exclusively or principally for sporting, recreation or community purposes. The policy
does not apply to organisations operated for private pecuniary profit. The policy will also not apply to groups or organisations that have
the primary purpose of addressing the needs of adult members (over 18 years) for entertainment or social interaction, or that engage in
recreational, sporting or community services as a secondary purpose only.
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Remission of rates on land protected for natural, historic or cultural
conservation purposes
The Council may provide rates remission to ratepayers who met the objectives, conditions and criteria of this policy.

Objective
Rates remission is provided where it is necessary to preserve and promote natural resources and heritage by encouraging the protection
of land held for a natural, historic or cultural purpose.

Conditions and criteria
Ratepayers who own rating units with some feature of cultural, natural or historic heritage that is voluntarily protected may qualify for
remission of rates under this policy.
Applications should be supported by documentary evidence of the protected status of the rating unit, for example, the copy of the covenant
or other legal mechanism.
In considering any application for remission of rates under this part of this policy, the Council will consider the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.

The extent to which the preservation of natural, cultural or historic heritage will be promoted by granting remission of rates on the
rating unit.
The degree to which features of natural, cultural or historic heritage are present on the land.
The degree to which features of natural, cultural or historic heritage inhibit the economic utilisation of the land.

In granting remissions under this policy, the Council may specify certain conditions before remission will be granted. Applicants will be
required to agree in writing to these conditions and to pay any remitted rates if the conditions are violated.
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Remission of rates for other purposes
The Council may provide rates remission for other purposes, if these remissions ensure ratepayers are treated equitably by the Council and
the territorial authority where the rating unit is situated.
Examples of other purposes are remissions on dwellings in commercial zones, contiguous properties in common usage and rating units
that are used for residential purposes that include a separately inhabited part occupied by a dependent family member.
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Remission of penalties
The Council may provide rates remission of penalties to ratepayers who meet the objectives, conditions and criteria of this policy.

Objective
The remission of penalties is to enable the Council to act fairly and reasonably in its consideration of rates that the Council has not received
by the penalty date due to circumstances outside the ratepayer’s control.
Conditions and criteria
Remission of penalties may be considered where payment has been late due to a significant family disruption. Remission will be considered
in the case of death, illness or accident of a family member, as at the due date.
Remission of penalties may be considered where a ratepayer chooses to make payments different from the instalment dates, typically in
full on an annual one-payment basis.
Remission of penalties may be granted if the ratepayer is able to provide evidence that their payment has gone astray in the post or the
late payment has otherwise resulted from matters outside their control.
Remission of penalties may be granted where the ratepayer has established a history of regular automatic payments or direct debit that
have been continuous throughout the year.
Each application will be considered on its merits and remission will be granted where it is considered just and equitable to do so.
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Introduction
Environment Canterbury carries out its rating function in accordance with the requirements of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 and
the Local Government Act 2002.
This document provides the policy framework for postponing the payment of rates. These policies incorporate postponements for Māori
freehold land.
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Legislative summary
Section 102(3) of the Local Government Act 2002 states that a local authority may adopt a rates postponement policy.
Section 87 of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 allows a local authority to postpone all or part of the rates on a rating unit if the local
authority has adopted a postponement policy, the ratepayer has applied in writing for a postponement and the local authority is satisfied
that the conditions and criteria in the policy are met. The remainder of sections 87 to 90 of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 address
issues relating to notice, postponement fees, recording postponed rates and registering postponed rates.
Section 110 of the Local Government Act 2002 states what a rates postponement policy must contain.
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Postponement policy
The Canterbury Regional Council has decided to postpone all or part of the rates of rating units covered by this postponement policy
provided that the conditions within this policy have been met. Rates postponement may be provided for the following categories of rating
units or under the following circumstances:
postponement of rates due to extreme financial circumstances
postponement of rates on Māori freehold land.
The Council intends the policy to operate equitably over its entire region and has a primary concern to ensure wherever possible that the
postponement policy is consistent with the postponement policy adopted by the territorial authority that has been appointed by the Council
to collect the rates.
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General provisions relating to the postponement of rates
All applications for rates postponement under this policy must be made in writing by the ratepayer or the ratepayer's authorised agent.
Applications may be forwarded to the territorial authority that has been appointed by the Council to collect the rates. Where an application
is forwarded to the territorial authority or where an application for a postponement is made directly to the territorial authority that has
been appointed by the Council to collect the rates for the Canterbury Regional Council, a postponement will only be granted by the territorial
authority in relation to the Canterbury Regional Council rates where it is consistent with this policy.
Any postponed rates will be postponed until:
the death of the ratepayer(s)
until the ratepayer(s) ceases to be the owner or occupier of the rating unit
until the ratepayer(s) ceases to use the property as his/her residence
until the date specified by the Council.
The policy will apply from the beginning of the rating year in which the application is made although the Council may consider backdating
past the rating year in which the application is made depending on the circumstances.
Where the Council decides to postpone rates, the ratepayer may still be required to make arrangements for payment of rates in accordance
with the requirements of the territorial authority acting as a collector on behalf of the Council.
A postponement fee may be charged on the amount of the postponed rates. The calculation and conditions for this fee will be in accordance
with those imposed by the territorial authority acting as collector on behalf of the Council.
Postponed rates will be registered as a statutory land charge on the rating unit title. This means that the Council will have first call on the
proceeds of any revenue from the sale or lease of the rating unit. Penalty charges will not be added to postponed rates.
The Council will consider postponement for each individual application according to the circumstances of that application. When considering
each application, the Council will take into account any information provided to the territorial authority acting as collector on behalf of the
Council.
DELEGATION: The Chief Executive or Director Finance and Corporate Services is to approve postponement of rates on applications that
meet the criteria of this policy.
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Postponement of rates due to extreme financial circumstances
The Council may provide rates postponement to all ratepayers who meet the objectives, conditions and criteria of this policy.

Objective
The postponement of rates is to enable the Council to assist ratepayers experiencing extreme financial circumstances that affect their ability
to pay rates.

Conditions and criteria
Other than in exceptional circumstances, only rating units used solely for residential purposes will be eligible for consideration for rates
postponement under extreme financial circumstances.
When considering whether extreme financial circumstances exist, all of the ratepayer's personal circumstances will be relevant, including
the following factors: age, physical or mental disability, injury, illness and family circumstances.
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